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ABOUT THIS CATALOG 

This Cotalog is devoted solely to informetion on RCA Test and Measuring 
equipment designed especially for television stotion and closed circuit use. 
Other RCA Brosdeast Equipment Catalogs contein similar information on 
TY camera, film, terminal and cudie equipment, AM, FM and TV transmitters, 
ontennas, transmission line equipment and accessories. 

The informotion contained in this catalog is intended to serve ex a buying 
guide far tha wers of this type of equipment. In the betiaf that broadcast 
engineers want fects, rather thon generalities, the content hes purposely 
bean kept brief and fotual. Readers who desire more information or 
individual bulletins on porticulor equipment items are invited to write 
to tho RCA Broadcast Representative in the RCA Regional Office neorest 
them (see opposite page). 

OTHER RCA TECHNICAL PRODUCTS 

The RCA equipment described in this catolog is specifically designed for 
brosdeast station and closed circuit use. In similar manner RCA builds 
electronic equipment for many other industries. These include: two-way 
radio and microwove radio communication equipment; a complete line of 
equipment for theatres; optical and magnetic film recording equipment; 
sound systems of oll types: 16mm projectors and magnetic racordars; high- 
fidelity components for home music systams; industrial inspection equip- 
ment; scientific equipment, such as the slectran microscope: industrial 
television systems: intercoms: tape recorders; TV Eye; Antenaplex systems; 
‘and many types of custom-built equipment for industry and the aslitory 
services, Information, and catalogs or bulletins, describing these may be 
‘abtained from RCA Regional Offices 



HOW TO ORDER 
The RCA Test and Measuring Equipment shown in this 
catalog is sold directly through RCA Broadcast Represent. 
atives, who ora familiar with breadeast equipment and 
related prabloms. One or more of these CA Represent- 

tives are located in each of tho RCA Regional Offices 
listed below. Orders for equipment shown in this catalog, 
or requests far additional information, should be directed 
to the nearest one of those offices. 

PRICES 
The prices of the varigus aquipment units shown in this 
catalog are given in a segarate price list Prices are listed 
in the order in which they are shewn in the catalog. To 
determine the price of any equipment fast nate the page 

an which itis showe in the entulog, then consult the price 
list in eccordonce with this page number. Equipments are 
identified by type and Ml (Master len) numbers which ara 
used to iden 'Y apparatus on invoicos and packing slips. 

YOU CAN LOCATE YOUR NEAREST RCA REPRESENTATIVE FROM THIS LIST 

REGIONAL OFFICES 

Front and Cooper Streets 
CAMDEN 2, NEW JERSEY 

Woodlawn 3-8000 

° 

36 West 49th Strost 
NEW YORK 20, NEW YORK 

Judson 6-3800 

. 

7901 Freeway #183 
DALLAS $5, TEXAS 
Fleetwood 2.3911 

1600 Keith Building 
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO 

Cherry 1-3450 

200 Berkeley Street 
BOSTON 16, MASSACHUSETTS 

Hubbard 2-1700 

1121 Rhedes-Haverty Building 
134 Peachtree Street, N.W. 
ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA 

Jackson 4-7703 

1006 Grand Avenve 
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI 

Harrison 1-6480 

1560 North Vine Street 
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA 

Hollywood 9-2154 

420 Tayler Streat 
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA 

Ordway 3-027 

. . 

1186 Merchandise Mart Pl 
CHICAGO 54, ILLINOIS 

Delaware 7-0700 

1825 K Street, N.W. 
WASHINGTON 6, D. ¢. 

District 7-1260 

. 

2250 1st Avenue, South 
SEATTLE 4, WASHINGTON 

Main 8350 





TYPICAL TEST SETUPS: 

RECOMMENDED TEST AND MEASURING EQUIPMENT | 
FOR AM, FM, AND TV STATIONS 

Selection of Test Equipment 
High-quotity measuring, monitoring, and service test equip: 
ment is an important adjunct af AM, FM and Talevision 
station and closed eirevit facilities; and many fems of such 
equipment are necessary te maintain braadcest operations 
tnd assure compliance with FCC standords. A diversified 
tina of equipment is made available by RCA to mest prac: 
tically every test and measurement requirement, It is 
recognized by RCA that requirements vary in their scopa 
in relatian to the type of operetion. 
In an effort to assist the Brocdeaster in making @ proper 
selection of test and menitoring equipment, several typical 
equipment lists and station rack layouts’ are presentad 
These lists fer tha mast part, are basie minimum equipment 
raquirameats with helpful suggestions regarding optional 
and additional items. Tast and monitoring equipment list. 
ings are provided under two different categories -audia 
and video facilities for broadeasting, Tha latter listing is 
further sub-divided into video studia facilities and trans: 
mnitter fest and monitoring equipment. Further differentia~ 
tion is made to meet the varying needs of TV stations 

tulacosting black-and.whita and color signals, Rack fayouts 
are suggested for the important monitoring equipment, 
‘also portable test and service units raquired for color 
broadcasting. No leyauls ore shown for the TY studio test 
units and portable service and measuring devices, such as 
field intensity meters, oscilloscopes, voltOhmysts, and sim- 
ilor items since it is felt thet each station can best make 
proper disposition for tham among their facilities. 
Information in this section i offered only as a general 
avide, since individual requirements will dictate the final 
selection to be made. The minimum test and measurement 
equipment suggested for a single AM, FM or television 
station will permit tha station to perform most all the re- 
quired measurements. Multiple studio and control rooms, 
Femote transmitter Igcation, transmission link equipment 
and other facilities may demond a greoter variety and/or 
additional items of the seme equipment. RCA Broadeast 
Soles Enginesrs will gladly assist in planning equipment 
lists to handle the particular maintenance and test require- 
ments for any station, large er small, 



TYPICAL TEST SETUPS 

Test Facilities for Broadcasting Systems 
Test instruments required by the AM, FM, or Television 
stotion to measure audio facilities are largely dictated by 
the “proof-of-performance” measurements required by the 
Federal Communicotions Commission. Such equipment must 
be sufficient to measure AM and/or Fok autput noise level, 
the audio frequency hermonie distortion, and the audio 
frequency response under normal program operation as 
defined by the FCC. In addition, the broadcast station will 
undoubtedly be equipped to make other measurements 
such os power output, carrier frequency stability, carrier 
shift, carrier noise level, output voltage, und other systems 
fests, 
The major items of test equipment required 19 adequately 
make the above measurements are listed in Table Il. It is 
ascumed that the station has complete transmitter audio 
input and monitoring equipment (see Table I). It is essen- 
fial to have « good modulation monitor which provides a 
low-distertion, audio output with sufficient level for feeding 
@ noise and distorlion meter. 
‘An integrated test equipment system for performing audio 
measurements is shown in the accompanying block dia- 
gram, The FCC specifies that “all measurements shall be 
made with the equipment adjusted for normal program 
operation and shall include all cizcvits between the main 
studio microphone terminals and the antenna aviput, in- 
cluding telephone linas, pre-omplifier cireuits and any 
equalizers employed except for microphones, and without 
compression, if @ compression (limiting) amplifier is in- 
stalled,” The diagram presents such audio elamants in the 
system immediately following the transmission line measur- 
ing set and preceding the transmitter. 
As an audio oscillator in the system, RCA offers the Type 
WA-28A Low Distortion Push Buiton Oscillator which is 
capoble of providing a quality tone source for distortion 
measurements and @ power source for bridge measure- 
ments at audio frequencies. t features convenient push- 
button frecwancy selection, providing 27 frequancies be~ 
tween 20 and 15,000 cycles recommended by the FCC for 
distortion measurements on broadcast transmitters. Three 
output impedances are available, and the output vatiage 
may be adjusted. 
The Type BI-ITA Transmission Measuring Set serves in the 
nudio system as a colibrated adjustable atlenucter. 
simplified instrument copable of reading directly such 
system measurements as gain, foss, mismatch toss, free 
quency response, and measurements on bridging and 
matching devices, and complex circuits. It meets FCC ace 
curacies and can be @ useful deviea either in the master 
control room or ot the transmitter. 
RCA's Type WM-71 Distortion and Noise Meter measures 
audio frequency distortion in modulators, speech ampli- 
fers, a-f generators, receivers and other devices employi 
audio frequencies in the range of 50 to 15,000 cycles. Hum 
tand noise components ore able to be measured from 30 to 
45,000 cycles. This instrument when used with an oseillo- 
seope identifies individual hum and distortion components, 
and with linear detectors such as the BW-66F AM manitor 
or GR-I184-A ond HP-335-ER FM and TY modulation ond 
frequency monitor measures distortion and noise character~ 
ists of brocideast transmittors, 

Teak setup for trantmitor sural me 

It will be noted that the AM, FM and TV services require 
different frequency and modulation monitors, which must 
be selected with regards to the varying frequencies ot 
which they are designed to operate. A suitable cathode- 
ray oscilloscope is also useful in making the audio measure~ 
mants. The RCA Type WO-P1A scope is recommended for 
the AM or FM station, but the larger, more versatile 
TO-524AD oscilloscope is strongly recommended for the TY 
station since it will generally find vse in the video circuits 
tas well as the audio, The scope is required for making 
measurements at the output of the transmitter as well as 
following the noise ond distortion meter. 
While many stations will rely on their consultant or an 
outside engineering service to run field intensity surveys, 
some stations may wish ta include @ good field intensity 
meter to sample signal strength in their area, and to per- 
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form their own measurements on spurious emissions and 
magnitude of r-f harmonics. A clamp-on ammeter or watt- 
meter, vacuum tube voltmeter, dummy loads, and r-f signal 
generator may also find a useful place in the station for 
making other audio measurements. The RCA Type WV-77C 
Junior VoltOhmyst is a must for the station test bench and 
it will be useful for the TV station with such accessories as 
the Type WG-264 Crystal-Diode Probe, Type WG-289 
High Voltage Probe, Type WG-291 Crystal-Diode Demod- 
ulator Probe and a set of Multiplier Resistors for the high 
voltage probe. 

1. Transmitter Audio and Monitoring 
Quantity 

Studion Remote MI Num Deserption 
30951-884 Type BRBAB Cobinet Rock . 4 

22 30566.684. Single Trim Strip for BRBAB 
11 B00TT-A Type BW-1TA AM Freq. Monitor 
11300658 Type BW56F Mod 
2 1 116454 
1 = New2 

1 1647. 
1 ngs 

11 11289 Thbe Kit for BAA. 
1111559 She for BAsA 
11 4395.6 Type 57-0 Switeh ond Fuse Par 
11 4570-4 Termin! Board Mount. Bracke! 
114568" Terminal Power Strip 
114569 Terminal Audio Block 

1000" Inter. Coble (rack wiring) 
1000" tar, Cable (oe ond fl crus) 

lank Ponel, 834 

1 Type BA24A. Monitoring Amp. 
111481 Tube Kit for BA24A 
2 Type BAIA Preamplifier 

tnd lolation Amplifier 
= 2 11482 Tube Kit for BAZTA 
= 21597 Type 8RZZA Panel and Shelf 
= 31752 Type BE-2A Vor. Line Equalizer 
= 111265 Type BBA VU Mater Penel 
= 14590: Blank Panel, 7” 
= 3 4652.28 2 Patch Cord 
= 111007" Type BRIA Pressure Microphone: 
= 111008 Type KS-ITA Desk Sond 
= 144308 Nitrophone Cable Plug 
= 146244 Microphone Wall Receptocle 
= 118833 Type 80.28 Trans. Turntable 
111885. Leahtweight Tone Arm 
= tara Vi Lightweight Pickup 
= 118745 25 mil Lightweight Pickup 
= 111886" Pickup Equalizer 

1 11496/T1411-A Type LC-IA Monitoring Speoker 
= 1 “i317 Bx214 Power Supply 

F When used for FA-TY, space occupind will be utilized for FM fre 
‘quency end modulation moniter, Type GRITB4A or HPSBSER 

Broadcast Audio Test and Measuring 
Type Quan, No. MI Number Deserotion 

1 WA26A —90028-AAudio Push Button Oxelltor 
1 A 11350 
1 WHTIA 20071. 
1 *Cothode Roy Oxiloxeope 
1 ware SuniorValtOhmy! 
1 wos CrystolDiode Probe 
1 wo269 HighVoltege Probe 
1 wean CrystabDiode Demodulator 

Prat 
$9 Vat Malilier Resistors for High 

Voltage Probe 
Fitems 6 through 9 are not required for AM testing ond service. 

Test Facilities for Television Systems 
The needs of television have led to the development of 
numerous new test and measurement devices. Many of 
them have highly specialized functions, and most of them 
incorporate new and unique design. Moreover, the rigid 
performance specifications for transmitters and other TV 
‘equipment make the use of this test equipment @ necessity. 
Color telecasting has introduced a whole series of new 
ond additional requirements in the way of measuring 
equipment. 

To assist in choosing the proper equipment, two tables have 
been prepored. Table Ill lists TV test and measurement 
equipment for evaluating the studio installation. This s 
lected group of equipment is copable of providing sufi- 
cient information to insure that the installation meets the 
operating standards established by the FCC. Table IV lists 
the equipment required to test the performance of tele- 
vision transmitters. Both tables have been sectionclized to 
meet the varying needs of the many TV stations. In each 
table, section (o) outlines the needs of the standard 
monochrome station; and section (b) provides a list of test 
equipment desirable for color stations planning to re- 
broadcast network programs. Test equipment required by 
stations who have the necessary equipment to originate 
their own color signal falls into section (c). tems starred 
may be considered as optional test devices useful for per- 
forming highly specialized tests or equipment made neces- 
sary by special services such os microwave, remote faci 
ities, ete. 
To meet telecasting standards, precision monitoring equi 
ment is required of all stations, particularly facilities for 
monitoring the frequency and percentage modulation of 
the aural and visual transmitters. Care should, therefore, 
be shown in the selection of such equipment. In Table V 
will be found a complete list of requirements for a mono- 
chrome station monitoring system and Table VI lists Color 
TV Monitoring needs. Typical rack mounting arrangements 
for both type TV stations are also included. Provision is 
made in the Color Monitor racks for housing both the 
Low and the High Frequency Phase Equalizers and the 
Low Pass Filter for the color transmitter. 
The facilities required for operation and monitoring of the 
color transmission are nearly the same as for monochrome 
except for the obvious desirability of a Type TM-21A Color 
Monitor. This monitor must be fed from a high-quality 
demodulator such as the RCA Type BW-48 or BWU-4B. 
A point to be observed in color monitoring is that the input 
monitoring precedes the phase and amplitude equalizers, 
since monitoring et any other point between the signal 
source and the output monitor would contain @ certain 
‘amount of signal pre-distortion. 



TV Studio Test Equipment 
‘Most video signal tests con be performed in the station 
studia by means of standard monitoring equipment. For 
the monochrome TV station a few standard items of test 
equipment provide the other requisites. These include a 
Type TO-5244D cathode-ray oscilloscope, one or two RCA 
VoliOhmysts, a test meter and a tube checker. The EIA 
siondard test charts for correcting linearity, resolution and 
other signal defects should also he available. Many star 
tions will Find @ video sweep generator useful, for meas. 
uring amplitude vs, frequency response characteristic 
AS least three additional test units ore required for the 
calor TY studio, These are the tinearity checker, color 
signal analyzer, and ealor-bor generator. All the equip- 
ment recommended can easily be housed within a single 
equipment rack, but in practice it would generolly be 
housed in several racks along with other calor TV station 

Linearity Checker and ie 

equipment. Seme stations have it mounted in a mobile 
equipment rack. The individual functions and integroted 
test equipment system for video studio facilfies is outlined 
in the sarias of block diagrams, 
‘The Linearity Checker, Type WA-TC, generates step-wave 
form for measuring difereniial gain, and, in conjunction 
with the Signal Anclyzer, differential phase. It can be 
Used for determining the cmount of white stretch necessary 
to the non-linear transfer characteristic attributable te 
modulation in the transmitter. Supplied with tha Linearity 
Checker is o Hi-lo filter which is used at the input Yo the 
oscilloscope. By switching the filter betwaen high, lew ond 
normal positions, the subcarrier stop-wave oF composite 
signal can be viewed saparately and the waveforms inter- 
preted accordingly. 
‘The WA-6A Color Signal Analyzer is a device usad for 
measuring differences in phase of the subcarrier Frequency. 

Oscilloscope test for UNDER TES? [7] osiascom: 
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1 is used in conjunction with « coler bar generator to 
align the colorplexer. With the linearity checker it is used 
for moking diflerential phose measurements. {n all eases 
« source of subcarrier must be used in the operation of the 
colar signal analyzer. The lineority checker has on internal 
generator at subcarrier frequency for this purpose. The 
Output of the frequency stondard may olso be used. Tha 
color signal analyzer is a null-indicating type of instrument 
with the inherent stability end eccuracy, plus the ease of 
adjustment of such instruments, It contains self-ealibrating 
features which make unnecessory avxilicry calibrating in- 
struments, itis capable of measuring phase differences of 
tha order of 0.5 degrees. 

Using MicrotahoMcicr to check slociron tube pseformonce 

‘The Type WA-TE Color Ber Generator supplies «1 symhetic 
signal which permits exact olignment of the colorplexer. 
li provides a standard signel against which the perform- 
‘ance of the cameras car be measured, The usefulness of 
its signal for color television is analogous to thet of the 
monoseepe in monochrome. The unit is capable of provid- 
ing @ split field color bar pattern with standard color bors 
at the top of the raster, and two special “@” ond 1" test 
ars, and @ white bar in the bottom of the roster, This 
field splitting is accomplished by electronic switching. The 
speciul "@" and “I” pulses are provided to simplify phase 
adjustment of the subcarrier signals 

TYPICAL TEST SETUPS 



TYPICAL TEST SETUPS 

Running performance Test an TV Teanswitver 

TV Transmitter Test Eq 
Of the tests and measurements specified for monochrome 
video transmitters, the mojority can be performed with the 
aid of the RCA Type BW-5A or BWU-BA Sideband Re- 
sporse Analyzer, the BW-4B or BWU-44 Visual Sidabond 
Demodulator, and a suitable RF Load and Watimeter. 
This assumes, of course, that the station is equipped with 
complete input and monitoring rack equipment, @ qvality 
Oscilloscope, one or two ValtOhmysts, and meters capable 
of reading o-c ond d-c currents. In addition © good 
Field Intensity Meter may often come in handy for field 
measurements. 

ment 

Characteristics which must be measured as a routine matiar 
of visual transmitter adjustment inelude linearity, sideband 
attenuation, woveform, and amplitude vs. frequency. A 
composite diagram shows a typical arrangement of the 
above test equipment capable of carrying ovt three of tha 
required measurements. 
RCA’s Type BW-5A Sideband Response Analyzer for VHF 
channels and the BWU-5A medel for UAF channels provide 
for the display on an oscilloscope of the entire frequency 
and sideband response capabilities of ony TV transmitter 
or sideband filter without Jaborious point-to-point curve 
plotting. The units facilitate the video transmitter alist 
ments by indicating the effectiveness of the adjustments as 
they ere made, The equipment is equally effective when 
used in adjusting video amplifiers, modulators, etc. The 
analyzer includes @ video sweep oscillator which makes it 
unnecessary to pravide exira video sweep generators for 
measurement purposes. 

The Visual Siceband Demedulotars, Type BW-4B for VHF 
channel and the Type BWU-4A for the UHF charinels 
should have a place in every station monitoring raek. It 
may be connected where desired in the transmission line 
ta produce ai signal for monitoring and checking the trons: 
nitter output. It provides important information an wave- 
form choracteristies, such as wave shape, percent syne, 
depth af modulation, resolution and transient response, a 
‘well as a compesite picture of the TV signal to serve as a 
basis for checking complianes with FCC standards. 
The RF Loods and Wattmeters are useful in measuring the 
power evtput of both the aural and visual sections of the 
TV transmitter. The RCA series permits choiee of a suitable 
Toad and meter for any channel frequency ond power 
level. All meet FCC standards, and may be used to prop- 
erly terminate the ouiput when measuring the rf power. 
This unit also is used as © dummy antenna for transmitter 
tuning, 

The test equipment requirements for the color video trans- 
mitter ore almost identical to those of the monochrome 
Video transmitter, 05 will be noted below. Three optienal 
test items may be added to the transmitter equipment for 
convenience. A Type WA7C Linearity Checker and a 
WA-6A Color Signal Analyzer may be required at the 
iransmitter where the studio and transmitier control centers 
‘ere widely separated. The Linearity Checker is used in 
making subcarrier amplitude chacks and linearity measure- 
ments, and both the checker and analyzer are Used in the 
system test for differential phase. A square-wave generator 
is a handy test device thot is also recommended. When 
available an envelope delay sweep should alo be in- 
coded among the testing facitities. Adjustments of the 
transmitter for best frequency respense ra accomplished 
in the some manner regardless of whether the transmitter 
is intended for monochrame transmission or ealae. Particular 

“eet setup for trammltter video meatrements 
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Monitoring T¥ pistore at typical consele 

ML Studio TV Test and Measu: 
Equipment 

(eo) FOR STANDARD MONOCHROME OPERATION 
tem Type 
Ne Quah, Nov MU Muniber 
11 TO-s24Ap 265004 

Seerptin 
Cothadeitay Oxcloxope 

+21 TOS 75501 Seopeamatile 
2 WipeA VolOhmats 
41 1200-1 Tart Hote 

() FOR NETWORK PARTICIPATING COLOR TY STATIONS 
{AIL Hee lsd above fn secon (a pla the follaelag aqulomont 

bem Type 
No. Quan, Ne Ml Number Deserition 

5 1 Waze — 2MOT7B —Lneorty Checker 
6 1 WASA 240184 Color Signal Anclyzer 

er 1 Weats Servicn Typa Color Bar 
Generator 

5 1 BWHTAT 3400.4 Subsorrer Frequency Monitor 
including MLT¥E2E Ceystal 
unt 

29 1 WABR 40216 Gar Stine Genarator 

(@) TOR COLOR ORIGINATING TY STATIONS 
(Allens Wited ahove fa secon) ond (8) ple the folowing 
‘quips 

ram Type 
Ho Quan Noe Ait Numbor Destition 
101) WANE 249014 Calor Bar Generator 
1.1 WAA 26070 Califsration Pale Generoter 

* Optfenal Equipment 

5.4000 

TYPICAL TEST SETUPS 

‘attention must be paid with colar transmission to maintain 
1 flat frequency response to 4,18 mc, The best tools to use 
are the BW.5A ar BWU-5A Sidebond Response Analyzer 
in conjunction with an oscilloscope. 

To facilitate transmitter linearity adjustment the Type 
TATE Linearity Checker is recommended. The signal from 
this device, consisting of a stepped wave with superimposed 
subcarrier, may be applied to the input of the stabilizing 
amplifier or substituted for tho normal signal source pra~ 
ceding the phase equalizer. The output of tho dioda 
demodulator is then displayed on on oscilloscope, The 
same fest apparatus plus the WA-6A Color Signal Analyzer 
may be employed to obsorva tho subcarrier phase vs 
camplitede. 
To adjust the phase equalizers, «1 square wove generator 
is used as the signal source and the signal should be 
passed through all the equipment except the stabilizing 
‘amplifier. The transmitor should be set for a-c operation 
at a power level half-way between pedestal and white 
level. The output should be viewed on 0 TO-5244D 
Cathode-Ray Oscilloscope connected to the output of a 
Teceivertype demodulator (suet os the 8W-dB or BWU- 
4A} with sound notches removed. 

WN. Video Transmitter Test and 
Measurement Equipment 

(@ FOR STANDARD HONOCHEGME STATIONS 
tem type 
Ne Quan. Nov MI Number avipmeat 
1.1 BWA ESQ40T VHT Sidetiond Response 

Analyzer 
oR 

BWUSA —ES94009 UNF Sidebond Response 
‘Anolysor 

21 SRF eed and Wattineter 
21 TOS24AD 265004 CathodeRay Oreloope 
Fk 1 1050025502 Seope mobile 
vs 2 Ree Volthaysts, including 

WwO2eE Probe 
ved 2900.1 Tet Hater 
71 BWoA —WW8K VME Hal Intenlty Meter ond 

Test Set 

‘hy FOR NEIWORK PARTICIPATING COLOR TY STATIONS 
(All Heine Hsted abave Ia secian (a) plus the following equipments 

Stam Type 
No, Quam, Nee ME Numboe Eqaipment 
Fa 1 WATE SADIZB —Lnsority Checker 
51 WASA —-BAOTEA Color Signal Analyzer 

wo 11s Takeronin SquereeWovr 
‘Generator 

(4) FOR COLOR ORIGINATING TY STAIONS 
"Al Hens listed above in section fo) and (B- 

‘} See page 71 for chsice of proper equipment to sulk frequency and 
owen level af vonsmi 
TTY studio ond traramitar Iosotons ars ot some cits ie may be 
caiied wa it fited under required Studio TW Test end Medeuring 
Equipment in Table INL Whern studio and tranetiter site are estate 
is edvicable te maintain duplicate squipments foe testing and 



Color TV Transmitter Input and 
Monitoring Equipment 

ey i 

Tide pel a 

a 2 30548.678 — Electeieal Shield a 3 age ae ial oa ay pects 

7" “ cacao Esa 2. Pz) ‘2erbd Yideo Dual Connector Plug 
5. z 30566-GB4 Single Trim Strip 24. * 30526-Ga4 Pair of Panel Mourting Angie 

m3 4538 Blane Penal 7 we ys Be Paudnteraie sls 
ng s ote rel ean 28, 1 11645-4 81-24 Double Jack Panel 
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DISTORTION AND NOIS 
TYPE WM-71A 

FEATURES 

Quick frequency selection 

Can be used as a wide range 
tive volimeter or VU meter 

ighly sensi- 

jortion measurements, as low as 0.2%, 
quickly and easily made by one tuning 
adjustment 

Audio oscillator distortion can be measured 

Tapped power transformer permits opera- 
tion on either 105-125 volts or 210-250 
volts 

Audio frequency range 50 to 15,000 cycles 
for distortion measurements; 30 to 45,000 
eydles for noise and hum measurements 

METER 

USES 

Distartion and Neise Matar, RCA Type WM-71A, is a come 
pact precision instrument for measuring tha total distortion 
nd the level of noise and hum in audio-frequency circuits. 
It permits cantinucus coverage of the eudio frequency 
range, indicating directly the percentage of a-f distortion 
in modulators, speech amplifiers, a-f generators, receivers 
‘and other equipment employing audio frequencies. The 
instrument will give full-scale ceodings for distortion per- 
centages as low as 0.3%, and is capable of measoring 
nize componants at frequencies from 30 to 45,000 cycles 

The insirument has many uses in the communications lab- 
oratory and in the production testing of rodio receivers os 
«a wide-range, highly sensitive vollmeter for such measure: 
ments os signal-te-noise ratio, AVC. characteristics and hum 
level. With the aid of an oscitioseape, individual hum and 
distortion components can be identified. When used with o 
linear detector such as the RCA Type BW-44F Amplitude- 
Modulation Monitor, the distortion and noise characteristics 
of broadeast and other radio-telephone transmitters can be 
measured. 

AUDIO TEST EQUIPMENT



Elementary schematic ciovit diagram of th 

DESCRIPTION 
The WM-71A Distortion and Neisa Meter consists essen: 
tially of a high-gain amplifier, an r-c interstage coupling 
unit, 2 calibrated attenuator for adjusting the sensitivity, 
and @ penel moter to indicate amplifier output 
Tha re interstage coupling unit balances to at sharp null 
at the frequency to which it is tuned, the null frequency 
being continuously voriable and controlled from the panel 
Degeneration is employed ta maintain high stability in the 
amplifier and to provide fiat wransirission characteristics 
‘except within an octave of the null point. 
In measuring distortion the cudio-frequeney signal is ap- 
plied to the instrument snd the null paint is obtained to 
balance out its fundamental frequency, leaving only its 
harmenics and other distortion compenents which are indi 
ated in percentage direcily on the panel meier. When the 
modulated output of a radia transmitter is to be measured, 
a linear rectifier s required to produce the audio envelope. 
Any linger detector system having an undistorted eutput 
of 1.5 volts can be used 
A switch on the front ponel provides for switching out the 
null circuit s0 that the insirument con be used as an ex- 
tromely sensitive voltmeter far measuring hum and noise 
levels, Since the WM-71A has only one tuning control plus 

small trimmer, it ean be quickly set to any frequency 
over its range. This is @ time-saving feature in making « 
series of measurements. Two input circuits are provided 
© transformer for bridging @ 600-shm line, and a direct 
cannection to the 100,000-chm gain control. Input ter- 
rninals are provided at the rear of the instrument for direct 
cennectian to the modulation monitor. 
The instrument is relay rack mounted. All essential controls 
are located on the front panel, A large meter with on 
easily read, illuminated scale is provided, and percentage, 
decibel ond dom calibrations are included. The power 
supply is voltage regulated so that Tine surges have no 
appreciable effect on the instrument, 

WM.ZIA Distortion and Notsa Maton, 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Performance Specifications 
Full sete deflections for 0:396, 1%, 396, 

1026 or 30% distortion 
Noise Measuiement Raonge.—80 db below reference calibrotion level 

‘+ 80 dl below on cuiodesquoney signal of zara dom Inve, ai 
cineca 

Disortion Reo... 

AudioFraquorey Ronge. 50 te 18,000 eycas (Fandementel), for 
‘lisorion measiamanisy 30 10 48,000 cycles for noise and hum 

Dba: Range. Powerleva range is from 20 to 60 db 
(0 dom is one milllall In 690 ols} 

1.2 to 30 voll for the 1O-ilshr Input, and 
(08 to 30 sells for the €D0-ohts Gridging input 

Accuracy... For distortion measurenents -+53% af full scale for each 
Tonge 2 residvel diterion a nated below For naive ond abe 
Imeosoroments, 2396 of fl wale. 

Residual Distartlon Level 
YODiohm input 

Input Voltage Reng 

0.05%, mar, below 7500 « 
0.109%, mex above 7500 = 

0.1096, sgx,, banwean 50 and 70 <, 
‘0.05%, man helwoan 70 and 7500 6 

0.1086, mar, above 7800 & 
—_ “ets thay —90 bp 

300,200 shme unbeloneed, and $0Uohm bridging 
‘net 10,000 ohms, balanced or vnbalenced 

Bridging Inper 

Residual Nols Lovel 
Inpot Impedonce 

Power Line Tapped primary provides tor opesation an ere Vine 
‘oltesce of 108125 vols, £0/80 eyels, single phose, or 210.250, 
Volt, 50°50 eyo single’ phase 

Power Consumption. 5 vats 

Tube Complement 
“35 T-axsor m7 incor ieenrot 2Otareco 
enna we Thigh, WP dep 

wet = 37% te 
at Ur ay Hoey 

Equipment Supplied 
WIAA wiserton and Nels Mater snis007 A 

tacludieg slacron Tubes, Ine conned, inetonnceing atl neon beck {E-GPI}, ced” spare fcc 

Optional and Accessory Equipment 
WA.20A Low Ditorfon Oxo. vanes 
BETA Troneion Messing Se datni330 



AUDIO TEST EQUIPMENT 

AUDIO PUSH-BUTTON OSCILLATOR 
TYPE WA-28A 

FEATURES 

© Very low distortion 

© Ahigh degree of frequency stability which 
makes this oscillator particularly adaptable 
for use with distortion meters employing 
re null networks 

© Pushbutton selection of any one of 27 
frequencies from 20 ta 15,000 cycles 

@ Any other desired frequency within the 
normal range can be obtained by the use 
of plug-in resistors 

© Duplicate output terminals on rear for relay- 
rack installation 

® Chassis designed for mounting in standard 

equipment racks 

© Ease of aperation from front panel controls 

08 

USES 
The Type WA.28A Oxcillator was designed particularly for 
vse as @ fone source for distortion measurements and as 4 
power source for bridge measurements ot audio frequen- 
ies. It is also setisfactory for usc as 8 general-purpose 
laboratory oscillator. 
‘The output frequencies include these recommended by the 
FCC for distortion mecsuromants on brocdeast transmitters. 
This oscillator is thus ideal for use with the Typa WM-71-A 
Distortion and Noise Meter for rapid distortion measure- 
ments. The unusually pure waveform delivered by this 
oscillator at low frequencies makes distortion measure- 
ments possible ot low frequencies. 

DESCRIPTION 
The WA.28A oscillator is of the resistance-eapacitence 
type ond uses an inverse feedback. Separate feedback 
networks control the frequency and amplitude independ- 
ently, thus providing high stability and low distortion. The 
degenerative feedback which controls the frequency is 
obtained by means of a parallelT network including mica 
capacitors and wire-wound resistors. The regenerative net- 
work ineludes an automatic control system whereby @ high
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degree of stability is obtained together with low hor 
monie distortion, without requiring any manual feedback 
adjustments. 
The instrument is mounted on a chassis fiting standard 
equipment racks. Conirols on the front panel include tan 
froquency push-button switches. Three other push-buttons 
select the output impedance and a contrel is provided for 
adjusting the oviput voltage. Three frequency multiplior 
Switches ond two output jacks are also provided, Terminals 
dre located inside the instrument which permit any spe~ 
cific frequency between the limits of 20 and 15,000 cycles 
to be obicined by insertion of a set of three calibrated 
resistors. The values of these resistors for any frequency 
may ba obtained from the chart. 
The output impedances available are: a constant 600-ohms 
balanced to ground, © 400-ohms unbalanced, and a 5000- 
‘ohm unbalanced. The 600-chm output positions use trans- 
former coupling and therefore can be operated either 
into a balanced line or c grounded line, The internal impe- 
dance is essentially constant ct 600 ohms. The SO00-ohm 
‘oviput position can be operated unbalanced only. The 
‘oviput control is a potentiometer, and consequently the 
output impedance is not constant. The total harmonic dis- 
tortion of any of the outputs will net exesed 0.19% when 
operating between 40 and 7500 cycles, and is never more 
than 0.25% when operating at extreme frequencies. The 
operation of the instrument i substantially independant 
of climatic changes in temperature and humidity. 

Jack-top binding posts with standard 44-inch spacing and 
standard Western Electric double output jack are provided 
fon the panel. A ground terminal is also provided. A 
standard multipoint connector provides duplicate output 
tesminals on the rear of the instrument for relay-rack 

installation, These terminals are disconnected when a plug 
inserted in tha Western Electrictype panel jack. The 

instrument is provided with power cord, multipoint con 
necior and spare fuses. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Performance Specifications 
Frequoney Roage.27 Deed Frequencies betnssn 20 and 18.000 eycler 
Frequaney Calioration Adjusted within Ta5e 220.1 eycle 
Frequency Siobility, ts then 0.0296 frequency drift por hour 

‘after the fret TO" minutes of aperation 
Output Powor..18 milivats Ino 600 obvi toad, ar 6. vale epen 

‘reat 109 nillvetts ite S000 ahm foad, ar 30 vols open ecu, 
te gromnd 

‘s00-shm unbalanced 
5000-shnt Unbalanced 

Output Impedcnees 

Wroveform Distortions 
‘5000-0hm Oufpot....baw than 0.1% between 40 anc 7500 cycles 

est than 0.159% ot ther Frequentict 
Lins than 0.196 between 40) and 7500 eye 
Lees than 0.2556 botwagn 20 ond 40 eye 

tate than 0.1596 obove 7500 eye 
105 te 125 (or 210 fe 250) volts, 

50/00 cycle, single oi 

600-aho Output 

Power Supply 
Powe COMOMPLOR nnn wa 
Tube Complement 

10807 nese 
‘sar 3 iDestrer 1 Sbavere0 

19° wide, 7 high, 12° deep 7 nn 325 Tos 
TIGRE ember gray 

WALZOA Love Sr somplate —- M3002. 
Including” electron ‘annector, mullple. point 

‘connector, istrucion Book (164028.1) and spore Fuso. 

Optional and Accessory Equipment 
Noles end Distortion Mater, Type WIATIA... 
Tranenitson Megevring Sot, Type BL-T1A 

MUS007-A 
aca T380 



TRANSMISSION MEASURING 
TYPE BI-IIA © 

SET 

FEATURES 

© Simplifies measurement of transmission 
characteristics of audio systems and their 
¢ompenents 

© Eliminates lengthy caleulations—direct read- 
ing 

® 0,1 db accuracy over frequency range of 
20 10 20,000 cycles 

USES 
The Transmission Measuring Sat, Type BLTIA, is @ simple 
fied, aceveate ond direct-reading instrument designed fer 
Use in the following applications: (1) audia gain measure. 
rants, (2) audia loss macsucements: (3) measurements of 
matching and bridging deviess: (4) complex circuit meas 
ements; (5} meosuring mismatch lass and frequency 
response measurements. The instrument also may be used 
fas an independent volume level indicator, 

Tha instrument facilitates overall system measurements and 
may be used with the WA-28A Lew Distortion Push-button 
Oscillator and the WAL7IA Distortion and Noise Meter. 
It eliminates Jenathy calculations ond intricate setups. It is 
designed to provide accuracies cenfarming to FCC regula 
tions ond is particularly useful for broadeast stations in the 
master control room or at the transmitter. 

Boot 

© Automatic correction for changes in load 
impedance 

© Output impedance switch for matching 

Wide range of load levels handled 

© Hinged panel permits easy access fo all 
components 

DESCRIPTION 
The BL-T1A Transmission Measuring Sat consists of volume 
indicator meter, input aad output attenuators, an Impex 
dance matching system and jacks for convenient connec: 
fions, A meter multiplier, which is geared to the lead 
impedance shaft, provides on automatic cortection for 
changes in load impedance. Convenient switches allow the 
volume indicator to be connected to the Input of the 
ttenvator system or to jacks For external connection. An 
output impedance switch allows matching to 600-250-150- 
168-4 ohm circuits 

Level controls, switches, jacks and VI meter are lacated on 
the front of © standard 19 inch reckyps panel. The panel 
hinges forward to provide ready access to attenuators, 
jocks, switches and other components. Unit type assemblies 
(individual sactions, such as source, attenuation and lead) 
are readily removable for servicing, Each section is @ eam 
plete assembly with its own jacks and terminal block. 

AUDIO TEST. EQUIPMENT: 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
Performance Specifications 
frnqueney Range. 7 0 ts 2000 cytes 
‘Accuracy tindopendogr of lovl rom “ba te —A110 dm) 
rec 11, 20 cpt 29 cytes 
Shure cpd loud lnpedanees for Biel lectors, Ove Ente Ronse —— Nonwerk Restor within 29% 

=10% 

Performance Specifications (Continued) 
Source Characeie 

Shielded Outpyt can be und equally well an either balanced ot nboloed equipment 
Ranges a spe of 2 db voce te 10 db 

Tho fe Ti ob Range of tapedanse 
oe conc AO0N5D obese iterated OUSRGRED A 0 ohms Informal Helston nciwork for opovting int nawlnear devices 

load Character (esate led, ungrounded 
Hongo of loed Last nh to E42 WY @ 600 ches Ronge of Impede. Tedamorsets a chee 

Dinenttons 2 19 wide, 7" high, 816" deep 
Weight . send th 
Feith nan “ligt umber grey 
Equipment Supplied 
Type BLIVA Trorimistion Hheesrng Set, complet usa 
Optional and Accessory Equipment 
tow Dhstorton Push Botton Orlfotr vsonaea 
Distortion ood Nolte Helen ANa00r a 

PLATE CURRENT METER 
MI-21200-C1 

FEATURES 

© High precision—accurate within 
fuil scale reading 

© Two scales provided (0-150 ma., 0-15 ma.) 

© Compact, small in size 

© Quick means of checking regulated power 
supplies 

USES 
Plate Current Meter, MI-21200-Cl, is a two seale (0-15 ma. 
and 0-150 ma.) meter for checking the plate currant of the 
regulator tubes of the 580-D and WP-15 regulated power 
supplies. tis also suitable for use in checking field power 
supply ML-26091. In addition it may be used to check 
fool current drain and voitoge output of the above- 
mentioned cireult, os well as alignment coll current of the 
studio camera supplied by the current regulator MI-26090, 
‘and fer signal level calibration on the TMC Master 
Monitor and Field Camera: Control. 

DESCRIPTION 
The Plate Currant Mater is furnished in a bakelite cose of 
conveniont size (33@" x 5k" x 23%") and has a 5° 9” cord 
complete with plug-in jack for use in checking power 
supply panels. A momentary-ceniac! meter push-button 
switch changes the 0-150 ma, scale to O-TS ma. when 
desired. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Stock Idefestion — a2vg00c1 
Appresimate She. Sec Big x 704 
Net Weight. cen 3 Uh 
Renge Scale. — 0.50 man, O15 mer 



VIDEO TEST EQUIPMENT 

COLOR BAR GENERATOR 
TYPE WA-IE 

FEATURES 

Supplies color bar signals for use 
in set-up, maintenance and opera- 
tion of color system 

Provides ideal signal for color param- 
eter measurements 

Self-contained regulated power 
supply 

Special Q and | pulses provided to 
simplify phase adjustment of the 
Colorplexer modulator circuits 

Color bars occur in descending order 
of luminance—white, yellow, cyan, 
green, magenta, red, blue 

limiting action insures a constant 
output level of all bar signals of 
0.7 oF 1.0 volt peak-to-peak 

Bar Signals interlocked so that each 
succeeding bar is triggered by the 
preceding bar, providing improved 
stability 

Sharper rise times reduce color edg- 
ing effects at the color bars 

A special white pulse is provided to 
facilitate white balance adjustments 

36082 

USES 
The Color Bar Generator is designed to facilitate adjust- 
ment of the Colorplexer and with it to supply a color test 
signal for general maintenance and measurements in a 
color broadcasting installation. It generates rectangular 
pulses which, when fed to the green, red and blue input 
ireuits of the Colorplexer result in the formation of a 
color bar test signal at the output of the Colorplexer. 
In addition, it is capoble of providing a split field color 
ber pattern with standard color bars in the upper three 
quarters of the raster, and two special “@" and “I” test 
bars, and @ white ber in the bottom quarter of the raster 
as recommended by EIA. This feld splitting is accom- 
plished by electronic switching. The special “@Q” and “I” 
pulses are provided to simplify phase adjustment of the 
subcarrier signals, and a white signal is provided to 
facilitate white balance adjustments in the Colorplexer. 

DESCRIPTION 
The Color Bar Generator, Type WA-1E, is assembled upon 
a bathtub type chassis 14 inches high and designed to 
mount in a standard 19-inch wide rack. Input and output 
connectors are mounted on brackets in the rear of the 

ined regulated power supply and stabi- 
lized cirevit design insure stability of operation of the unit. 
chassis. A self-cont 



In operation, the trailing edge of the horizontal blanking 
pul triggers the green multivibrotor; the firing of the 
green multivibrater trips the red multivibroter, ond the 
Fring of the red multivibrator trigs the blue multivibrator. 
in this manner, the first pulse for each of the primary 
colors is produced in each color circuit, The trailing edge 
of the red pulse initiates the second blue pulse; the trailing 
edge of the green pulse triggers the second red and the 
third blue pulse, and the trailing edge of the second red 
pulse triggers the fourth blue pulse 
The trolling edge of the horizontal blanking pulse initiates 
the "I pube, the trailing edge of the “pulse triggers 
tha white pulse and the trailing edge of the white pulse 
‘riggers the “Q” pulse. Field splitting is accomplished by 
electtonic switching, triggered by the leading edga of the 
vertical drive, so thet tha color bars will appear in tha 
top % of the picture while tha test bors appeor in the 
lower V4, whenever the pattern selector switch is in either 
position 3 or 4. 
The equipment is so designed thot the color bars occur in 
the descending order of their luminanes content, ia, white, 
yellow, cyan, green, magenta, red, and blve. Limiting 
fection insures a constant output level for oll of the color 
bor signals, of 07 ar 1.0 volt, peak to peak. 
All connections are made at the rear of the unit. Input 
connections are made tg four bracket mounted connectors 
fon tha right hand side of the chassls—zear view, Blanking 
lines ave connected to the upper pair of connectors, and 
vertical drive linas to the lower pair. Five output connectors 
‘ore bracket mounted on the left sida of the chassis. These 
outputs are connected to the corresponding receptacles on 
the Colorplexer. A two pronged male connector connects 
the unit ta any 117 volt, 60 cycle, single-phase current, 

7 mn? FY | : sare 

WET Sa fsck ras 
‘Color Bar, Test Pultos, and Parern ‘comp: 

The gonarator may be tured on and off by a power 
switch, conveniently mounted at the lewar laft side, on the 
front of the chassis. A four position pattern selector switch, 
mounted on the right side of the chassis, provides the 
four differing types of outputs described below. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Performance Specifications 
Powe npn 
Signal Voltage Requirede 

Input (hig impedence, bridged 
‘Mixed Blanking. 
Yerial Orie 7 

Our 
‘A four position selector swith previder outputs of follows, 
Son Fell rastor-rad, Blue, green obtout plies ef a OF or WO 

vat lov 
Pos 2 Full roster @ ond U pulse ot O7 of 1.0 vel level from eope 

rote output jacks and 9 pule of O7 ar 1 valt level from 
both of the red, blog and groan ovnput jocks produsing while, 

os Br Spt pollern eansiving of the eutpui provided by Pos. and 
Pos 2 

Pos. di Some ot Pas. 9 except fed) blue and green outputs reduced 
0.75% level. (Noter “he reduced lnyl of Clay Bors fs pre 
Yidod 10 prevent’ evermadulation ef the ttonamitier “when 
sng the Bor Fonern. (Serurated yellow would erened 100% 
rmodulation) 

17 volts, 69 cycle single phase, 195 yotts 

4 volt, peokstopeat, nes 
4 Veli, pesktorpeck, nes 

Tube Complement 
1-sva eis? 
1oaas7 recs snave rou es inemins (Unit fer rach mevatng 
netsh ‘ wide 
Depth 

weight 
Equipment Supplied 
WANE Color Bor Severs, 

‘Complte ith tuber in place end insrucion 
Peak 18-24957.25 

hae 
i 
a 

is, 

aco. 



VIDEO TEST EQUIPMENT 

COLOR SIGNAL ANALYZER 
TYPE WA-6A 

FEATURES 

Precision instrument for accurate alignment 
of Colorplexer encoder circ 

Measures differential phase distortion to 
an accuracy of less than one degree 

Measurements for matching phase of burst 
between two or more signal sources at 
input to signal distribution systems 

Measurements read directly in degrees of 
phase shift at 3.58 me 

Null adjustment af cathode ray oscilloscope 
display provides foolproof measurements 

Internal calibration circuits 

Built-in power supply 

USES 

Villiing color bar signets from the Colorplexer, the 
WA-6A Color Signal Analyzer is tha bosic phose mecsur- 
ing instrument for adjusting the Calarplexer metrixing 
and encoder circuits. The various color components of 
the color bar signal can be phased to an accuracy of 
less than 1.0° with respect to the phase of the 3.58 
me, burst 
The Linearity Checker, Typa WA-7C, supplics «1 9.58 me. 
modulated steg-signal which ts used by the Color Signal 
Analyzer for measuring differential phase distartion sither 
through a single amplifier or an entire system, Mecsure- 
ments are mada to an cecuracy of less then 1.0 degree. 
The WA.6A con also be used for matching the phase of 
the bursts batween two or more color sigaat sources, at 
the input of @ switching system, Color burst phasing 
betweon twe coler signals must be matehed as closely 
8 possible so that in lap-dissolves end super-impositions 
thera will be no undasirable hue shift. The WA-6A mease 
ures the phase diffarence between the burst signals so 
thot the propor phasing can be established. 

84061 

DESCRIPTION 

The Color Signal Analyzer is supplied in a bench type 
cabinet from which it can be removed, if detired, for 
standard cabinet rack mounting. When rack mounted, 
the analyzer oceupies 17%" or 10 units of rack space. 
It consists of three units: The Phase Shift Panel, the Con- 
trol Pawel, and the Regulated Power Supply. All connec- 
tions ore made to the rear of the contro! penel except 
the output te the cathode ray oscilloscope which is on 
the front panel. Both binding pest and coaxist jeck type 
outputs ara provided. 
Two inputs are provided: 

1. A color signal input either from 9 Color Ber Gen- 
erator/Colerplexer combination or from @ Uneatity 
Checker. 

2. A 2.58 me. sub-eartier input, 

The 3.86 me. sub-carrier is omplificd end opplied to a 
calibrated phase shift network which consists of precise 
lengths of coaxial cable (@G-59/U), The total phase shift 
of this network is 210° in increments of 902, 50°, 306, 
20°, 10°, 5° and plus or minus 5° in stops of 1°. By selecting 

ay 



the proper delay combination by means of the switches 
‘on the front panel af the phase shifter, any desired phase 
shift between —5° and +215" ean be established. 
The sub-carvier is again amplified and applied fo another 
phase shiff circuit eapable af a full 360° of phase shit. 
This second delay network is uncolibroted sinea it is 
used only for establishing © zero reference for subse- 
quent measurements, thus the WA-6A Signal Analyzer is 
self-calibrating 
The sub-cartier i then amplified for the third time and 
applied 10 the suppressor grid of a synchroneus demed- 
Ulator, The color video signal frem the circuit being 
analyzed is applied to the conirol grid of the demodulator. 
The uncalibrated phase shifter described obava is adjusted 
Until the output of the demedulator is zera for the burst 
interval as observed on a cathode ray oscilloscope. This 
establishes the zera reference described cbove, 
If the test signol is 0 coler bar signal, selecting the proper 
phase combination with the calibrated phase shifter te 
give a null indication on the oscilloscope for each color 
component gives a precise direct reading in degrees an 
the phase shifter panel fer each color in the bar signal 
Conversely, by pre-seiting the calibrated phase shifter 
to the phase prescribed by FCC color standards for 
the colors in the bar signal, the | and @ demadulators 
‘of the colorplexer can be accurately aligned by adjusting 
them for a null on the oscilloscope. 
The Linearity Checker supplies © step-wave on which is 
superimposed the 3.58 mc. sub-carriar. By the abeve 
procedure, (i8,, by bringing each successive step in the 
signal toa null with the calibrated phase shifter) differ- 
ential phose distortion can be read directly in degrees 
for the entire dynamic range of the video signal. The 
WAC Linearity Checker hos provision: fer varying the 
duty cycle of the step-signal fram 10% to 90% so that 
Measurements cam be made describing the complete di 
ferential phase response of the omplifiers or systems 
under test 
In order fo provide a complete signal analysis, there ore 
five output signals available for display on the oscilloscope 
as selected by a S-position switch an the control panel 
These signals ore: 

1, Video Signal passed directly through the analyzer 
without any intervening circuitry. 

2, Video Signal through o loweposs filter which re- 
moves all sub-carrier components. The response of 
the cieuit is flat to 1 me.z down 50% et 2 meu 
cond essentiaily zero at 3.58 me. 

3. Video Signal threugh  hispas filter which removes 
all low-frequency components. This leaves only the 
undemodulated colar components of the video signal, 

Block Diagram of WA-6A Calor Signal Anslyser. 

The response ebserved on this position is flat from 
28 to 4.5 mc, and essentially zero ot 1.9 me. 

4, The Demaduloted Colar Signal added to the signal 
posed by the low-pass filter, 

5. The output of the Synchronous Demodulatar which 
is the chrominance ar color signal, This position of 
the switch is the one from which the phase meas- 
urements are mode, 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Electrical Specifications 
Pate Power Regutomnt Ellman Power Reales Inga Signet 
‘nip Calor Bar Vie. cle Suberrer 9977848 re 

Over signal or Compote pul of ¥ vit pb 
Chet : EE yeh pi ite UP taminnce GEA equal 1 Wis campansi of pet Hip Chrcnnanse ‘Bopren: caval fe tk component of Input Damoevtoter 4 Macao he np operon Bamedulaar 4 tale pie opmron 

286 vols, 110 millmnperer 
03 volts ae, 328 amaoret 

1 volt af whites 
13 vale pip 

howe St tapcdance E 28 thee tower Requiramertt 108-38 eis 36789 cyclen Unglo phere Power Iter ncn 40 eo 
Tube Complement 

1 ave eur ates 1Saa/yRs iTiaap sya 
acts eave seass anata 

Overall Mechanical Specifications 
Simenins Ata" Hah, 124" wide, 132" do, overall weg ee 0 on Fin 

Cokint Umber oy woke 
Pores cone Sty eh 

Equipment Supplied 
WALA Color Signal Anlayar - 

Teelodig 
T'Coler" Signal Anolyzer, lacluding phase shiter wait, ower supply, central pone, esavil nd power cabloa 

‘neunting ardware, ‘Obes Ih place and Instruction Book MI-SA016.A, 
1 Gobinet enn MYRE7IN9 

FS-40950 



VIDEO TEST EQUIPMENT 

LINEARITY CHECKER 
TYPE WA-7C 

FEATURES USES 

® Generates synthetic television signal with The RCA WA-7C Linearity Checker provides a test signal 
‘ental sync and blanking which facilitates rapid measurements af differential getin 

© Duty cycle of test signal variable over range and differential phase dlstortion in video amplifiers ond 
af 10% to 90% transmission systems. This instrument ts especially useful 

© Permits high sensitivity measurements of for testing equipment intended to handle compatible colar 
ferential gain television signals to assure thot color signals con be 

handled without distortion. Differential gain measurements 
© Provision for optional external triggering oa, be made with the Linearity Checkor alone, and dif 
© External video sweep input for amplitude ferentiol phase meesuraments con be made by employing 

vs. frequency measurements Color Signal Anolyzer {RCA MI-24016-A) fo serve os a 
© can he used with Color Signal Analyzer phase detector to analyze the Linearity Checker signal 

to make differential phase measurements 4t the output af the device under test 

© Provision for external RF input (10 ke #9 In addition, connections ore provided for introducing @ 
9 me) video sweep signal into the linearity checker in such a man- 

© Optional internally generated R-F oufput ner that the sync and blanking signals are added to the 
(3.579545 m¢ or 1 me) sweep signal. Such a signal is very useful in making ompli- 

© Gated sweep output passes through tude vs, frequency measuraments sinea any elamp circuit 
conventional clamp circuits through which the signal posses need not be disabled. 
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DESCRIPTION 
The linearity checker is actually signal generator pro- 
viding « simulated coter video signal, In use, this signal 
is fed through the devies under test and a filter unit 
supplied with the checker to an external oscilloscope. The 
filter has a three position switch that makes it possible to 
connect it es a high pass or low pass filler, er to by-pass 
the filter entivoly. 

The output signal of the Linearity Checker consists of four 
components, {1) syne occurring at @ nominal 15,750 cycle 
repetition rate, (2) en adjustable blanking signal occurring 
for 4 out of 5 lines, (2) the stairstep signal consisting of 
ten stops of equal height between black and whito level, 
ecurring one line in five, (4) an r sine wave at 3.58 me 
color subcarrier frequency or 1 me {10 ke to 9 me olsa 
evailablo from external input) superimposed on the stair- 
step signal. Adjusting the blanking from 0 to 100% ene 
ables the operater to vary the duty cycle of the picture 
pertion of the composite signal from appreximately 10% 
to 90%, 

If the cizeuit under test is linear between black lavel and 
white level, the amplitude of the s-f envelope as seen on 
the oscilloscope will be the same on each step. If the cir- 
cuit is nonlinear, the r-f amplitude will vary. Te permit 
accurate comparison between the rf heights, the step sige 
ral can be filtered out by placing the filter switch in the 
Hi position. All tha sections of the sine wave will then be 
fon the same horizontal axis. To observe very bad non- 
Tineorities, the r-f signal con be filtered out by placing 
the filter switch in tha Low position. Non-linearity will then 
show up as variations in step hefaht. 
To measure phase Infermodulation, an MI-24016.A Calor 
Signal Analyzer is required in addition te the linearity 
hacker. This instrument makes it possible to observe the 
phase difference between twa rf signals of the same 
frequency. 

To produce the composite output signal, the WA-7C 
Linearity Checker contains circuits that generate tha rf, 
blanking, syne, and step signals seperately, amd gating 
circuits that remove the adjustable blanking signal and 
replace it with the combined step ond rf signals evory 
fifth line, Provision is also made for using the step and r-F 
signal on every line if so desired, The WA-7C may also bo 
used to gate and add blanking and syne to an rf oscil 
loscope sweep signal for frequaney response tests in cit= 
cults containing clamps. 

The Linearity Checker hes a self-contained regulated 
power supply and is designed for eithor toble top or rack 
mounting. It is normally furnished in a table medel eab- 
inet, For rack mounting the panel space required is 8% by 
19 inches, and standard relay-rack mounting slots ara pro- 
vided in the panel. Both housings ara finishad in standard 
umber gray. Controls are located on the front panel and 
the input ond oviput connectors are on the rear of the 
equipment. Each equipment is provided with a cross filter, 
MM1-34021, which is necessary far making differential goin 
measurements, without a calor signal ancilyzer. 
The crossover filter supplied with the linearity checker per- 
mits filtering out either the step or r-f signals as explained 
before. The filter is contained in c small rectangular box 
with @ coaxial jack on one end and @ coaxial plug on 
the other end. A three-pesition laver switch on the top of 
the box permits bypassing the filter completely er eonneet- 
ing it as a high: or low-pass filter. It is effective only at 
an ef frequency of 3.58 me. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Performance Specifications 
Input Signe 

Hovroral Drive. option). A volh peoktorpeak aepatve 
Cinernal Orie nominal TE78 ic may bet med decid) BF Signal option) 00 Ke se me £2 wah mon) Video Swen Signal opcrl. cnn val ae 

Ovipuh Signals 
Commas Sige Syne Blanking, Sip Signal (1 ne in 8) Wahie Signal Tat in'V0) Re eopermposed on Blanking” ond 

Step Signsl, Adhsabla levels Oto" T'¥olt except Syne Lara 
Ufo O8 rah. H con slo be o@jsed to have se and step nly every ne 

af Super svceeerven Olt Syne Ong for Grliseope oe 5 Sohn 
ower Reguremet 117 wath, 6 elo, 210 watt 
Tube Complement 

2-6AUs 2 6s 
2o8KSS 1as7 
5607 16517 
Boia Taras 
2A? toes 
saaeis err 
ToAHE Teas 

Dimensions (Unit only for cabinet or rack ricuntin 
Height a a 
width - 
Depth 

Weight = 
Finch 

Equipment Supplied 
WAC iearty Chace 

Linearhy Chosker Chu, pling al ube in place tre Crescorer fier Temfostin and oatal Psy RE ROUPIG Adoplcr ond ction Book 

M9007 



“COLOR ST ST TRIPE 

FEATURES 

Provides inexpensive means of 
broadcasting test color signal to 
determine if home receivers are 
picking up color picture 
Broadcasts color test signal along 
with regular Monachrome signal 
Crystal controlled oscillator main- 
tains extreme frequency stability 
Accessible front-panel controls 
Self-contained power supply 
Separate controls to adjust color 
burst width, amplitude, and pesi- 
tion with respect fo syne 

USES 

The RCA WA-BA Color Stripe Ganerater is cin inexpensive 
color signal generating devica providing an unobtrusive 

Th makes it pos. 
Jar color recaiver installae 

colar fost stripe on home receivers. 
sible te determine that a por 
fion will be able to reproduce color programs from a 
specific TV station when no actual color program is being 
broadcast. Under certain conditions of multipath reception 
oF improper evientatian of the roceiver antenna it is quite 
possible to pick up a satisfactory monochrome picture but 
to have the color subcortier almost completely cancelled, 
Tho WA-BA prevents such faulty home receiver installations. 

The Color Stripe Generotor is designed to be lonsaly 
coupled to the video line feeding the television transmitter 
in such a way that the normol system operation is not 
changed in any way. Any TV station which is equipped te 
transmit network eslor can use it to dd a narrow color 
stripe to its regular black and white television signal. This 
stripe is practically unnoticeable on ordinary black and 
white receivers, but produces @ greerish-yellow color ot 
the right hond edge of the coler receivers when the her. 
zontal oscillator controls are adjusted slightly off horizontal 
frequency. 

3.067 

DESCRIPTION 

The WA.BA Color Stripe Generator is o completely self: 
contained instrument designed to be loosely ccuplod te 
the video line feeding the television transmitter, The normal 
signall at this point in the system is the composite (video 
and syne] monochrome signal. The inserted color stripe 
generator does not chonge this basic signal ot all but 
simply adds fo it a small amount of color information: 
This informoticn consists of two “bunsis” of subcorrier 
frequency (8.58 me}. The first “burst” is positioned m= 

+06 
fy) 

microseconds following the leading edge of horizontal 
mediately following herizental blanking (or 9.2 

syne). This is the information used to “lockin" the color 
receiver to the proper phase as does the standard color 
synchronizing burst in @ standard color television signal. 
The second “burst” & positioned such thet its loading 
edge is 3 microseconds preceding the leoding edge of 
horizontal picture blonking. This "burst" will produce a 
greenish yellow stripe on the right hand edga of the 
kinascope on a properly adjusted color receiver. Since 
they are not generated with any luminance component, 
they ride up or pesition themselves on the overage of 
the luminance valve present in tha monochrome signal ot 
that particulor time, 
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Circuit Description 
The circuitry of the WA-BA Stripe Generator is indicated 
in the block diagram. The first block indicates the syne 
separator and pulse discriminator. Its purpose is to strip” 
the sync from the composite monochrome signal. An add 
tional function has been added, however. No bursts or 
stripes should appear for 9 lines during the vertical blank- 
ing interval, so @ “burst eliminate” circuit has been added 
to prevent the separation of pulses during the vertical syne 
‘and equalizing pulse intervals. The output of this stage, 
therefore, is a series of pulses at horizontal rate with a 
line gop during the vertical interval. This information is 
differentiated and applied to the burst position multi- 
vibrator which in turn drives the burst width multivibrator. 
Its output is the positive pulse necessary to trigger the 
burst gating amplifier. A second oviput drives the stripe 
Position multivibrator which in turn drives the stripe width 
moltivibrator. Its output is also @ positive pulse necessary 
to trigger the stripe gating amplifier. The subcarrier signal 
at 3.579545 me, necessary for the gating amplifiers, is pro- 
duced by @ stable oven-controlled crystal oscillator. Its 
‘output is supplied to the gating amplifiers. The outputs 
of the gating amplifiers are fed to the mixer and output 
stage. Its output is in turn fed back to the video line. The 
Video line is never broken. If failure of the stripe generator 
should occur the monochrome signal would not be affected. 
Coupling of the output signal to the video line is so loose 
that the monochrome signal is essentially unaffected but 
the color bursts or envelopes are added or superimposed 
on it 
The WA-8A color stripe generator is built on an 8%-inch 
high bathtub chassis designed for standard rack mounting. 
It employs 11 tubes, 2 of which are used in the self-con- 
tained power supply. The only unusual component involved 
is the thermostatically controlled oven for the oscillator 
crystal. Two video jacks are provided on the rear of the. 

Line (a) represents color burte of subscertir frequency, and 
line ( i composite signal from stripe generator. 

‘chassis for video input and output. The only power connec- 
tion required is to 0 standard 117 volt, 60 cycle a-< line 
through @ six-pin Jones plug. Two pins of this some plug 
are used for connection to @ remote switch for adding or 
removing the color bursts from the monochrome signal 
ot some location remote to the actual stripe generator. 
The unit weighs approximately 20 pounds and is fin- 
ished in standard umber gray comparable to other RCA 
equipments. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Performance Specifications 
Signal Input Frequency Composite monochrome video 
Signe! Input 1.4 vols, peck-torpeak; 0.4 velt peak-iopeck syne 
Input Impedance... 
Signal Output Frequency... 
Signe! Output Voltage. 

peal 
0.4 vot, peakto-peak color synchranizing burt 

(0.4 val, peakterpeck color tripe 
— 75 ohne 

105-125 vols, 30/60 cycles, single phose 
m9 125 wots ot 0.9 PF 

Output Impedance. 

“Ambient Temperatre — Cte asc 
Womidiy - “0 te 9596 relative 

Tube Complement 
tra 1 128H7 
12407 15ve 
pares 1-003 
tas 

19" wide, 834" high, 734°" deep 
aaa as 

Light umber gray 

Shipe Generator. seve MIAOOVA 
with tuberin place, 2 type PL259 connectors, 



VIDEO TEST “EQUIPMENT 

FEATURES 

@ Precise calibration of studio video signal 
voltages 

© Low output impedance 
© Signal readily passes through clamp circuits 
© Self-contained power supply 

© Provides calibration pulse for processing 
amplifier in color camera chains 

@ Choice of 0.7 or 1 volt output 

© Output voltage stabilized by feedback 

USES 

The RCA Type WA-9A Calibration Pulse Generator is 
designed for the precise calibration of studio video signal 
voltages. The output signal can be used for accurately 
calibrating all waveform monitors so thot video signal 
‘amplitudes can be established against a known reference 
level. The 0.7 volt output is for calibrating non-composite 
video signal and the 1.0 volt output is for composite signals. 

In color camera chains such as the 3-vidicon film equip- 
ment and the TK-41 and K-45 Live Color Camera 
chains, the calibrated voltage output is used for set-up 
of the processing amplifier 

By making the fixed voltage output available at jack 
panels and in switching systems the entire distribution 
system may be aligned for the proper video signal levels. 
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DESCRIPTION 
The WA-9A Calibration Pulse Generator provides © square 
pulse af horizentol frequency tha amplitude of which is 
stabilized at 1.0 volt or 0:7 volt level. Its output imped- 
ance is approximately 0.6 ohms, sufficiently low so that 
several outputs ean be provided at tha same fime without 
oppreciable change of output level. In addition, the 
square wave is timed so that this positive half-cycle is 
centered in the period between horizontol syne pulses, 
thus the signal will readily pass through any clamp eir- 
cuits in the system without the need for disabling them. 
Horizontal drive from the syne generater is emplified ond 
used fo frigger 0 stabilized cathode-coupled multivibrator 
for the delay needed to plaes the ealibrated pulse be- 
tween the horizontal sync pulses. The delayed pulse 
triggers @ square-wave multivibrator which produces the 
output pulse, The output of this multivibrator is clipped 
by a currentregulating circuit whose output level is 
controlled by a 5651 voltage-reference tube. This accu- 
rataly-confrotled pulse drives @ low-impedance output 
feed-back amplifier having precisely unity gain, 
The circuits of the WA-DA are extremely stable. As the 
line voltage of the WA9A is changed from 110 volts to 
125 volts, the output level will not change more than 196. 
Rapid changes of line voltage of 5 volts will not cause 
noticeable bouncing of the output signal, Ouiput vollage 

‘The unit is mounted on @ standard 5¥4" bathtub chassis 
suitable far stondard rack mounting. All connections are 
on the rear of the chassis. Controb are provided on the 
front of the chassis for the following functions: pulse posi- 
tion, pulse width, voltage calibratien, 0.7/1.0 volt selector 
sovitch, on-off switch, The output level is controlled by a 
potentiometer in the form of @ locking-ype screwdriver 
contral on the frent panel. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Performance Specifications 
Input Reguroment 

ewer Sours 105 to 125 vols, 60 cyl, 50 wats 
3.5 te 50 vals, negative polarity, 

bridging impo 
Horizontel Drive Pulse 

‘Ourput Requirement: 
‘Surpur Impedance. . cniparan. Oo ohm 
uput Voltage Level Less than 0.596 change in gaing frem 

10 tetmtinellon to one 7Behtt termination, or from one 10 fo 
Toichm terminations 

Output Voltage. Sguore wave, adjustable to 87 wal and 1.0 
‘ol, P/Pr leading edge adjustable for nominal 21.3 jace: feom 
leading edge of horizontal drive pulac; width nominally 31.75 yaee, 

Tube Complement 
su2aT7 1008 
Teas acts 
188 1srace 

19" wide, S16" high, 9" dese 
level change in going from no termination to one 75.chm peed 1a be 
jermination, or from one to two 75-ohm terminations is —orvnocUmber gray 

never more than 0.5%. Tho squara wave has a pulse i , 
width of 31,75. ssec. wih postive polariy, Kise timo is Equipment Supplied 
less than 1.0 microsecond, The tilt i less than 1%. ee raphe Mae aarey co 

block Dloram of the WASA Calbration Puke Gevase 

ronzowrae OnE uLtI= ra DREW. AMP igearoR rssoroa| rtseuizeo “1 Siena 
DELSY wlOTH BALE, rT coat gare 

POWER 
SUPPLY 
kGT 



TELEVISION OSCILLOSCOPE 
TYPE TO-1 

FEATURES 
© Only 83%" rack or console space for a full 

5” television monitor 
© Slide mounting for rapid maintenance 
© Open chassis construction does not block 

air circulation in rack oF console 
© Minimum oumber of operating controls 

logically grouped and located 
© CRT in center of front panel 
© A color standard—flat frequency vesponse 

within 0,5 db from 60 ¢ to 5 me; approxi- 
mately 3 db down at 10 me 

® Vertical gain distortion less than 2% with 
7 om deflection 

© Vertical amplifier stabilized by 24 db feed- 
back 

USES 

The RCA TO-T Oscilloscope is @ high quality, wide band 
instrument designed te continuously moniter both mono- 
chrome and color signals at {1} studio camera control 
position, {2} in the terminal equipment yaks, (2) at patch 
panels, and (4) in the master contral roam. A high input 
impedanes jack conveniently located on the front panel 
converts the waveform moniter into a television oscilloscope 
in the above locations and in the maintenance shap. Facil. 
Hties have also baen provided for use cf the oscilloscope 
in color installations t avtomayically produce three tine 
oF frame displays of red, green, and blue camara outputs. 

aos 

OSCILLOSCOPES. - 

DESCRIPTION 
The Type TO-T Oscilloscope is compactly housed ono 
Grower-type chassis. The traditional horizental chassis in 
the oscilloscope has been reploced by two vertically 
mounted chassis which do aot bleck air circulotion in rack 
for console mountings and eliminates the requirement for 
forced air cooling. 
The vertical height of the oscilloscope is 8% inches, and 
the unit fits info a eabinet rack or the RCA 22-inch Con 
sole Housing, MI-26787, Tho cathodesray tube is located 
in the center of the front panel allowing equally convenient 
viewing from either left or right side, Operating controls 
are kept toa minimum and ananged in “vertical fune+ 
tion” ond “horizontal function” groupings. Tests have 
shown this layout to be most convenient from on oper- 
cating standpoint. Logicaf positioning af the centering ean- 
frals has diciated plocement of the vertical centering 
control belew and the herizantal centering control fe the 
right of the CRT. 
A heavy gauge front panel and sturdy viewing-hood ove 
features of the oscilloscope which enable mounting of a 
recording camera on the panel. Two catches lecated on 
the front panel provide o secura positioning af the oscillo- 
scope in the rack or console and st the same fime are 
positioned and designed to permit rapid removal of the 
Unit from its closed position, 
The basic mounting of the TO-1 is on a slide assembly 
(M2691), This is recommended for both rack and con~ 
sole mounting. The escilloseape, mounted on slides, and 
tha Color Camera Processing Amplifier make an excellent 
combination in a color installation. The slides are con- 
structed of heavy gauge aluminum, which lock in the 
extended postion allowing convenient access to tubes, 
components, and wiring. Requirement fer rafeasa of the 
fJocking mechanism on both slides provides a safety factor 
against accidental release. An additional sofety feature is 
inherent in the “negator” spring on the far end of the 
slides which cet against the weight of the chossis, 
A case which provides forced air-cooling can be used to 
fhouse the TO-1 when a bench or dally set-up is preferred 
to rack or console mounting of the oscilloscope. This casa 
is an accessory equipment which may be ordered sepe- 
rately a5 MI26890 in ploce of the sot of slides (I-26891) 
The oscilloscope case is rack mountable, but it is not 
recommended in any application where sir circulation 
must be maintained in the racks for cooling purposes, 



This oscilloscope feotures odvanced circuitry which pra- 
duces an uhra-stable CRT calibration. Well regulated 
power supplies combined with 24 db feedback in the var- 
tical amplifier result in the stable calibration which per 
mis the operator to "set and forget.” A minimum number 
of tubes is used which contributes to oscilloscope reliability. 
Selection of the following inputs is accomplished by the 
lef-hand vertical selector switch: Video Test—high impa- 
dance jack on front panel; Video Mon—bridging input 
jocks on rear of chassis; Cal Ext bridging input jacks on 
rear ef chassis eveilable for colibration of oscilloscope 
vertical circuitry by 0 “statian-wide” calibration signel or 
for usa as a second video monitor position: Caf 1.0— 
1.0 volt peak te peck internal signal automaticolly inserted 
into vertical input: Cal 0.7 0.7 velt peak to peck internol 
signal automatically inserted inte vertical input, The var- 
tical response selector switch adjusts the frequency re- 
sponse of the vertical amplifier to ane ef the following! 
IRE roll off; ORect or fat from 60 eps to 5 me; high pass 
filter with slope apprecching 12 db per octave below 
1.0 me; and low pass fitter with slope approaching 12 db 
per octave obove 1.0 me 
The horizontal sweep circuit can be triggered from an 
internal or extarnal source selectable by only one control 
on the front panel, The operating convenience and the 
simplicity of tho sweep selectors connot ke overempha- 

sized. The sweep rate is controlled by 
con the front pane! and is either at television horizontal o 
vertical rates. Speed of line, one-half line or frame ean be 
selected to display two lines ar fields or threo lines or 
fields when uscd with Coler Camera Processing Amplifier 
(MI-40520 Series). This latter display enables simulfonaous 
viewing of red, blue and green camera outputs. Tho hori 

nly one contrat 

zontal gain control is adjustable from a condition of nor 
mall viewing of Iwo lines or fields to viewing of the eight 
cycles of color burst (easily counted} on horizontal tate. 
of equalizing pulses (easily counted) on vertical rate, The 
horizontal centering may be used as a line selector in the 
vertical sweep speed position, 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Power Requirements. 105128 volts, 30/80 cycles, 298 wore 
Input Impedoncs 

‘Monitor Video Input 
Test Video Input ~ 
Syre Input — 
Calibrate Incl 

Verical Sensi 20 millvals per centimeter mx 
Diferental Gein fon face af CRT.Lase than 385 gf 1 valk DF and 556 

"APL input for 7 ems oF daPetion 

. Bridging 
High impedance 

Sweep Borge... Adjuslatle to produce hertzortal, vets, V2 hor 
‘oil, U2 verial Hine here cate, Provisions for awtorsaelly pro 
ducing wequentel duplay oF ced, gresn, ond lve ecmera outputs 
tnhes ited ‘ith the RCA DAL-ADSZO-A Processing Amplifer. 

Trequency Response. cecnaF le ihn 0.5 ob 60 pe ta 5 mt 
down cpprosimataly 3 db af 10 me 

Internal, sith peoviion for extemal eyochronfsalian Synchronization 
Seloctable fron the front panel 

Tube Complement 
THEAGe/T CAT 3-oame 2 cs sears reas 4 Sue Sane 

eas teas ieee (aa 

Mechanical Specifications 
Cimendone trae Rehr . . svn BOER wish os ie 
Depth — rie welt OSI A a ng Phiten Dork mbar gry 
Equipment Supplied 
TOA Televison Oxlicope Canplle esdo02 

ona of the oloning ante 1 Oxclaope complete wih tubes fn pose 
‘ond naruto, book. . sni2ce00-8 1 Sea toe fr rocker sansle mowing uses 

Accessory Equipment 
{inch Conte How, = mierer 
Loft Panel Aatenbly and Side ver wa67e6- Aight Panel any ond Side Cover agree Upper tall Sie Cover On “ni 26780.1 

267892 
Ms-26090 

Upper Right Side Cover Only. _ 
Osillasope Case 



OSCILLOSCOPES 

TELEVISION OSCILLOSCOPE 

USES 
The Tekironix Type TO.524AD is a portable, selfcon- 
tianed cathode-ray oscilloscope specifically designed for 
maintenance and adjustment of television transmitter and 
stadio equipment. 
With this oscilloscope, any portion of the television picture 
may be observed—frem complate frames to small portions 
of individual lines. Any one of the 525 lines in the picture 
can be focated and observed in minute detail. Accurate 
time markers greatly facilitate syne pulse timing. The wide- 
band vertical amplifier is provided with networks thet can 
be switched in te provide a flat response of 60 cycles to 
5 me and to limit the high frequency response to that 
recommended by the IRE, 

DESCRIPTION 
With o i0megacycle bandwidth ond excellent tronsiant 
response, the Type TO-S24AD casily aceomplishes accurate 
presentation of all video waveforms encountered in tele- 
vision broadcast installations. A triggered linear sweep 

s.stoa 

TYPE TO-524AD 

FEATURES 

Syne separator and adjustable sweep delay 
permitting any portion of a composite 
signal to be viewed at any of the sweep 
speedls 
Field selector switch permitting sweep 
delay circuit to lock on either field of a 
frame 

New sweep magnifier, 3x and 10x, with 
expanded portion remaining centered on 
the screen 
60 cycle sine wave sweep with phasing 
contral 
Time mark generator providing up to 200 
pips per TV line 
Variable duty cycle square wave amplitude 
calibrator 
Flat faced cathode ray tube 
4 ky accelerating potential 
High vertical sensitivity 
Vertical amplifier flat to 5 me; down 3 db 
at 10 me 

system, with adjustable delay and sviteble sweep magnif 
cation, permits any portion of the telovision campesite 
signal to be observed, and te be magrified, if desired, 
for closer scrutiny 
The 10-megecyele vertical amplifier with a maximum 
sensitivity of 0.15 ¥/em direct coupled and 0.015 ¥/em 
capacitively cousled provides an accurate presentation 
of the video signal. For applications requiring © vertieal- 
amplifier response flat within 19% from 60 eyeles 10 5 me, 
Switch on the access panel of the TO-524AD inserts 
special peaking coils in series with the verfical deflec- 
fion plafes of the cathode ray tube to provide this ce- 
sponse in the main omplifier, The same access-panel 
switch ean be used to limit the verticabamplifier response 
to that recommended by the IRE for the television level 

The oscilloscope is equipped with two UHF input cone 
nectors, Selection of eher input is made by the veriical- 
input selector, This feature offers a convenient method of 
making a rapid comparison of two separate signals. The 
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OSCILLOSCOPES 

The Type TO-500 “Scope-Mobile” 
for the oxcillonco 

constant input impedance of the instrument permits the use 
of r-e input probes. A high impedance probe on @ 42-inch 
cable is supplied with the instrument. The probe is fre- 
quency compensated and has an attenuation of ten times. 
A voriable-duty-cycle square-wave calibration voltage is 
provided. It is continuously variable from 0 to 50 volts in 
seven ranges. The duty cycle of the calibrator can be 
matched with the duty cycle of the observed signal, thus 
minimizing error in amplitude calibration of an o-c coupled 
signal due to change in amplifier bias with the duty cycle 
of the signal. 
The Type 524AD has a continuously variable, linear, trig- 
gered time base covering the range of 0.01 sec/em to 
0.1 ysec/em. A seven-position sweep-time selector switch 
provides five sweep-time positions, an internal 60-cycle 
sine-wave sweep, and an external sweep position. Dual 
sweep-time multiplier dials cover the range between steps. 
By delaying the start of the sweep until the picture has 
progressed to the desired portion and then triggering the 
sweep with one of the line syne pulses, any individual 
Portion of the picture may be observed. The sweep delay 
introduced in the TO-524AD is adjustable with a 3.turn 
potentiometer through about one and one-half fields, and 
operates at the frame rate of 30 eps so that only one 
interlaced line is observed at any time. A field-shift button 
Permits switching to the corresponding inter-laced lines 
in the outer field 

The oscilloscope can provide either 3 or 10 times mag- 
nifcation of any detail positioned to the center of the 
sereen. With the magnifier on, the operator may explore 
the entire trace by slowly turning the 3 turn horizontal- 
position control. The position of any detail with respect 
fo the entire sweep may be determined by turning off 
the magnifier and observing which part of the trace is 
centered on the screen, 
Time markers are fered os intensification pips on the 
cathode ray tube trace at varying intervals. These markers 
provide a means of accurately timing the syne pulses of 
@ composite signal. Pips spaced at 40 or 200 per tele- 
Vision line are useful for adjusting beth color and mono- 
chrome equipment. A phasing control permits markers to 
be positioned on any desired point of the waveform 
under observation. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Performance Specifications 

Hrd tube type, triggered or reorrent operation 
Swoept CConfinvously variable, 0.01 sec/em to 0.1 psse/em. 

Colibration acevracy 5%: 
Trigger Requirements 05 to 50 v. (peak). Pulte os short ot 

D.o5,sec. Signal under observation producing 0.5 «m defection 
‘or more. Composite television signal-l . peak to peak external 
or 0.05 v. to vert. emp 

‘Sweep Magnifcotion....-Mognifer expands the sweep to eft ond 
‘of center. Either 3 times or 10 times magnification is evaleble, 

External Sweep Inptt Coupled vio’ 100k potemioneter, sweep ‘mognifer, ond direct coupled sweep amplifier, Maximum defection 
entity, 0.25 v/em de or ee peck to peck, 

Time Markers. Five morkers 0.05 nsec, 0.1 he, 1.0 usec, 40 pips ond 
200 pips per Television line. Accurate within 29% 

Vertizl Amplifier... stage. 3d, 4th, ond Sth stage 
pushpul. Distributed output (Sih) stoge 

‘Ac Vertical Detection ‘Sensi. Continuously variable from 
(015 v/em to 50 v/<m, peck to peck 

De Vertical Deflection Sensi. 
0.15 v/em to 50 v/em, peak to peak. 

Input impednce megohm shunted by 40 nat. With probe, 
10" megchmr shunted by 1d nat. 

Vertical Amplier Response..D:c to 10 me (3 db down) sensitivity of 
0.15 v/em; 2 eps to 10 me (3 db down) sensvity of 0.015 v/em. 

Vertical Amplifier Transient Response Rise Time (1096:30%) 
0.04 sec. 

Signal Delay Network. Provides 0.25 nase signol delay. Permits 
‘obievetion of tho wavelorm that triggers sweep. 

Colibrating Valtoge. Variable duty cycle squore wave. Seven 
anges, 0.05-v. fo 50 v. full sale, cominuovsly varlable, occurale 
within 396. Duty eyele voriable from 19% to. 99% 

Cothode Ray Tube....--A SABPI cathode-roy tube lt furnished with 
‘the Type S24AD. An cccelerating potential of 4 ky is ured 
(425 ond —1.5 be, 

Consruction.....Compleely seltcontained, cabinet and cha 
of electrically welded oluminum. Photo etched front panel 

Dimensions. 13" high, 18" wide, 2474" 
Weight a 
Power Requirements 
Finish 
Equipment Supplied 
TOS2IAD Ouilonere 1 26300-4 

(Complete with set of tubes, viewing hood, high impedance 
robe, and instruction book) 

Accessories 

jh 

ect coupled 

Continuously variable from 

mode 

105-125 or 210.250 volts, 50:60 cycles, 500 wats 
Dark umber gray 
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Type 10-500 'Scope:mobile” 26501 
High Impedance Probe 5000+ 

far 



FEATURES 

Frequency response flat within 3 db from 
0 to 500 kc, useful to 1.0 me 

Sweep frequency 15 cps to 30 ke 

60-cyele sweep with wide angle phasing 
control 

Frequency-compensated attenuator 

levolt peak-to-peak calibrating voltage 

Complete shielding eliminates hum and 
noise pick-up 

Direct-coupled vertical amplifier 

Lightweight, portable instrument 

Ba) 

OSCILLOSCOPES 

5-INCH CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPE 
Type WO-88A 

USES 

The WO-88A 5” Oscilloscope is a general purpose instru- 
ment for use in broadeasting and television closed circuit 
opplications. This instrument combines the advantages of 
large screen size, compactness, portability and ease and 
convenience of operation. The instrument provides large 
pictures of small-voltage waveforms such os those pro- 
duced by microphones, tape-recorder heads, phototubes, 
phono pickups, and single stages in TV sets, High fre- 
quency response of the 88A is adequate for monitor and 
receiver servicing as well as most audio, radio and 
industrial opplications. Modification Kit WG-388A adapts 
the instrument for color television testing. 

The direct-coupled vertical amplifiers in the WO-88A 
make possible observation of both a-c and d-c phenomena, 
Measurements can be made of tube “drift,” the effect 
of excitation on d-c operating parameters of tubes, volt. 
age drop in thyratron circuits, the relationship of a-c and 
dic levels in ave or afe circuits, and, with a demodulator 
probe, the percentage modulation of amplitude modulated 
rf carriers. 

DESCRIPTION 

The WO-88A 5.inch Cathode-Ray Oscilloscope displays 
with unusual fidelity square waves over the frequency 
range of low “motor-boating” rates up to 1 me. Peak- 
to-peak voltage measuring facilities permit simultaneous 
voltage measurement and display of waveform. 

The instrument features “plus” and “minus” syne for 
positive lock-in on complex waveshapes such as vertical 
and horizontal syne pulses. Depending upon the number 
of video amplifier stages, and whether the kinescope is 
grid-driven or cathode-driven, the picture detector will be 
either a “positive-peak” or “negative-peak” rectifier. When 
syne and composite waveforms must be observed, syne 
action will be good only when scope polarity is correct. 
Syne polarity may be reversed instantly by a front-panel 
switch in order to correct the scope polarity as required 
for observation of sync and composite waveform. 



Excellent squarewave reproduction on WO-BIA at shown on left by 
Unvetouched photo af 50 ke square’ wave and photo on right of 

60 cps square wave, 

High input resistonce is required for the ‘scope. The grid 
of the vertical oscillator tube is highly sensitive to external 
loading. Excess loading can cause @ shift of the oscil- 
lator frequency beyond range of the “hold” control, 
change the normal waveshape, and cause other detri- 
mental effects. With the sliding switch on the WG-300B 
probe set to “Locap,” the effective input resistance of the 
WO-88A is raised to 10 megohms and the resistance 
loading, consequently, is greatly reduced. Low capacitance 
is also essential as the output circuit of the horizontal 
sweep oscillator is especially sensitive to copacitive load- 
ing. The addition of 75 to 100 jyif (average ‘scope and 
cable capacitance) at this point can reduce the voltage 
by as much as 50%. With the sliding switch on the 
WG-3008 set fo “Locap,” the loading capacitance is only 
12.5 jy:t. Receiver operation remains essentially unaffected, 
The instrument hes @ 5-inch cathode-ray tube with mag- 
netic shield. Complete shielding of cable and input circu 
eliminates hum and noise pick-up. A green graph screen 
provides clear readings. It is marked directly in peak-to- 
peak volts per inch. The WO-88A comes complete with 
WG-300B Direct/Low Capacitance Probe and Cable, 
Ground Cable, slip-on alligator clip, graph screen, clip 
insulator, and instruction booklet. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Electrical Specifications 
Frequency Response: 

Vertical Amplifer: 
From 0 ¥0 100 ke fot 
At 500 ke within “3b 
AY me within 30 ab 
Rise Time [05 microsecond or better 

Horizontal Amplifier: (Reference frequency 1000 <p) 
"At TO eps svithin 1 db 
At 200 fe within —6 ob 

Deflection Sensitivity Volts par inch 
Vertical Amplifier: rm pp 

‘At Input Connector. 002s 007 
With WG-2008 set tobi 0028 = 007 
With 2008 set 40 "Lo Cap” 025(O7 

Horizontal Amplifer: 
"At Input Terminals 08 Ww 

Input Reisonce and Copeditonce 
Vertical Amplifer 

With W-3008 set to “Lo Cop! 10 megohms 
ronted by 123. put 

1 megohm shunted by aut 
1 megohm shunted by 75 wut 

[A input terminals, 
With WG-2008 set to “Dir” 

Horizontal Ample: 
‘At Input Terminals 2.2 megohms shunted by 55 put 

Swoop Circuit Frequency (four ronges) 15 eps to 30 ke 
Power Requirements 105.125 welts, 50/60 cps, 40 wate 

Tube Compliment 
6x4 112Au7 2-6AU6 
aaa 2172417 1suPI 

Mechanical Specifications 
Overall Dimensions 

Height fave 
wisth ” 
Depth Twn 

Weight 25 ths 
Finish Bluegray hammersid cote, stin-aluminum panel 
Stock Identifiestion Wo-88A 

DIRECT/LOW CAPACITANCE PROBE AND CABLE 
The RCA Type WG-3008 Direct/Low Capacitance Probe. 
and Cable is designed for use with the RCA WO-91A 
or WO-88A ‘Scopes. The cable is 48” long, completely 
shielded from microphone connector to probe tip to mini- 
mize hum and stray field pick-up. A built-in switch provides 
instant selection of direct or low-copacitance operation. 
The probe has an input characteristic of 10 megohms 
resistance, less than 12.5 uf capacitance in the low 
capacitance position. It comes complete with ground lead 
‘and clip. A convenient "slip-on" type high-frequency probe 
is available for use with the WG-300B Probe to permit 
visual signal tracing for rapid isolation of trouble in rf, 
if, ond v-F stages. It is the WG-302 RF/IF/VF Signal 
Tracing Probe. 



USES 

The RCA WO-TA 5.inch Cathode-Ray Osellascope is a 
new, low-cost instrument for usc in production ond service 
ing of beth black-and-white and color television monitors 
and receivers. The general canstruction of the WO-9TA 
makes it « readily portable instrument, useful in such appli- 
cations os studio maintenance and trouble-shooting, gen- 
eral waveform onailysis, adjustments of radio receivers 
and transmitters, square-wave and general testing of audio 
equipment, peak-to-peak voltage measurements and ab- 
servation of vacuum-tube charaeteristis, The new oscil 
lescope it @ versatile end reliobla instrument, well-suited 
to epplications whieh require 9 dependable ‘scope for 
extended operating periods. 

Bato 

OSCILLOSCOPES 

5-INCH CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPE 
TYPE WO-91A 

FEATURES 

@ Preset “V" and “H” sweep positions for 
speedy, automatic lock-in at vertical and 
horizontal frequencies 

© Voltage-calibrated, frequency-compensated, 
3-to-1 step attenuator for vertical amplifier 

© Simplified, semi-automatic voltage calibra- 
tion for simultaneous voltage measurement 
and waveshape display 

© Vertical-polarity reversal switch for ” 
right” or “inverted” trace display 

‘up 

© Sturdy, single-unit, low-capacitance direct 
probe minimizes circuit loading 

© Shielded vertical-input connector and 
shielded cable for mini 1g hum and 

_siray-field pick-up 
© Positivedock internal syne 
®@ Z-Axis input facilities permit direct modu- 

lation of the cathode-ray-tube grid 

DESCRIPTION 

The WO-STA S-inch Oscilloscope incorparctes several efr- 
cuit and operational feotures which greatly increase its 
versatility ond help to speed up TV test and service oper- 
ations. A primary feature is @ front-panel bandwidth 
selector switch which changes the bandpass of the ver 
fiesl-amplifier section from wide-band to narraw-band 
(high-sensitivty] operation. A voltoge-calibrated, frequency- 
compensated vertical-nput attenuator, an internal cali- 
brating-veltage source, and a graph screen scaled directly 
in volts make it possible to use the WO-91A as a visual 
voltmeter, Tha unique system of calibrating the graph 
sereen provides for scaling voltages directly from the 
screen, The measurement procedure is similar to that em- 
ployed with a vacuumtube voltmeter. 
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DESCRIPTION (Cont'd) 
A feature of special value in television work is the pre- 
setting of the sweep positions to provide automatic loc 
fon vertical- and horizontal-frequency signals. The sweep- 
frequency control also is continuously adjustable from 10 
cps to 100 ke. The sweep oscillator has excellent stability 
at high sweep rates, a fast retrace, and adequate linearity 
throughout its frequency range. The overall frequency 
range of the oscillator is divided into four basic ranges; 
© vernier adjustment, which overlaps the basic sweep 
ranges, provides exact adjustment of the sweep frequency. 
‘The amount of sync signal fed to the sweep oscillator may 
be adjusted by means of  front-panel control. Sweep 
synchronization is exceptionally stable throughout the 
sweep range of the oscillator. 
A L-Axis input terminal is provided on the front panel of 
the WO-91A to permit direct modulation of the control 
grid of the cathode-ray tube. This is useful in special appli- 
cations requiring trace blanking and time calibration of the 
sweep trace. A control switch is also provided for reversing 
the vertical polarity of the trace. By means of this control, 
the trace may be displayed in an upright or inverted 
position. 
To facilitate its use, the oscilloscope is equipped with a 
specially designed single-unit probe and input cable. This 
WG-3008 Direct/Low-Capacitance Probe and Cable is 
provided with a sliding switch in the probe housing which 
Permits its use in circuits which would not function properly 
if loaded down by @ conventional oscilloscope. A WG- 
302 RF/IF/VF Signal Tracing Probe is @ useful accessory 
for rapid isolation of trouble in r-f, if, and video stages. 

New Graph Screen with “VIVM"4ype_ seals simplifies voltage 

“Tar!” bate tne corresponds 
40 "Zero" on VIVM scales, 

Vertical scales ore muliour- 
pose; fllaeale points corre. 
Epond to with settings of 
i range contral. 

Seales are linear ond are sub- 
divided inte voltage values. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Performance Specifications 
Frequency Response (reference frequency 10 ke): 

Vertis! Ample 
Wideand Postion 10 opt to 45 me Within 321 ok 
High Sensitivity Positions 10 eps to 0.5 me. Within —1 ok 
High Sensitivity Positions 10 eps 10 1.5 me, Within 6 ab 

Within ~6 do Horizontal Amplifer 10 eps to 500 ke. 
Deflection Sensitivity: 

Vertical Amplifier: WideBond — High-Sensitvity 
Postion Positions 
rms pip ome p/p 

AY V INPUT Connector» 0.053 0.15 0.018 0.05 vlt/in 
With WG-3008 set to 

oiREcr” 0.053 0.15 0.018 0.05 volt/in 
With W-2008 set to 

PLOW CAP enon O58 1S ONB OS vol/in 
Horizontel Amplifier ot H INPUT terminel 0.15 ems volt/in 

‘Average Rise Time (Vertical Amplifier): 
45 MC Positions. O.taiae 
1.5 MC Positions 05 pace 

Maximum ACC Input Vooge {in presence 
oF 600 volts de) 600 pp volts 

Input Resistance o 
Vertical Amplier 
{At V INPUT Connector. 1 megohm shunted by 40 jut 
‘With WG-3008 set fo "DIRECT".....1 megohm shunted by 75 jaf 
With W008 set fo “LOW CAP".10 meghoms shunted by 11 jut 

Copacitonce: 

Horizontal Amplifiers (ot H INPUT 
10 megohms shunted by 30 ja 

0.5 mogohm shunted by 35 jut 
10 te 10000 <p 

12 ome volte 
FrequaneyRespone : 2 cps te 500 ke 

Tube Complement 
Teans zat? ttaxr tv 

(tau? asvser—1-8umh 
105-125 volts, 50/60 cycles 

Power Input = 65 watts 
Dimensions...1314 high, 9" wide, 16Va"" deep Weight.....20 Ibs. 

Finish ----Blue-groy hammersid cate, bruthed-oluminum panel 

Equipment Supplied 
5” Cathode ey Oxi se sth 

Including tubes in place, direct/low-capacitonce probe and cable, ‘alligator clip, clip insulator, ground eable, green groph scree 
Instruction book 



FEATURES 

© Sharp, clean, exceptionally stable patterns 

@ Accurate interlace assured by posit 
lock 

reversal © Output pola 

© “Front panel” compensation for frequency- 
discrimination effects 

© All output leads dec isolated 
© High-level output enables direct connec- 

tion to picture tube 

USES 

The RCA Type WR-46A Video Dot ond Crosshatch Gen- 
erator is @ compact, portoble, dependable, pattern gen- 
erator which greatly facilitates set-up of d-c and dynamic- 
convergence adjustments in color monitors and receivers 
‘and vertical and horizontal linearity adjustments on both 
color and black-and-white TV equipment. The instrument 
generates four different, sharp, clean, exceptionally stable 
patterns: dots, vertical bars, horizontal bors, or crosshatch 
The amplitude of the output is continuously adjustable on 
call patterns. It is more than sufficient to drive a picture 
tube directly. 

2.0152 

GENERATORS & METERS 

VIDEO DOT/CROSSHATCH GENERATOR 
TYPE WR-46A 

DESCRIPTION 

The Video/Dot Crosshatch Generator consists of four basic 
sections: vertical-bar channel, horizontal-bar channel, out- 
put section, and power supply. The vertical and horizontal- 
bar sections generate, shape, and amplify the signals 
which produce the output patterns. These are synchronized 
by © signal taken from the horizontal deflection output 
circuit of the receiver under test, and they positively lock 
the generator pattern to the TV-receiver sync pulses. 
A sample of the horizontal sync signal is fed to the 
"bar and “H’-bar channels of the WR-46A where, 
after frequency multiplication in the “W" channel and fre- 
quency division in the “H” channel, the signals are properly 
formed, shaped, and amplified. Thus the output of the 
instrument is always “in step with” the monitor or receiver 
under test and with the TV station or camera chain to 
which it is tuned. 
All output leads are d-c isolated and permit connection 
to any section of the video amplifier. The output polarity 
may be reversed at the fip of a switch. Equolizer control 
for "V" and “H'-bor brightness enables “front-panel”” 
compensation for frequency-diserimination effects. High- 
level output enables direct connection fo the picture tube. 
This eliminates pattern-distorting effects of r-f bandpass 
circuits, The instrument is contained in @ compact, light- 
weight case with carrying handle. It is built to withstand 
hard daily use. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Electrical Specifications 
Pattern: Vernal Bort 10 te 25, pprons connvoutly odustoble 

Horizonte Bore 15 
bot Total number variable 190 to 875 
Croutorch verlable In onpect rato 

Video Output Continvously adjustable, 0 t0 50 
wos peck seross 4000-chm load 

Postve of negotive 
117 volts, 60 eps, 95 watts 

Polity 

Mechanical Specifications 
Dimensions (overall) 

Height 10" 
Width 1344" 
Depth fo 

Weight 17 bs. 
Finish Slue-groy hommersid, rin oluminum pone! 
Stock Identfiation RAGA 



FEATURES 

© Provides overall check on operations of 
color receivers and monitors 

© Color phasing is inherently accurate 

© Color sub-cartier, picture carrier, sound car- 
rier, horizontal syne and bar frequencies 
are crystal controled to insure wimost ac- 
curacy and stability 

© Pedestal amplitude enables direct com- 
parisons of relative gains of chrominance 
channels—etiminates complex computations 
and need for “saturated” color bar signals 

© ‘Provides color video 
five or negative pola 
high impedance circuits 

nals of either posi- 
for both low and 

USES 

The RCA WR-41B Service Coler-Bar Generator is @ com 
pect, lightweight instrument designed for use in checking 
the overall operation of color television receivers and 
monitors, and for adjusting their color phasing and matrix- 
ing citevits. It is not to be confused with the RCA Type 
WAIE Color-Bar Generator which is used to supply « 
color test signal for general maintenanes and measure- 
tents in @ color television station, 

DESCRIPTION 

The WR-618 Color-Bar Generator generates the signals 
for producing the bar patterns needed in testing receivers 
tr monitors and provides 0 separate video output of either 
positive or negative polarity, The instrument permits ra 
moval of the sound carrier from the output signel. This 
provides quick identification of sound interference in the 
bar pattern. A builtsin reetifier circuit, for use with an 
external VeltOhmyst, facittates measurement and adjust: 
ment of sync ond subearrier amplitudes. Luminanee signals 
are provided to check the “fit” or registration of the 
luminance and chrominance signals. A new pedestal fea- 
ture ofiminetes complex computetions by enabling direct 
comparisons of relative gains af chranrinance channels. 
Circuitwise, the WR-618 feeds a 189-ke signal from the 
erystal-controlled ber oscillator through the shaper tube to 
tha keyer stage, which keys the 3.56.me oscillator to pro- 
duce an auiput signal composed of B-cycle blocks. The 
189-ke oscillator also controls the repetition rate af the 
horizontal syne generater. The horizantal syne waveform 
from the horizontal sync multivibrater is shaped fo have a 
time duration of approximately 5 microseconds. The pulse 
then is ted into the mixer. The subcarrier blacks and 
pedestal signols from the cathode of the U8 subcarrier 
keyer stage alse ore fed into the mixer. The output of 
tha mixer in turn is fed into. @ modulstor, which modulates 
the picture carriar, The modulated picture corriar and the 
unmodulated sound carrier are both fed into the rf output 
circuit. A metering circuit is provided for use in setting cor- 
reet syne and subcarrier signal levels. A clamp stage serves 
to climinate every tweltth block of the subearrise signal, 
tand the horizontal-syne pulse occupies the resultant gap. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
RF shout 
Fagin concn 81.25 me, 8575 me (IV Chonasl 3) Voltage. st Teast G0 Yah pook topo 
Composite Pciso Signal 61 25me picture corer; 15780<ps her! 

onfal syne pulées; 3568.785.be color whiarrer keyod af 199 he 
Sound Carrion Freeney. {35.75 ine, unmmedslored 
Inmpedonce fot end of rf eutpu! cable). ‘Apevex. 200 chs 

Video Output Voltage: 
Termin... 
Lo-Cenmecar 

8 vole pekterpeak across 4700 cha 
0.25 velt peokto-peck arose 78 ohms 

Number of Color Bors emcee nnn 
Power Suply 105225 vets, 60 clas, single phase 
Power Input. xr. 50 watts 
Tube Cotisinent 

TH6A87, I=oRQ7.A, I=0K4, 5-808, 1-88, 212497 
Dimensions - 19Y8" wide, 10° high, 714" deep 
Weight 13 ths 
Finish Blueray honmersid eave, brushed-aluminum panel 
WRIA Service CalorBar Genecator BCA WRATB 

Complete wit tubes, 4 control craioin, 1 of ovtpat 
‘abla, 1 TV input adapter, 1 video. output cole, 
Fegisiroton card. and indrutian book, 



TV/FM SWEEP GENERATOR © 
Type WR-69A 

DESCRIPTION 

The TV/FM Sweep Generator, RCA Type WR-E9A, is 
designed for visual alignment and trouble-shooting of TV 
tuners, sound and picture i-f amplifiers, trap circuits, and 
video amplifiers. Combining such outstanding features as 
preset switch positions for all VHF TV channels, ond 
continuous tuning from 50 ke to 50 me (essential require- 
ment for alignment of colar TV video ond chrominance 
circuitry), the WR-69A has full coverage of the FM Band. 
Wt has @ high output voltage, which is flat and free from 
spurious responses. Fundamental signals are generated 
on alll channels by @ push-pull oscillator. The width of 
the sweep can be controlled on each channel. 
New features provide double shielding of the oscillator 
compartment eliminating leckage to @ point for below 
the fully attenuated signal and providing complete and 
accurate control of the output down to the noise level of 
TV receivers. The WR-69A has two built-in d-c negative 
bias-veltage supplies, both fully adjustable from 0 to 12 
volts by means of front panel controls. 
Other features include o special blanking circuit for pro- 
ducing © zero reference line on an oscilloscope for quan- 
tative gain measurements and for balancing d’scriminator 
Circuits; @ phase-controlled sweep voltage at power-line 
frequency for scopes lacking sweep ond phase controls; 
and @ dual-piston attenuator with a range down to 5 
mierovolts, The instrument is housed in a lightweight but 

261% 

GENERATORS 

FEATURES 

© Produces visual pattern representing the 
response curve of circuit under test on an 
escilloscope screen 

© Provides a signal essentially flat over all 
sweep ranges, output free from spurious 
responses and other frequency components 

© Preset switch positions for all VHF TV 
channels 

© Continuous tunable operation 

© Built-in precision harmonic crystal oscillator 

® Lightweight portable unit 

sturdy case with convenient carrying handle. It comes 
complete with 300-ohm r-f output cable, resistance ter- 
minated i-/v-f-output cable, and instruction booklet. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Performance Specifications 
Re TV Channels 2 to 12 preset, mt 

frequency net les 
ur 50 ke to 30 me, continuous tuning 
Sweep Width... Continvovly variable for both LF and RF ranger 
Output Voltage. fm 
Cable Terminetion 

1.1 volt min. 
RE Positions 300 ohms balanced 
1 Poution 100 ohms 

Maximum Attenvator Ratio 
RF Postons 20,000 to 1 
FF Postion ‘3000 f9 1 

Horizontal Sweep for Oxiloxcope: 
Phase Adjustment. Range 160" 
Frequency Power tne 

Maximum Ampliide Variation of Sweep Envelope 
(ct moximum roted sweep width). 

Tube Complement 
Al pesiions less thon <1 ab 

2-616 16As6 104 
16a Tents 
Power ‘Supply 105.125 velts, 30/80 cycles, single phose 
Dimension. 13%" wide, 10” high, 714" deep 
Weight 16 Toe 
Finish Bluecgroy hommeroid cose, setn-alumiaum panel 
Equipment Supplied 
Telvnon Sweep. Generator. wreva Complate wih tubes pin plugs, LEE Output Cable, 

TTF Ouput Cable, and instrcion Book 
Optional and Accessory Equipment 
Cathode Rey Orclercope woes 
Video MotAerkr We2998 
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FEATURES 

© Choice of four distinct marker shapes 
© Provides very high-Q markers of high 

amplitude and narrow width 
© special voltage~stabilizing circuit provides 

steady trace display and assures freedom 
from jifter and bounce 

© Permits simple and precise alignment of 
trap cirevits without the possibility of 
marker “suckout” 

USES 
The RCA WR-7OA RF/IF/VF tharker Adder provides a 
new technique for aligning video sweep frequency, radio 
frequency, and intermediate frequency of either color or 
monechrome monitors ond receivers, It is used with exist- 
ing TV matker generators such as the RCA WRIA and 
with sweep generators such as the RCA WR-69A, 
During alignment, the marker signal from the WR-70A 
is added to the sweep-response curve after the sweep 
signal is taken out of the equipmant under test, This nese 
system of adding markers eliminates cistortion of the 
marker and distortion of the sweep curve by the marker 
due to overloading ar clipping in the television monitor 
or receiver circuits 
The WR7OA provides four different marker shapes so 
shorply defined that they provide instant identification of 
frace-shope and frequency. The shapes include: « “wide- 
bond” diamond marker at picture carrier frequency: @ 
"narrow-band" dimond marker at zero point on FAA 
discriminctor curve; © positive-clipped marker for trap 
adjustment; and a negative-clipped marker of picture 
cartier frequency, The facility for different marker shapes 
perttits selection of a marker that neither obscures the 
trace nor becomes obscured by the trace 

DESCRIPTION 
The WR-70A RF/IF and VF Mecker Adder is 0 tightweight, 
portable instrument with eamplete front panel control of 
all tast functions, These include instant selection of one 
of the four types of markers eveilable as wall as contral 
of marker amplitude. Sweep-trace pelarity and amplic 
tude may ale be adjusted by o front-panel control, The 
functional grouping of these controls grectly.simplifias 
tha clignment procedure 
Included in the WR-70A is @ built-in otanuater for use 
during i-f and video alignment. The atienvator provides 
for centinueus adjustment of the sweep signal over a 
range of approximately 60 db. The Marker Adder utilizes 
special eleciron-tube regulator circuit to stabilize the 
B-- voltage and thus insure exceptional trace stability 
and freedom from trace jitter and bounce, 
Four coaxial cables are provided with the WR7OA to 
facilitate easy connection to the sweep and marker gen- 
erators, the oscilloscope, ond to the input and output 
Gireuits of the TV receiver under test The equipment is 
housed in an attractive blue hammeroid case which mease 
ures 712" high by 10V2"" wide and 614" deep, The panel 
is brushed aluminum. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Electrical Specifications 
Input Frequersies 

TIVE Soap In Cancers 
Finput Connector 

Alninum Input Yaltogee 
TR/VE Somep In Connector 
BF Swoop Suatgle hn Connector 
Marker dn Connecter. 2.01 min, volt Lime 

maximum Jape Voliogs 21 Demed, Signi In 2 pp valle 
Meniqum Oviput Yoleges (Meawured ot Seopa Vert. tonnector 

Marker Sf "23 rms volle 

50 be to 50 me 
“BO me ta 260 se 

Detulated Sncep Signal 10 Srp vas 
Input Impedanens 

1 Swoop Semple Ip Connector. 100 ohms 
Morker In Connect = 100 ohms 
IE:VE Sweep In Conecior 100 che 
Domed Sianel in Connector, 05 megohm 

‘output Impedance ob IF: VP Sweep. Out Connector 100 ches 
Power Requirement - 
Tobe Complements 

THIANT 
105-125 volts, 30/60 eps, 25 wes 

2A ote 

Ginerslone (overall) 
Hesghe ny" 
with ho 
Depth 3" 

weight 8 Tbe 
Finish Bivegroy harmersid cor wicked elimina pers! 
Equipment Supplied 
WEIR, RT/ITVE Mevkas Adder complete wih ube, 2 jumper eae, 
"kp eabor regaveton card"and induction boot 

Accessory Equipment 
Wyng9A Copel elibvcted Maker Gonetoar Wasa TW! Sora Gonosator Whasa UNF Swoop Goverter 



USES 
The RCA Type WR6A UHF Sweep Generator permits 
alignment and trouble-shooting of either color er mono- 
chrome UHF monitors, receivers, converters, turners, filters, 
antennas, transmission fines and other equipment oparat- 
ing in the range from 300 te 950 me, The instrument has 
© 50-ahm output and ill work inte @ 50-chm unbalanced 
load, A padded balun, WG-296 is providad with the gen- 
erator which permits use into a 300 -ohm balanced lead 
When used with the accessory WG-298A UHF Demedu- 
later, the sweep generator permits visual observation and 
measurement of standing-wave ratio of termination on 
360-<chm line, 

DESCRIPTION 
The RCA Type WR-86A UHF Swaep Ganerator employs a 
UHF oscillator triode in a specially designed sweep cir- 
cult to provide excellent sweep Tinearity and @ maximum 
amplitude variation of 0.1 db/me combined with a large 
sweep widib. Amplitude modulation is kept at « minimum 
over the swept Trequency range by means of © shunt 
regulator circuit, The oscillater compariment and its associ 
ated components ara expecially designed and sturdily 
catstructed for stability and reliable performance over 
exiendad operating periads, Critical pars ore silver plated 
for maximum electrical offcieney. 
The oscillator is frequency modutated by an electrical. 
mechanical vibrator of special construction which insures 
Proper alignment of the vibrator capacitor plates, In 
addition, sweep widths of at least 10% of canter frequency 
ate available up to 750 me: and a sweep width of at leost 
75 me is available ot any center frequency between 750- 
750 me, The entira oscillator section is enclosed in a special 
silver plated case te minimize leakage. A capacitance 
adjustment 4s accasstble from outside the oscillator case 
to correct far amplituds varictions which may occur should 
it become necessary to replace the oscilletor tube. 

FEATURES 

© Wide Frequency range, continuously vari- 
able from 300 to 950 me 

© Flectromechanical sweep of rugged 
tested design 

@ Phased blanking circuit provides essential 
zerovreference base line 

@ Stable Colpitts oscillator with precision 
quarter-wave tuned line 

© RF leakage and ra 
thorough shielding of entire oscillator sec- 
tion, attenuator, and output cable 

© Compact, tightweight, portable unit 

ee 

The WR-B6A incorporates a retrace blanking cireuit which 
provides a referance line on the oscilloscope. When the 
“Removing Blanking’ button is prassed, the blanking. cir- 
cuit is incapacitated so that precise adjustmant of the 
Horizontal Phose contral may be mode. The herizontal 
sweep frequaney for tha oscilloscope con ke obtained from 
frontpanel terminals. The instrument i contained ino 
lightweight portable case with all cantrels on a satin 
brushed aluminum panel, 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Electrical Specifications 
Outpt Ferguaney Contiuevely voriable 200-950 ste 
Ouipur vatoge {ins} ecto S0ahe load 

tr 300-chn nedded balun st Inet 04 volt 
Maximum Susan Wisth, ... Continucualy wotiabl, 10% of Indeed 

ial frequency up 19 75D me; 78 me From 780 we to 980. me 
Ourpur Inpedarees 50 ohms 
Masimam arenwator Raia ‘20 db 
Maximum Amplitide Yorictin of Smccp Envelope 

ft Mowintin Scop alin 
Sinuretdch Swaco) Qursut for Oxilancone 

Gutput Vakage om 
Phase Adlusinent Rarer 
Frequency 

Tube Complement 
Tear 

94 dbime nes 

Powering. Srequaney 105125 volts, 60 cpt vngle phos, 60 tle 
Venos 26s axa 

Mechanical Specifications 
Dimensions fovarally 

Width raya" 
Height 334” 
Depth mara 

sigh As he 
Fink Blueray hammarsid cote, stinaluminum panch 
Equipment Sup; 
UME Swap. Generar 

Conslete wih Tyee WG396 ef ouipel able, BD fe 30D 
Ghar padded bales and tarot beak 

RASA 

Accessory Equipment 
WG.2988 UHF Demedularar 
WOSIA Cuthodertoy Onllscope 
WO HBA Slnch Cathode tay Onclorcope 



The RCA Type WR-97A CrysiolCalibrated Marker Gen 
erator will furnish an rf carrier of crystal eccuracy for 
use in alignment of television receivers, both manochrome 
end color; communications equipment, and other elec 
tronic equipment operating in the frequency range of 
19 fo 260 megacycles. A builtin erystaleontrolled oscil 
lator alse provides a fixed output signal at 4.5 mega. 
eycles for use in aligning intercerrier +f amplifiers and 
discriminators, In TY servicing the instrument ean be used 

to check alignment and bandpass of rf and if cireuits 
ond the scanning linearity of both horizontal and vertical 
circuits. It can elsa be used as @ rebroadcast transmitter, 
at which time the rf output is madulated by @ video 
signal from on operating receiver to provide on rf 
carrier complete with video and sync information. The 
oviput signal can then be used to check picture perform 
cence of ether VHF TY receivers on any channel. 
When the instrument is used os a heteradyne frequency 
meter, the frequency of an externat signal can be deter- 
mined quickly by feeding the signel info the instrument, 
xero-beating it with the vfo signal, and reading the fre- 
quency directly from the dial. Two variable-frequency 
escillators are used te cover the two vfo tuning ranges. 
uiput is on fundamental frequencies, and ne best notes 
or harmonics are used. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
VorictinFraquency Orsillotare 

Frequency Renge (on fundementa. 
Output Voltages: 

‘Gn VFO Ranges 
Dn 43 me 

RF Attenvation Rang 
Sutpur Cable Impede 
2.5MC Crystal Callbratr: 

10-55 me, 55-240 ote 
0.8 es ¥9Ih af are 

O.1 pme vet or mare 
20 db ar moce 

“Approe 95 obme 
Retina enn bOI 
Total Number af Check Paint a. ~ 98 

4S4KC Crytal Osler Acsreey Sro.00% 
Toletnal Mordallon. 45 me, 48 mc ond ab cpa BGO cpa TOD1&0 ke 
External Modulation Frequency Up 12 ot loos 10 me 
Tube Complement 
10az 1 as axe 1s 
ToeASé 168 1o12are Tera 
Power Supply. 205-125 vals, $0/60 eyses, 
Powes Input. 

1934 wide, 10° high, 702" deep 
; 17 the 

id cass, catinaiumioum paneb 
MRA 

‘huogray hemner 
Stack’ Identiiation a 

VIDEO MULTIMARKER, TYPE WG-295B 
The WG-2958 Video Multimarker is designed for con 
venience, accuracy and speed in marking video response 
eunes. It is able ta provide five simulianeaus absorption 
type markers accurately preset of the following fraquen- 
ios in color receivers: 0.5 me for @ filter, 1.5 me for | 
filter, 2.5 me for passband filer, 3.58 me for color sub- 
carrier frequency, and 4.5 me fer soundhtrop frequency, 
Each of the marker frequencies in the WG-2958 may be 
definitoly and quickly identified on the response curves 
simply By touching the corresponding contoct on the Mul 
marker; this hes tha effect of reducing the amplitude and 
shi 
connectod between the H/-f output on the sweep gener~ 

fing the position of the particular morker notch. It is 

‘tor and the regular video output cable, 
This absorptiontype marker consists of & tuned circuit 

loosely coupled to the output of the swoep generater. The 
tuned cirevit cbsorbs © small amount of the seep signal, 
thus predueing © dip or notch in the response curve a © 
point corresponding te the resonant drequency of the tuned 



GENERATORS & METERS 

MASTER VOLTOHMYST 
TYPE WV-87B 

USES 

The WV-87B Master VoltOhmyst is a deluxe instrument 
Useful for television, radar, and other fypes of pulse work, 
W has facilities for the direct measurement, on separate 
seales, of peak-to-peak voltage values of complex waver 
forms ond the rms voltage values of sine waves. It also 
reads d-e voltage, resistance, and dirs 
subes ara employed in all functions except eurrent meas 
uroment to assure cxeellent sensitivity and stability 

ct current. Vacuum 

DESCRIPTION 

The WV-878 VoltOhmyst is encased in metal to provide 
stability in r ficlds and features a nogative-feedback 
bridge cirevit for good seale linearity and freedom from 
effects of line-voltage variations, 200-microampere meter 
movement having a tracking error of no more then plus 
‘or minus ona por cont, and a ratio inerease of cpproxi- 
mately 3 0 1 in the full-scale voltage points, The moter is 
electronically protected against burn-out on all a-c ond 
dee voltage ond resisianes ranges. It has @ large, full- 
view 814" meter which makes it especially useful as o 
permanently mounted instsument, thaugh it is lightweight 
and has @ carrying handle for easy portability 

FEATURES 

© Direct readings of peak-to-peak values of 
complex waves for signal-tracing in TV 
receivers and other electronic devices em- 
ploying pulse trigger and timing circuits 

© Tracking error of meter less than =19% 
© Negative-feedback bridge circuit for good 

seale linearity and freedom from effects 
of line-voltage variations 

@ Fully enclosed metal case for strength and 
for stability in rf fields 

© Direct-current readings as low as 10 micro- 
amperes for applications requiring ex- 
tremely high meter sen: 

Furrished with the instrument is a Type WG-299C DC/AC: 
‘ohms probe, and cables for use in making @ wide variety 
of accurate electrical measurements, elligator clip insulator 
cond instruction booklet, The instrument has portable carry- 
ing handle and is suited for permanent rack-mounting, 

SPECIFICATIONS 
BG Volimter 

Rengas 9 © 1.5, 5,15, 150, 600, 1300 vole 
Input Resstence - 11 mtegohels af all ranger 
Sensi STF cushion valt an 1S range 
Gwerall Acturaoy 396 of ful ete 

AC Yaltnater 
Podere-Peak Ronges. 910 4, 14, 42, 140, 420, 1400 and 4200 vole 
Pins Renges sfor sina Wore} D Yo de 5, 15, 39, 150, 500 

‘sel 1800 lls 
Overall Acsatony 21396" of full seale 
Input Resistance end Capacitance C63 magahm shunted by 85 put 

sity diact probe and eabla gt 1.5.5, 15. 50 and 190.9 ranges) 
Frnquenty Reypont®...0 ape te d-me up to at including the S00 

Tonge for sourew insedance of approxivataly 100 she of lawer 
‘hmncter. [0 1000 tegchins in 7 ronges 
Direct Carron ete 

‘Nine Ranges D te 05, 15, 6 15, 50, 180, 500 ailiampers: 
Ota 18, 15 omperar 

Overall Accuracy: ao B96 of fll aeale 
Tube ond Betta-y Comploment 

Daaals 1 12AU7 
Power Line Rasqicemen 105.128 valt, 50/60 cycler, 8 watte 
Diners 10" Wah, 19" Wide 7" dee 
welght 8 ibe 
Finth Blsegray hammeraid cove, ttivlotsioum panel 
Stork Idontfealion wars



SENIOR VOLTOHMYST 
TYPE WV-98A 
The WV-98A Senior VoltOhmyst provides direct peak-io- 
peak measurement of complex wave shapes up to 1400 
Volts and is especially useful for television signal tracing 
‘and industrial servicing. Quantitative measurements of 
practically all of the important complex waveform voltages 
found in video, syne and deflection circuits can be ob- 
tained with the instrument. The WV-98A is a deluxe in- 
strument having such refinements as seven non-skip ranges 
on all functions, wide frequency range and extended volt- 
age range. It is provided with a Type WG-2998 DC/AC 
Ohms Probe and shielded cable. Avaliable as accessories 
are a slip-on crystal probe, WG-301A, which permits rms 
measurements in rf circuits up to 250 me, a high-voltage 
probe, type WG-289, and a multiplier resistor, WG-206, 
which extended the d-c voltage range of the instrument 
to 50,000 volts, and multiplies all scales by 100 times. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
0 to 1.5, 5, 15, 80, 150, 500, 1500 vols 

tance (neluding 1 megohm in D-C Probe).11 megohms 
Sensitivity for the 1.5 Volt Ronge. 7.3 megohmepervel! 
Overall Accuracy 396 of fll ale 

A Volimeters 
0 to 4, 14, 42, 140, 420, 1400, 4200 velts 

(Oto 15,5, 15, 50, 180, $00 1800 volts 
Inpot Resstonce ond Copacitonce with WG-218 Probe and Cable 

10.83 megohm shunted by 70 nu et 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150 vol ranges 
13 megahms shunted by 60 ju at $00 volt range 
1.5 megohms shunted by 60 na et 1800 volt range 

Frequency Response with WG-299B 
Direct Probe ond Coble......Flat from 30 eps 10 3 me at 1.5, 5, 

15, 50, 150 and 800 volt ranges 
£396 of fll wale of all ranger Overall Accuracy. 

Obmmeer: 
0 t0 1000 megehms 

10, 100, 1000, 10,000 ohm; 
0.1, 1, 10 megohms 

1—1zAu7 Tobe ond Bonery Complement 
Power Supply 

1a0ats 

Bive-gray hommeroid cove, sctin-aluminom panel 
WEA 

JUNIOR VOLTOHMYST 
TYPE WV-77C 
A low cost service voltohmyst providing versatility, ac- 
curacy and dependability, the WV-77C embodies all 
standard features such as high-input resistance, low-input 
capacitance on dic functions, ability to measure d-c in 
the presence of a-c and vice versa, burn-out proof meter 
circuit, metal-case shielding against rf, >£1% multiplier 
resistors, de polarity reversing switch, negative feedback 
bridge circuit, zero-center scale, plus wide frequency re- 
sponse and extended voltage ranges, positive-polarity 
ohms probe for quick testing of electrolytic capacitors, and 
many other features. The equipment is factory-built and 
tested, and calibrated to the finest laboratory standards. 
It is provided with a Type WG-2998 Probe and Cable. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
b-c Voltmeter 
Ranges 0 t0 8, 12, 60, 300, 1200 vols 
Input Resistance for O.C Volts, All 
Aecrsey 

anges 11. megohm 
‘When set fo "-} Voli” 396 of ful sole 
When set to Vell” 259% of full yale 

0 0 3, 12, 60, 300, 1200 volt 
Accrecy. 359% of full cole 
Input Characters 

3, 12, 6Oxolt Ranges (0.2 megohm shunted by 75 jut 
200vel Ronge. 1.0 megohm shunted by $0 auf 
1200-ol Ronse, 20 mogchm shunted by 50 puf 

Frequency Response (on 3, 12 and éOvalt ranges 
with source impedance of 100 chm...-Flet within £1 db from 

130 eps to Some 
Ohnmetr 

Ranges, Five. 0 40 1000 megohms 
CenterSeale Velues.10, 1000, 10,000 ohms and 1 end 10 megohme 

Tuber end Battery Complement: 
To2Ats 112Au7 
Tovso36 

Power Supply. 105.125 vols, 50/60 cycles, 5 w 
Dimension. 18” high, 598” wide, 42" Joop 
Weight 4 te 
Finish Blue-gray hemmeraid. cate 
‘Stock. Ideatifation ware



GENERATORS & METERS. 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Type LV-10 

DESCRIPTION 
The RCA LV-10 Vacuum Tube Voltmeter is extremely 
versatile, combining in a single precision instrument an 
ac voltmeter covering a range from audio to UHF fre- 
quencies, a db range, a d-c voltmeter with 100 megohms 
input resistance, and an ohmmeter capable of measuring 
resistances from zero to 1,000 megohms. 
The RCA Model LV-10 hos b 
wherever highly precise measurements are required, 
emphasis having been placed on maximum stability. Sta- 
bility has been achieved by eliminating as many variables 

in developed for use 

3 possible and compensating the remainder. The input 
resistance of 100 megohms on all dee ranges prevents 
overloading, and measurements may be taken without 
disturbing the operation of the circuits under test. The 
same a-c probe is used for measuring all frequencies from 
18 cps to 700 me. Because the indicating movement of 
the LV-10 Meter is balanced for all positions, it may be 
used lying flat, standing vertically, or inclined. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

em BRS 

‘sue Wve hewn “I #50 

FEATURES PA She inst 20s cenersole 
© Excellent stability Tboke the uct, 2K chee ool 

Specially balanced and rugged meter move- To" chs flay 200 ohn cofercle ent eons eens bre oercle 
16 Meswurenients 10:700'MC ne a ee cata Sas Word 100 onthe wale 
@ High input impedance ‘Zero dom = MW in 600 ohms 

@ AC measurements to 1,500 v. Excellent for 1.5% power line change on the 1 volt ronge it is 

© DC measurements to 30,000 v. Power Required. 115 ¥, $0-60 eps, 12 watts 

@ Resistance measurements to 1,000 meg- 125751, 12.016, 1-6K4, 1—6ALS 

ohms Case. 12%" high, 714" wide, 5¥e"” deep 

© Storage space for cables ed ee a 
Equipment Supplied 

USES Vocuum Tube Voltme! Type WV-10 
The LV-10 Vacuum Tube Voltmeter is designed for precise Complete with one set of test leods 

measurement of a-c or d-c voltages and general high Accessory Equipment 
nce circuit measurement is extremely useful for Pekan BC. rote impedor Bi mi. It Is extremely useful f ‘Adoptor 1500 V AC. Mi30404 

laboratory development work in general electronic circuitry. adaptor Type N, Probe to Cooxial Cable. ‘w1390402 

Bales 45 



GENERATORS & METERS 
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TEST METER 
Type LM-1 

FEATURES 

Instantaneous overload protection 
ity—20,000 ohms per volt, AC 

One range-selector switch 
Accurate, rugged meter movement 
Batteries replaceable without opening case 
Easy vision case design 

USES 
The RCA Type LAG] Test Meter is a useful instrument in 
cali phases of industry where highly accurate measure- 
ment of resistance a-¢ and dc voltages and d-c current 
re encountered, it is particularly suitable for portable 
‘applications. 

Preliminary work an now cireuits can be cartiad out with 
the LMT whose accuracy is sufficiently high to give re- 
quired results and whose overload protection circuit 
eliminates the necessity for laborious calculations and 
careful use of the cievit. It is particularly welcome for 
vse in broaceast warkships, and laboratories os well os 
schools and general radio and TV sorvieing 

DESCRIPTION 
The RCA Lis] Test Meter answers the need for an accu: 
rate and highly sensitive (20,000 ohms par volt) instrument 
with complate protection against the overloads that fre- 
quently damage this type of instrument. The system is com- 
posed of: a semismagnetic circuit breaker which gets in the 
majority ef cases and which is reset by a push button: 
and @ fuse which complements the action of the circuit 
breaker. 
Tha overload cut-out system protects not only the meter 
movement but also the precision resistors and the shunts 
which are used in the cirevit. The protection is instantane= 
favs and completely isolates the instrument from the over- 
loading source. 
The meter is dasigned with a slightly inclined dial for easy 
Vision. Reading accuracy is assured by a seb-zero adjust- 
ment, a knife-edge needle and an antiparallax mirror 
The high accuracy movement is particularly rugged and 
the ceil meves in a field provided by @ specially oriented 
magnet, 
The switch is @ single moulded pies and most ranges are 
available on one control. It is designed to give long 
service lite. 
The battery box is cceessible from the exterior and there 
is no need fo open the insirumen} to change the batteries. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
be vals 7 ronges: 3, 10, 30, 100, $00, 1000, 5000 ». 
“Aseurocy ‘S896 FSD, __S9b for she 5,000, range 

AC voli, 7 ranges: 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000, 5000 ». 
“accuracy 22.5% #50 
Sent 20,100 sh par volt for Both AC and OC 
Output Meter 3, 10, 80, 100, 300 vali: series capacity Ql af 

Frequency 910 2.83% 80 to 2,000 cys end 100 ¥. 
‘S06 2.000 to 8,000 cps and 100 >.) 538 50 to 2,000 eps for the 
5300 ¥. ronge 

Decibel Renges <8 te LI; $510 424; 
315 to F3t; $25 to aly 85 to 451; 

Zero reference — 1 saw in 600 ohms 
Reshtencns. 9 to 2,000 ohm, ceater senle eoading, 12 abner 

(ta 200,000 "shms, center scale. reading. 1,200 ohm to 20. 
Megehms, center teols reading 120,000 ahms 

Be Gorter. 59 pa, 1 to, 10 me, 1A, TOK, 100 me 
‘accuracy ; 18% FD 

Sy" high, 57" wide, BLL" deo 
3 Ibs, 18 oxy net 

Dimensions overall 
Weigh 
Equipment Supplied 
Tel tls on “Complete wih iva test probeiy foe RCA’ Type’ WSO8d Ttaen crying handle. and nauto, 

ye Uta 

Accessory Equipment 
High voltage erabe for OC Meaturntent 

fo 30,000 volts Accuray? sE86 ava0d08 

pous 



USES 

The RCA Type WT-100A Electron-Tube MicroMhoMeter is 
an instrument of Jaberatory pracisfon which brings a 
reliable concept of tube-testing technique to users of tubes 
in broadcast and closed cireuit systems, os well os in 
general alectranic applications. A uniquely designed, com- 
pact, self-contained unit, the WT-100A offers versatility 
tnd accuraey comparable to that of more elaborate ond 
complex faboratory equipment used far measuring trans- 
canductonce, 
The WI-100A tube tester makes it possible to test tubes 
under actual vellage end current conditions and %0 ob- 
fain test results in terms of actual performance, which 
can be evaluated against original specifications. Trans. 
conductenee recidings con be obtained simply and quickly 
on a single, directwreading meter. 

In addition to testing tubes at published ratings, the 
instrumant can alse be set up to provide the operating 
voltage for a cirevit of specific design to determine the 
performance of the tube under the desired circuit con- 
ditions, The wide range of controls, the flexibility, end 
the accuracy of the WT-100A make this instrument an 
invaluable tool for testing tubes where accuracy and 
proper evaluation of test results are required, 

86170 

FEATURES 

@ Measures true transconductance 
accuracy of better than =3% 

© Built-in short circuit test for any combi- 
nation of tube elements 

© Measures transconductance up to 100,000 
micramhos in 6 ranges—measures heater 
currents including 600-ma series-string TV 
types 

© Built in calibrating circuit~no null meters 
or extra devices required 

© Single, precision-type meter used for all 
measurements 

© Regulated power supplies for all d-c voli- 
ages—250.ma d-c supply for filaments of 
battery-operated tube types 

© Accommodates wide variety of tubes hav- 
ing sockets with up to 14 pins 

to an 

DESCRIPTION 

The RCA WE-IO0A Electror-Tube MicroMhoMeter is an 
extremely versatila, self-contained tube testing instrument 
contained in @ lightweight portable chassis with can- 
venient sloping panel containing all controls, A single, 
precision-type meter is used for oll mecsuraments. No 
patch cords or external null indicators are required. The 
unique metering circuit provides linear deflection in all 
functions and ranges. Meter multipliers and. shunts. are 
automatically switched when the ranges are changed. 
The meter is protected electronically against burn-out on 

ter- current macsurements. Mechanical end electrical 
locking of switches protact the mater on all other fun 

Tha unique calibrating circuit of the WT-100A permits 
direct measurement of true transconductance to an ac- 
curcey beter than 13 percent withaut the need for 
external null indicators, It = quickly calibrated by simply 
depressing the calibrata centre! and adjusting it for full- 
seale deflection ef the meter. When the calibrate contral 
is depressed, the metering circuit is switched to the eali- 
rate cirevit. The meter indicates the voltage which is 
developed across the calibrating network by the oscillator 
signal, Adjustment of the calibrate control for full-scale 
deflection compensates for the leoding effect af the tube 



under test. When the calibrate contro! is released, the 
metering circuit is switched beck ta the output of the 
tube under fest, This cirevit insures long-term accuracy 
nd repeatability of test results for each individual tube 
by compensating for possible changes in component values 
due to aging and heat, chenges in the input capacitance 
and load of the tube under test, and changes in i- 
matic conditions. 

An especially designed transconductance amplifier is in: 
hherently stable and eliminates the effects of residval 
power-supply ripple, Aecurste measurements can be made 
on high-transeonductonea tubes, and tubes having either 
hrigh-or-low plate resistance. High-perveonce tubes moy 
also be checked even at zero bios, withaut errar dua to 
self-oscillation, Six convenient ranges are provided for 
ironsconductance measurements up to 100,000 micromhos 

The WT-100A employs @ heavy-duty power supply elec- 
tronically regulated to provide wide voltoge and current 
ranges with Iwa positive d-e voltage soureas and we naga- 
five dee sources. Plate and sereen veltage regulation is 
within 3% and suppressor-grid regulation is within 196. 
A separate ac heater or filament voltage supply is 
variable from 0 te 117 volts in five ranges. The unit sup- 
plies up to 3 amperes at 7 volts ond vp to 900 milli 
amperes at 117 volts. A cee supply, for battery-operated 
tube types, provides voltages from 0 fo 3 volts up to 
250 milliampares. The excellent stability end regulotion of 
the power supplies contribute to the high accoracy obtain- 
able with the MicroMhoMeter. Regulation may be meas- 
ured by the instrument itself 

‘A unique short circu test is mode by simply depressing 
the conter-post on each of the pin switches of the WT- 
100A. Interelectrode shorts or leakage resitanes values 
up to two megohms will couse the neon shor!-test indicator 
to glow. The interelectrode shart test which checks con- 
finvity between any tube element and all other elements 
is also usefel in Jocating Internal connections, 

Another special feature of the WT-100A permits dircct 
medsurement of electrade currants. All currents ore meas: 
ured by means of a current amplifier which provides elec- 
ironic isolation between the device being tested and the 
meter, and makes pessible accurate readings of low cur- 
rents, such as reverse grid-current. There are 17 convenient 
currant meosuring ronges—with full-seala deflections from 
3 microamperes to 300 milliomperes, 

Another advantage of the Electron-Tube #icroMhoMetor 
is the simplicity with which voltage drop may be meas: 

ured at plate currents up to 900 milliamperes. The regula 
tion of gaseous voltoge-regulator tubes and the firing 
point of small thyratrons may olso be determined, Test 
voltages for checking the forward and reverse current 
of small dey-dise rectifiers and crystat-diode rectifiers ora 
available from binding pesis on the panel. When used 
to check voltage drop, the deviee under test is protected 
by a curentlimiting cirevit, with four ranges from 3 to 
300 milliamperes. 

Flexibility of the WT-10DA to accommodate a wide voriety 
of tube bases is assured by pormitting the usc of sockets 
with up to 14 pins: plus the simplicity of replacing or 
ceding new sockets te the plug-in units without altering 
the instrument. Thase plug-in units reduce wiring copaci- 
tance which might otherwise cause oscillation if all the 
sockets were mounted on the chassis, or if patch cords 
were used. The high-quality sockets will withstand thov- 
sands of insestions without the need for replacement, 

SPECIFICATIONS 
117 els, 60 eps, single phase 

100 volts, stoudby; 750 wars max. lod 
Power Soiree 
Panter Consumption 
Flecttode Test Voltages 

Plate Contivously udiueoble fram 40300 velts 
‘ot currants om 3) to 100 oa 

Continsoisy adjustable from 0-300 vel 
at corres up to 30 ma 

1 0A100 Wale four ranges 
O¥— 3, 10, 30, 100 walt 

Grids No. 2 aud No 4 

Gride No. 1 and Ne. & 

Power Supply Regulations 
Plate ond ereen supply: 3% 
Suppressor ond Grid Mo. 3 Sey - 1% 

Accurocys 
Teanveondvetante —_ 2358 

lament or Hectar Voltages dnd Curses 
BC Voltages... 0-17 veils i Five ranges: Ota 3, 10, 30, 100, 306 
AG Cunvert 03. ‘amp, 
Be Valtoges 2 Valls 
Be Curren 0280 ma 

Current Meter Ranges 
Plats, Grid Nov 3, Gride No, 2 ond 

No.4, Grid No, Ton 0 ¥2 8 YO, 20, 100, 300, 1009 samp, 
D1 8, 10, 39, 108, 300 me 

0101, 3 op 
1 to 80D, 1000, 3000, 10,000, 

£90,000, 100,000 microrher 
© op fe 2 magchme 

Heater A. 
Trensconductance Metae Ronges 

Shorts Test Sanity. 
Tube Complinent: 

TOA 1 SU4GR gas Haas 
reels 288 Ten 1 TtAur 

Dimension 2214 wide, 8° high, 18V9" deep 
Weiaht . 50 Ibs 
Fak Blucgray harmarcid sos, 

Gehed satinalominun panel 
- yen WTIOOR, Stock tdantitetion 



FEATURES 

® Provides rapid check for all popular re- 
ceiving type tubes for general quality, 
including interelectrode shorts and leakage 

@ Tube-pin and testvoltage connections 
automatically set up by use of individual 
punched card for each tube type 

© Cards for new tube types can be prepared 
by user 

© Front panel calibration control permits 
compensation for above or below normal 
line voltago 

@ Easily replaceable screw-mounted tube 
sockets 

@ Lightweight, portable instrument housed 
in plastic covered case 

86172 

USES 

The RCA WT-TIOA Automatic ElectronTube Toster is da- 
signed ta give a rapid check of a tube’s usobility by 
checking transconductance, gas, shorls between efaments, 
and balance between sections of twin type tubes. In a 
matter of seconds readings are provided on a 412” 
meter in terms of "Renew —?—Good" for all popular 
recelving type tubes, Other tube types can be included 
merely by preparing punched cards for those types of 
spacial interest. The gos cendition of the tube is also 
Indicated an the meter. 
The outstanding feature of the WT-TOA is the use of on 
individual punched card for each different type tube to 
automatically set up all tube-pin ond testvaltage con- 
rections when the card is inserted into the panet slot of 
the tester. It is net necessary to adjust external switches 
or ether contrals to set up pin_and operating-vohage 
connections for the tube, The WT-110A is designed for 
general service ond testing use by skilled or unskilled 
personnel 

GENERATORS & METERS



DESCRIPTION 

Tho WT-110A Automatic Electron-Tube Tester is @ madorn 
high-speed test devico uilizing mothods of automation. 
The “brain” or control-center of the instrument consists 
of a matrix made up of two gold plated printed circuit 
boards interconnected by gold ploted pins, springs and 
eyelets, The matrix is cotivated by inserting a punched 
card and slipping the power lever into operating post 
tion, This simple process immediately sets-up 0 combina~ 
fion ef from 15 to 20 circuits which permit: socket con- 
nections to as mony as ten pins, 220 combinations of 
heater voltage, 10 bias voltages, 5 plote valteges, 11 
values of eathedo rosistors, 2 screen voltages and 50 
quality sensitivity ranges. In «1 matier of seconds the tester 
gives © fue indication of © tube’s usobility by checking 
transeonductanee, ges, shorts between elements and bal- 
ance between sections of twin type tubes. it also tests 
each section of mulfi-section type tubes with no poralleling 
of sections 

A set of pre-punchad cards fer 7-pin and 9-pin minio~ 
turo, eetal- and loctal-type receiving tubas is supplied with 
the WT.110A. The cards, made of durable plastic, are 
permanently hinged in the case adjacent to the tester 
ond are indexed in numeriecl-alphabetical sequence by 
tube type. Tho punched-card system accommodates the 
populer receiving-tube types employed in television and 
radio roeeivers, including diodes, triodes, tetrodes, pent- 
codes, and multiunit receiving tubes which hove similar 
cond dissimilar units, The instrument can also be used to 
check ccrtain industrial type tubes. Cards may be pre 

pared for additicnal tubo types. Card punching informa: 
tion is obtainable from the Radio Corporation of America, 
The Avtomatie Electron-Tube Tester has a front ponel cali- 
bration control to permit compensation for obove- or 
below-normal line voltage, easily replaceable screw: 
mountad tube seckets, and steel pin-siraightencrs mounted 
fon the front panel. Special provisions ere included for 
making high-rasistanca interelectrode leakage and low. 
value gas-current tests on certain tube types. These special 
provisions make possible a better evaluation of tube 
types used in applications having critical leakage er gos 
limiteions. 
The WT-IIOA i housed in an atiractive blue plastic. 
covered case with detachable cover. The panel is satine 
finished oluminum. A 4/2" clear-reoding mater sealed 
0-100 comps indicates tube candition at « glance. Weight 
of the instrumont, with eards, is approximately 25 pounds. 
The unit measures 1714" wide, 131%” deep and 636" high. 
Power consumption is appraaimatoly 50 watts 
Certain tube types which heve bases and pin arrange- 
ments differant fram thoso provided for on the WT-110A 
may be tested if an appropriate tube-socket aduptor is 
Used. These adapters, which plug into the ectal socket on 

“the WT-110A ponel, ore available as accessory equip: 
ment, One set aceommadates tubes with small 4-pin, 
Spin, épin or 7-pin bases and medium 7-pin basos: 
another set is avtilable for testing Zelead inline sub- 
miniature tubes; ond there is @ set to eccommodate testing 
of Bead circular subminiature tubes. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Electrical Specifications 
Power Requirements. 117 volts, 2, 60 cycles, sinale phos 
Powe ConSUMpOR np tonne en 50 wore 
Create ‘Autoratic matric extvated by pushed card 

‘With provislons for: 720 combinations of heater vallagrr 10 Biot 
vollages;§ plote vokoges; 11 values of cathode vedere 2 sereen 
Yallages; 89 quality senshvty rorges 

Mechanical Specifications 
Socket eonmetiont cocoon Lip to ten pine 

width iru 
Depth . 13K" 
Haight scene ew” 

Weelght =: E 2 hs 
Filth soneesen gmscinnnans une Satininished elmininum penal, 

blue plestie covered ate 

Equipment Supplied 
‘Atariolic Elacton Tuli Teter = wero 

Tncluding Tube Yeser with 1 act of punrked cords, one 
rast pinched cord, ane test card, warranty rege 
tration card and insroctisn booklet 

Accessory Equipment 
Tube Socket Adapter Set. Soe RET 

4 adapters for testing. tuhes with smal pin hose, 
mall Spin betes, small Spin besos, and sttall ond 
riedivem 7-pln Boves in WT-lI0A 

The Socket Adapter nn en OSE, 
Inctine Subminiatore Tuber la RCA 

Tube Socket Adopte? enue cen we.399A, 
For testing Stead Cirevlar Subminiaturs Tube in 
wT1T04 



USES 
The Type BW-7A RF Test Set ond Field Intensity Metor is 

J, especially designed to provide an accurcte, self-con 
e0sy-to-sporate instrument far the measurement of radi 
frequency field intensities in the range of 54 to 240 mego- 
cycles. itis suitable for AM, FM and Television moasura- 
ment use. The frequency range covers those frequencies 
essigned to VHF television and FM brosdeosting—as well 
as frequencies, ying within the limits of 54 to 240 me, that 
are assigned fe seranautieal and other publie services. 

DESCRIPTION 
The Type BW-7A RF Test Set is designed to fill a very 
definito place in the VHF measurement field, It combines 
in one instrument field intonsity meter which is more 
accurate and more convenient fo use than any heretofore 
evailable, @ standard signal generator of laborstory 
quality, and a laboratory quality receiver continuously 
unable from 54 to 240 megacycles. 
The combination of an accurate signal generator in the 
same case with a fine receiver resus in a test instrument 
‘of exceptional uiility. For example, in making impsdancs 
measuremants with o slotted line or rf bridge, there is 

FIELD INTENSITY METERS 

FIELD INTENSITY METER AND TEST SET 
BW-7A 

FEATURES 

Continuous tuning—no band 
changing necessary 
Combined lab-quality signal 
generator and receiver in 
‘one convenient case 

Sufficient power to excite 
antenna under test ever long 
iransmission line lengths 
Eliminates “setting-up” sep- 
arate transmitters, receivers, 
bridges, ete. 
Output for a standard Ester 
Jine-Angus Recorder 
Measures either “average” or 
“peak-of-sync value of tele- 

jon signals 
Operates either from 6 valt 
battery or 115 volt, 50/60 
cycle supply 

available in one self-contained package beth the exciter 
for the line or bridge and a supersensitive receiver for 
use as a detector. Another example of the utility and 
flexibility of this instrument would be its use in measuring 
the characteristics of antennas within its frequency range. 
The signal generator has sufficient power to excite the 
anfenna under mecsurement over @ very considerable 
length of transmission line with the receiver keing used in 
conjunction with a simple antenn to receive the radiated 
signal and measure it in known values over a very wide 
range. Engineers doing antenna wark, who have hersto- 
fore found it necessary to set up transmiilers, receivers, 
bridges, ete,, with their attendant weight, inconvenience, 
‘and lack of flexibility, will oppreciate the convenience of 
‘operation of the Type BW-7A RF Test Set and the time 
and money that will be saved because of the mare ex- 
peditious way in which their work can be corried out 
Since means are availeble for standard ing the gain of 
the receiver and varying this gain in known inerements 
the fost set consitutes an r voltmeter for general labore: 
tory work. Likewise, enginesrs engaged in receiver work 
will find the wide range and accuracy of the signal 
generator portion of tha test set of particular advantage 
in their work. 



When used for field intensity measurements the calibrated 
dipole receiving antenna is connected to the receiver por- 
tion of the test set and the gain and step attenuators 
adjusted until the reading on the output meter is, for ex- 

itched ample, full scale. The input of the receiver is then 
to the signal generator adjusted until the some rea 
obtained. The field strength is then known from the effec- 
tive height of the antenna and the output of the signal 
generator. Special provision is made to insure that such 
variables as the attenuation of the antenna transmission 
line with frequency, the absolute value of the receiver 
input termination, and other factors affecting the aecuracy 
(08 a field strength meter are compensated for. It has long, 
been recognized that a substitution type of field strength 
measurement could, when the proper precautions ore 
taken, be made the most accurate of any known method 
of measuring this quantity. The BW-7A R-F Test Set has 
set o new standard of accuracy for field strength meas- 
urements in the VHF region. Additional features of the 
BW-7A RF Test Set are provision for operating, without 
auxiliary equipment, a I-ma Esterline-Angus recorder; pro- 
vision for measuring in terms of either the average or the 
peak-of-syne value of television signals; and provision for 
‘oural monitoring of either AM or FM signals. The test set 
‘operates either from a é-volt storage battery or from a 
115-volt 50- or 60-cycle supply without any changes what- 
‘ever; all that is necessary is to attach the proper power 
cable. The set occupies only 215 sq. in. of bench space. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Performance Specifications 

con 4 me 49 240 me 
Continuous. No coll changing necssiary in either 

the receiver the signal generator. 
MI regueney nn “ 2 me 
Image Rejection.....Not less than 37 db anywhere inthe tuning range. 

"Typical values are 49 db of 60 me and 37 db ot 240 me. 
Signal Generator...Oviput metered end continuously variable from 

"1.0 je Yo 100,000 yw. 
Field fntesty Range. 1.5 pv/m to 10 v/m at $4 mez 

60 fov/m to 10 v/m ot 220 me 

Tube Complement 
1 ana 1 eats 2 12Au7 
5 aBHs 16s 1 6SN7, 

11104120 vols e, $0/60 cycles, 
6 valle de, 

“Test Set, 47.5 Ibs. Accessories and cove, 20 Ibs. 
sontongth, 20 ing width, 11 ing height, 15 im. 

Equipment Supplied 
SW-7A RE Tet Set ond Fil Intensity Mate 

(Complete with tubes in place end including power cord, 
botiery coble, coaxial lead, antenna carrying case com: 

saad 

Optional and Accessory Equipment 
1 me Esterine-Angus Recorder 
Type 110 Mobile Recording Drive Assembly 

Circuit block diagram of the BW.7A Field Intensity Meter. 
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FIELD INTENSITY METERS 

FIELD INTENSITY METER 
TYPE WX-2D 

FEATURES 

© Truly portable—weight, approximately 
12% Ibs. including batteries—size ap- 

proximately 12" x BIA” x 54s" 

© Reads directly in microvolts per meter 
—ne correction factor charts are needed 

© Stable in operation—calibrates readily 
in presence of strong fields 

@ Wide sensitivity range—10 #v/m meter 
te 10 volts/meter 

© Accurate—buil calibrating oscillator 

USES 
The type WX-2D Intensity Meter is @ small, accurate and 
truly portable instrument, especially odapted for field use 
by Broadcast Station Engiresrs and Consultonts, Designed 
far battery operation, it provides for a wida range of 
measurement (10 v/meter 19 10 pv/mater) in conducting 
broadcast band (540 to 1600 ke} field intensity surveys. 
Ht makes possible close-in measuramants on high-powered 
directional arrays, os well as interference studies where 
vary low signal strengths are encountered. 

DESCRIPTION 
The Type WX-2D Field Intensity Mefer is dizect reading in 
ricrovolts per meter without the eid of necessity of charts, 
‘curves, correction factors, or computations of any kind, 
In the WX-2D, a statically shielded, unbalanced loop is 
used a3 an integral part of the instrument cover. The loop 
hhas only @ few turns, thus the natural resonant frequency 
fs very much higher than the highest frequency in the 
‘oporating range, The high side of the loop is loaded with 

8.264 

a high “@” coil to provide the total inductonee required 
for tha operating range. Injection of the calibrating valt- 
‘ge into the Joop circuit is by means of a small toraidall- 
wound inductance, The “of the oop circuit is epproxi- 
mately 100 at ane megaeyels. This high ”Q", plus the use 
of a stage of radio frequency amplification, results in @ 
very high ordar of image rejection. This feature is desire 
able since the lorge increase in the number of stations in 
some lecalit has made impractical the use of field inton- 
sity maters having insufficient front-end selectivity. By cara- 
ful design, other spurious responses, such 8 +f harmonics, 
have baen greaily reduced. The use of erystal diodes for 
metering purposes eliminates the meter errors due to vary- 
ing cathode voltages on thermionic rectifiers. The erystals 
cre used In special circuits which swamp out variations 
due to temperature, ate. The meter will indicate accurately 
with flloment voltages as low as one volt and plate velt- 
cages as lew os 45 volts. 
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Ordinary flashlight calls, obtoinoble everywhere, ore used 
for the filament. A 67-valt battery of the siza in common 
use in small cameratype radios is used far plote supply. 
The total plate drain of the raceiver ie 8 ma, The filament 
drain is 200 ma, Separcte battaries are used for tha cali- 
brating oscillstor. All batteries aze carried in a compart 
mant cecessible through a deer in the rear of the instru- 
ment. Provision is made for checking battery voltages with 
the some meter as used for field intensity indication. 

All tubes ere quick-heating filamentary types so that the 
WX-2D stobilizes within « few seconds, thus if is net neces- 
sary to keep the instrument eperaiing between readings. 
The direct reading feature of the WX-2D simplifies field ine 
lensity measurements end aliminates the neads of the usual 
attenuator readings, meter readings and multiplication fac- 
tors. A wide sensitivity ronge, 10 volts per meter to 10 
microvalts per meter, pormits maximum Aexibility of operas 
tion within the range of 540 ta 1600 ke. 

Despite its small size and compactness, nothing has been 
sacrificed in the way of quality er workmanship. Com- 

‘ibe diagram, Field Intensity 

ponents of the highest quality are used throughout, The 
design is such that all components are accessible, Broad- 
cast Stotion Engineers and Consultants will find that it 
offers extreme flexibility in use and fills a iong-felt need 
for a lightweight, portable instrument. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Performance Specifications 
Fronvancy Range, 
Sonny 

ae 540-1600 te 
10 vi 70 19 vie fell Frequencies) 

Paver Sopaiy 

weight - 

2 7p NOMS Ve nit call 
RCA vSOTS (AeA VSOOT) 

Bult iy laop with leer shal 
5 high, 13" wide, SHI" deep 

12.6 ts. 

{not sapplied with equipment) 

Tube Complement 
ats 2aRs 

Equipment Supplied 
WHI Field! Intensity Mame, sni2n0020 

fMncluding elecron lubes It place, insivuction Book 
T8002 Gnd Insvuction Sook Aedonder 1-A002.24, 

Accessory Equipment 
Type 121 Recording Amplifier 

type wx20, 

ATTENUATION GAIN 
ate 

R-F 5] OSC. \-F ey LF 
LOOP | AMPLIFIER MIXER | AMPLIFIER | AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER 

VT VT-2 vT-3 VT-4 VI-5 
114 1RS (T4 174 174 

x-1 
METERING GRYSTAL 

x-2 
LOG. METERING CRYSTAL| 

CALIBRATING 
OSCILLATOR 

VT-6 
IRS 

METER 

eg Set] 



FEATURES 

uous reading deviation meter 

Wide input range 

Minimum accuracy at subcarrier frequency 
1 eycle for 30 days and -E5 cycles for 
1 year 

Protected trimmer adjustments for fre- 
queney calibration 

Warning lamp system indicates failure of 
either transmitter carrier or monitor crystal 
oscillator 

Reliable—minimum of attention required 
from operating staff 

Provision for simultaneous operation of 
remote indicating or recording meter 

USES 

The RCA Frequency Deviation Monitors BW-I1A and 
BW-ITAT tndicate continuously, and directly in cycles-per- 
second the magnitude and direction of any departura of 
the cartlet signal from its proper frequency. The two 
models are used as follows 
1, Type BW-1IA for AM broadcast stations to measure 

departure of the carier fiom its assigned channel 
frequency. 

2. Type BW-IIAT for TV broadcast stations 19 measure 
departure of the color subcarrier frem 3.579545 me 
standard frequency. 

The BW-I1A monitor bears FCC approval for use in 
standard broadcast stations. The BW-ITAT mare than 
meets FCC requirement for subcarrier accuracy of +10 
eycles maximum and will provide an accurate and con- 
venient method of ealibrating and monitoring the color 
frequeney standard now used by stations originating 
color programs. 

dads 

FREQUENCY & MODULATION MONITORS 

FREQUENCY MONITORS 
AM TYPE BW-IITA AND COLOR TV SUB-CARRIER TYPE BW-1IAT 

sla ale 

DESCRIPTION 
The cieeuit crrangament of the BW-11A/TIAT is shown in 
tha accompanying black dicgram. Voltage from a tem- 
perature-contralled piezo-electric oscillator (hrequency 
1000 cycles) and the carrier to be monitored (frequency 
# =: a f) are omplified and fed to. converter tube from 
which their difference frequency (1000 :& & f) is obtained. 
This audio-frequeney is converted to a constant amplitude 
squore wave by means of a limiter amplifier and then 
restored to a constont amplitude sine wave of frequaney 
(1000 cycles == 4 by ai filter stage. After power ompli- 
fieation the audio frequency is applied ta « diseriminator 
and rectifier circuit, fram which d< Is obtained, The ampli- 
tude and polarity of the d-c is determined by the devia- 
tion from 1000 cps. Deviation is indicated on a linearly 
calibrated zero-center metar with a seale calibration of 
£30 cps. A jack is provided for @ remote indicating or 
recording meter, which ean be oparcted simultaneously 
with the panel meter 
The monitor is avc operated and is mounted on a single 
relay rack panel. Covpling of the BW-ITA Monitor ta the 
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iittala 
Rear view of BWHTA Froquaney Monier 

tvansmiter is obtoined from a short length of wire attached 
to the input terminals to ect as an antanna, The BW-11AT 
Monitor's input voltage is obtained by “looping through" 
@ coaxial cable circuit carrying @ subcarvier signal 
The oscillator erystal is maintained at a constant tempera- 
ture by means of 9 mercury thermostat-contralled oven. 
Additional isolation against external influences is effected 
by the use of low heat conductivity wire to the crystal cir- 
cuits and thermal cutout. No tuning adjustments are re- 
quired other than the setting of a single capacitor. A 
widebond omplifier increases the erystal signal uniformly 
ver tha frequency range. 
Cirevits are dasigned so that wide variatians in tube char- 
acteristics and line voltage causa nogligible arrer in devia- 
tion indications. Negative feedback is used on the power 
amplifier, and in other circuits, limiting end voltage regu- 
lation minimize these effects. 
Sinea the equipment is designed to operate continuously 
without adjustment, only two switches are provided on the 
front panel, the monitor toggle switch, and the check push- 
button switch. The moniter switch controls power for all 

p
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Schamatie block cingram of Type BW-ITA/TIAT 
Frequeney Deviation Monitor. 

circuits except the ovon haster which is thermostatically 
controlled and functions whenever the power cable 
nected to the ce power source. The check pushbutton 
switch permits a quick cheek on all circuits. When the 
monitor is working normally, ond this button is pressed, 
the meter deflection inereases by approximately 5 cps. 
A change appreciably different from 5 eps indicates a 
defective circuit. 
The oven thermometer is visible through a slot in the lower 
section of the front panel and it is illuminated for easy 
reading. Tubes and crystal oven, focated on the back of 
the chassis, are easily aecessible for servicing. The monitor 
js contained in o single unit which occupies a 15¥<inch 
vertical spec in a standard 19:inch cabinet rack. To 
facilitate mointenance, the bottom section of the front 
panel may be lowered and tha upper saction raised. Low= 
ering the bottom section exposes mast af the monitor cir= 
cuits for continuity checks, and all the routine maintenance 
controls. The equipment is shipped with all components in 
place exeapt tha crystal. An MI-7982-B Crystal Unit spe- 
cially ground fo 1000 cycles below the transmitter frex 
quency is provided for the BW-11A, ond MI-7962-C Crys 
tal Unit especially ground for tha subcarrior Froquency 
is specified for the BW-ITAT Monitor. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Performance Specifications 

edel GW.AIA Modal 8W-11AT 
Frequency Re Son to zo0o ke “aavesas Menwene) Devitow Range 

GFeudeble 10 T eye) eo. 220 eyelet ED eyes eco Bio porn cor Etey for 30 doy 
foe 3 oh et year BF ope! Valoge Aappron 10 me Approe, O18 ta 
eas whe a ae zwar Sup 105.180 vol 30/80 eyo, sng phase Power ipl oe ee Ot ats 

Simanion TeTeaERiOOCaMGIT Or Ie ‘wera . ao Ie 
Fins nbeoroy Fee Apprcual Hamer for aW Vik ist 
Tube Complement 

s-aaue 22001 Toasts iar 61 Teor 7 ocsivees 
seals 

Equipment Supplied 
BWANA AM. Broodceth froqoncy Monitor estan 

incloicgFrequenty Aonfor tal 3011 8 copa wi 
‘ubet in plan, Seat gawor card wth plugs, fs, tuning "tel, themmemetartheestt,” rye ‘ype TINCTRSL, M7968) ond hac. Booka 

OW.NTAT Celor NY Suetartor Fequeney Manin. ESS4D40-A Tnclaing Froquengy Honor (MLSGETY}, compare wit 
Tubes in plate, Bfout pawor cord wth pls, furs, 
{ening "asl thermometer thermrstt, cry Ont Sipe VEINS, UHl7>E20 oad iuelon hock 

Optional and Accessory Equipment 
este Hater a wistoss Sabet ERAT AT tas 



FEATURES 

Provides accurate check that TV transmitter 
operating within FCC specifications 

Operates reliably over long periods of time 

Covers all TV channels, 2 to 83 

Compact size, requires minimum rack space 

External meters may be remotely located 

plified operation, all adjustments made 
from front panel of the monitor 

Forced air cooling system 

USES 
The Model 335-ER Hewlett Packard Frequency Monitor ond 
‘Modulation Meter monitors the carrier frequencies of both 
the aural and visual TV transmitters, and measures the 
degree of aural modulation. Through the use of the pulse 
counter-type frequency meter circuit, it provides reliable, 
accurate operation over long periods of time and requires 
no adjustment during use. Because of the unit's compact 
size, a minimum amount of relay rack space is required for 
its installation. 
Three panel meters on the equipment monitor the frequen- 
cies of the visual and aural carriers and the percent modu- 
lation on the aural carrier with 100% modulation equal 
to 25 ke deviation. All indications are presented simul- 
taneously. The monitor can be used with any one of the 
TY channels for either color or monochrome applications. 
The circuit arrangement also accommodates stations that 
may have off-set carriers. Full provision is made for the 
use of a remote peak modulation lamp as well as remote 
indicating meters. All operating adjustments can be made 
fon the front panel of the monitor. 
In addition to its primary function of indicating the percent- 
‘age modulation of the aural carrier and monitoring the 
frequencies of both carriers, the 355-ER is also arranged 
50 that it provides the necessary output voltages for meas- 
uring the FM and AM noise levels and for determining the 
frequency response and distortion characteristics of the 
ural transmitter. 

as 

FREQUENCY & MODULATION MONITORS 

FREQUENCY AND MODULATION MONITOR 
MODEL 335-ER 

DESCRIPTION 
The Model 335-ER Frequency Monitor and Modulation 
Meter features a master oscillator, controlled by a erystal 
operating in the 20-30 megacycle region. The crystal 
js mounted in a carefully-designed oven that controls 
temperature to within approximately 0.10" C. Oven tem- 
perature is indicated by @ thermometer readable at the 
front panel. The master oscillator is provided with o 
vernier knob adjustment for correcting long time drift 
Highest quality components are used throughout. All filter 
capacitors are oilsilled. A forced air cooling system as- 
sures low operating temperature for long-life and stable 
performance. 
A cathode-coupled type oscillator circuit has been selected 
because of the exceptionally small effect varying stray 
capacities have on the frequency of the crystal used in this 
crrangement, As a further precaution, © constant-voltage 
type transformer is provided to regulate the master- 
oscillator filaments 
The master oscillator drives @ tuned multiplier which feeds 
into the separate multipliers for the visual and aural chan- 
nels of the monitor. In the visual channel the output of the 
first multiplier is multiplied until it is 4.35 me above the 
assigned visual carrier frequency of the station. The out- 
put of the visual mixer is then a frequency of 4.35 me 
when the visual carrier is exactly at its assigned frequency. 
The 4.35 me output of the first visual mixer is then mixed 



With the output of « 4.3535-megacycle crystal controlled 
oscillator to obtain a difference frequency of 3.5 ke. 
The output of the second visual channel mixer is passed 
through a filter that removes the 15,750 eps line frequency 
component in order to avoid the possibility of interaction 
of this frequency with the visual deviation meter circuit, 
The output waveform from the filter is squared and applied 
to the pulse counter circuit which operates the visual car- 
rier deviation meter. This meter is calibrated in deviation 
from —3 to +3 ke. 
The aural channel of the monitor is similar to but neces- 
sarily more elaborate than the visual channel. The master 
crystal oscillator frequency is so selected that when multi- 
plied by the first multiplier and by the aural multiplier 
frequency 150 ke below the assigned aural carrier fre- 
quency is supplied to the aural mixer. The output of the 
aural mixer is then a frequency of 150 ke when the aural 
cartier is exactly at its assigned frequency. 
The difference frequency voltage is squared and opplied 
fo the pulse-counter type discriminator. This counter 
similar to the counter in the visual channel except that it 
contains circuitry that acts as a discriminator for the FM 
modulation on the aural carrier. The discriminator is highly 
linear as indicated by the fact that the distortion in the 
entire monitor from all sources is less than 0.25% at 100% 
modulation at frequencies below the knee of the standard 
75 microsecond de-emphasis curve. 
The discriminator operates the aural carrier deviation 
meter which is calibrated from —3 to ++3 ke. The wider 
deviation range of this meter when compared with the 
Video carrier deviation meter allows for the greater FCC 
tolerance on aural channel frequency than on visual chan- 
nel frequency. The audio voltage obtained from the 
criminator is amplified and applied to the percent modu- 
lation meter circuit and to the peak-modulation lamp 
circuit, The point at which the peak-modulation lamp 
flashes is adjustable from 50% 10 120% modulation. 
The percent modulation meter is operated from a peak- 
reading type voltmeter circuit whose time constant is ad- 
iusted so that the ballistic characteristics of the meter are 
in conformance with those of @ standard VU meter. A 
panel switch is provided so that either positive or negative 
modulation swings can be measured. Two separate audio 
outputs are provided by the output audio amplifier. One 
Js a high-level output which provides approximately 10 
volts at low audio frequencies at 100% modulation. 11 
output is primarily intended for use in making measure. 
ments of distortion and frequency response characteristics 
of the aural modulation, The output is provided from a 
high-quality system which has @ response flat within 0.5 
db from 50 to 15,000 cps. Distortion in the system is less 

than 0.25% at full output and noise is at least 65 db 
below full output. The second audio output is provided 
from a balanced underground source. At low frequencies 
© maximum of 1 milliwatt is delivered to a 600-ohm load. 
This output is useful for aural monitoring of the program. 
A 150 ke local oscillator is provided in the aural carrier 
channel to make possible an occasional check of the 
accuracy of the pulse-counting discriminator. 
The 335-ER is housed in a small unit, designed for standard 
rack mounting. It may be provided in a number of finishes 
to maich the station’s transmitter color scheme. It operates 
from a regular power line. External meters are available as 
‘accessories. When ordering, station channel and offset 
carrier operation, if any, must be specified, 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Performance Specifications 
Frequency Range...Chonels 2 to 83 Incisive, Including oftaet channels 
BF Power Ragu eet then 1 wath 
‘Ambient Operating Temperature (max) asc 
AAvral and Visual Frequency Monitor: 

Deviation Rong 43 ke fo ~3 ke mean frequency deviation 
26 is 500 eps for 90 days 
719 is 3500 eps for 45 days 

Chonnels 14:83 is 3800 eps for 14 days 
Aural Modulation Meter: 

Modulation Ronge.....Meter roads fll cole on modulation ewing 
‘of 33.3 ke, Seale clibroted to 1008 ot 25 ke swing, 133% of 
53.3 ke swing elio includes db scale (0_db — 100%) 

Accuracy ‘Within 59 of indieated modulation 
ercentoge over entire scole 

Meter Choracersies...Meter damped’ In eccordonce FCC require 
‘ments. Reads peak valve of modvlaton peck of duration between 
40 ond 90 rillseconds. Meter returns from full reading to. 10% 
af fall vou within 500 te 800 milizeconds. 

Frequency Respont Flat within 0.5 db from 50 10 15000 cox 

From 50% to 120% modulation (28 ke = 100%) 

50 to 15,000 cps. Responte fot with 0.5 db 
th sondord 75. microsecond deemphosts. circu 

High Impedonce Oviput......10 vols into 100,000 ohms ot 10096 
‘moduletion at low Frequencies. Distortion let thon 0.259% at 100% 
Imodulation. Residual ‘noise at leat! 65 db below output. level 
Corresponding to 100% modsleton ot low frequencies. 

Monitoring Output..1 milwatt info 600 ohms, Bolanced, at 100% 
modulation, ot low frequent 

Inerecrriar Specing Accuracy. ept for & months on oll channels 
105.125 volts, 30/60 cycles, single phase 

180 wets 
Power Supply. 
Power Input 

Tube Complement 
10-1247 1-082 1osi7 
1-608 45687 18ns7 
S-8AHS 12021 

Dimensions 19" wide, 120" high, 13” deep 
Weight 67 bs 

h. LUmber gray, or spetiel color oF designated 

Equipment Supplied 
Frequency and Metilation Monier. Model 2358 

Hewlett Packard Manitor complete with tubes in place, power cord, 
2 cool connectors for rf input, and Instrction Bock. 



USES 
The Ganeral Radio Type 1184-A Television Transmitter 
Monitor is a monitoring system for TY stations operating 
in either UF or VHF channels, and broadeosting either 
color or monochrome signals. The instrument gives a 
continuous indication of center-frequency and percentage 
modulation (frequency deviation) fram FCC assigned 
values of visual earrier, curol carrier or intercarrier sepa 
rotion, It also furnishes 2 high-fidelity output for measur- 
ing distortion and neise, and «1 600-ohm output for audio 
monitoring. 
The 1184-4 also has provisions for complete audio-idelity 
tests and residual AM and FM noise mensurements on 
aural and visual transmitters respectively, An external 
distortion and noise meter may be used to measure the 
audio fidelity of the aural transmitter os requirad for FCC 
proot-of-perfermance fasts. An output signal of 10.8 volts 
at 100% madulation is available for this purpose. No 
extemal detector is requirad for measurement of the 
existing mixer stage. Modulation distartion can be meas- 
ured at any frequency from 0 to 15,000 cycles at 100%, 
modulation. By operating the statien-monitering speaker 
from this system, on audible waming far lass ef cither 
carrier is constantly available. 

eam 

FREQUENCY & MODULATION MONITORS 

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER MONITOR 
GR TYPE 1184-A 

FEATURES 

Operates on any TV channel (50-890 mc} 

Indicates continuously frequency devia- 
fions from FCC assigned, values of visual 
carrier, aural cartier or intercarrier separa 
tion 

© Accuracy for visual or aural carrier betier 
than 500 cycles over 30-day period in 
VHF band, 10 days at UHF 

@ Provision for complete audio-fidelity tests 
and residual AM and FM noise measure- 
ments on aural and visual transmitters 
respectively 

© Unique mechanical design gives complete 
accessibility to interior while instrument is 
operating without need for removal from 
relay rack 

© Monitors aural frequency modulation 

DESCRIPTION 
The Type 1184-4 Television Transmitter Monitor is de- 
signed to mount in standard EIA relay-rocks. All circuits 
are mounted an chassis behind @ quickly removable 
panel plate. As it is mounted an sliders, the instrument 
can be withdrawn to @ position forward of the relay rack 
‘where all components are accessible fer servicing and 
adjustment, Components are housed on two large vertical 
shelves parallel with the front panel. On the front shelf 
‘are the major ef componsts, along with the aurat if 
amplifier and the audio discriminators, On the rear shelf 
ere the audio amplifiers, infercarrier sections, cieuits 
associated with the visual transmitter metering, and, at 
the bottom, dual, regulated power supplies. 
Exteel connections are brought in by cables toward 
the center of the instrument, where they plug into their 
respective sackets, When the monitor is drawn forward 
fn slides, connection cables slide on rollers ot the rear 
of the cabinet, so that the instrument can be withdrawn 
to its fully extended position while in normal operation: 
In addition, Jatch buttons on either side permit the moni- 
tor to be pivoled forward or backward fer accessibility 
of other components. As a further aid to service and ad- 
justment, all tubes and adjustments are labeled, and the 
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route of signal flow through successive stages is plainly 
marked by arrows. All controls and adjustments are 
color-coded for easy identification, 
The 1184-A Transmitter Monitor employs @ single master- 
reference frequency, @ harmonic of which is heterodyned 
with both the visual and aural carriers. This harmonic is 
chosen so that it is 150 ke below the aural channel 
‘and 4.35 me above the visual-transmitter frequency. The 
4335 me beat is used to operate circuits pertaining to the 
visual transmitter, and the 150 ke beat is used to operate 
circuits pertaining fo the aural transmitter. The aural trans- 
miter system employs single conversion; the visual trans- 

iter dual conversion, where a second heterodyne cction 
is obtained by reference to @ 4.351750 me local crystal 
oscillator. The resulting low-frequency beat at 1750 cycles 
is fed to a limiter-discriminator operating at this low 
frequency and then to a d-c meter calibrated in terms 
of the visual carrier frequency. 
The monitor may be mounted in the rack at any con- 
venient level. Forced air cooling is not normally necessary, 
but if the temperature of the rack exceeds 40°C. It is 
suggested that the rack be provided with forced: 
circulation. The monitor is completely electrostatically 
shielded, and will neither interfere with low-level audio 
equipment nor be influenced by stray fields associated 

ith normal transmitter locations. 
The monitor is intended for use with a standard EIA trans- 
miter monitoring output connection. Selectivity is adequate 
so that an attenuator may be used, if desired, in the 
monitoring line to reduce effects of standing waves, 
especially at the UHF frequencies. Two separate individ- 
vally adjustable inputs are provided, one for use in con- 
nection with the visual transmitter and one for use in 
connection with the aural transmitter. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Electrical Specifications 
Frequency Ronge 
AF pts tapedence Lowinpedance, loop coupling 

tet for ose with Ronderd EIA ronsiter ‘mentoring vtpun (10 vol, 50 obs) 
Sensi ‘One vat for ll uncon tmecruenat of veil AM ln on the ural 

tenutet ¢ mininom of 4 vols rf lope ond 
inpor which requires 2 vols Indio Direct indication on front panel mat 

Frequency (Ceytel Stabil 

50.890 me (TV chonnels 283) 

» 
MEA gpm/90 days or 0.35 ppm/10 days 

“5 ppm/30 days (= 21.5 cycles) 
Inverpolating reference eatlator =5 ppm/30 days (= 22.5 eyees) 

Accuraey (overall 
‘Aural ond Viwal '500¢/30 days VHF or 800/10 days UHF 
Intercori 250/30 doys ot all frequencies 

‘Aural Modulation (FM) 
‘Meter cole © to 1009% + 3 db, fll sale 
Meter Ballistic, ‘As required by FCC specfeations 
Mater Calibration 100% "25 ke devotion; selection switch 

‘eshing.lomp Flashing lamp indicates pecks In excess 
of diol setting 

Colibroted from 0 to 1009% and to -+3 db ebove 100% 
Frequency Response... =+0.25 dls from 50 to 15,000 eyeles; 

30.5 db from 30 to 20,000 
Peak Indicator Freq. Responss.....0.5 db from 100 Yo 15,000 eyles 

Avral FM Tranamiter Fidelity Meawurements ‘Audio Outputs (ot low frequencies with 
100% modolation)..10.8 voll info 100 ohms or 0 db into 600 ohms 
Residucl Distortion (50 to 15/000 eycles).0.15% for 25 ke modulox 

ton deviation and 0.25% for 50 ke deviation Residvol FM Noite... 70 db bbelaw 25 ke modulation deviation Audio Response follows 75sec de-emphosis corve within 
SH0.5 db from 50 fo 15,000 cycles, 3 db from 15 to 30 ke 

AN Noe Reference Laval 
(at low Frequencies 4 volts into 100 ohms 

Residual Noise AM, 70 ab below cortier level 
Visual AM Transmiter Fidelity Meowrements 

‘Noise (FM) Meaturing Ouput (ot low 
Trequencies end 25 ke devition)....1.5 volts into 100 ohm load, 

‘TSjaee decemphosis cies i 
Residual (FM) Noi. 65 db below 25 ke d 

normal video. madulation on tronsn! 
tmodultion) 

Intercarrier Fidelity Measurements: 
Some as for aural transmitter except Residual (FA) noise is —69 

Ib below 25 ke deviation of sural tronamiter with video module 
ion epplied fo visual transmitters 

Power Supply: 
‘Standby Operation 15 wots, with master crystal ovan 

‘operating 115/230 volt, 50/60 cycler 
Normal Operation. “Hox. demend 265 watt, with 

‘ll Thermostoty on. Min. demond 240 watts, with all thermostats 
of, 195/230 vols; 50/60 eye 

Mechanical Specifications 
Dimensions (overall) 19" wide, 21" high, 16" deep 
waist 75 i 
Fiihed (Poe Unber groy or evelble in ol 
Ambient Temperature Ronge rouse 
Equipment Supplied 
General Radio Type T184A Television Twonmiter Korie crite 

“Monitor complate with one sat of tubes end in 
booket. (Specify channel and offset if ony.) 



SIDEBAND RESPONSE ANALYZERS. 

TV SIDEBAND RESPONSE ANALYZERS 
VHF TYPE BW-SB, and UHF TYPE BWU-SB. 

FEATURES 

© Accurately measures overall transmitter 
frequency response without necessity for 
internal connections and with transmitter 
at normal power output 

® Visually separates and presents upper and 
lower sideband response 

© Provides immediate evaluation of trans- 
mitrer tuning adjustments and their effect 

USES 
The sideband response analyzer is @ device for mocsuring 
tha overall “omplitude versus frequancy” characteristic of 
@ VHF television transmitter. In conjunctian vith an oscil 
loscope it visually presents and separates bath tha upper 
and lower sideband response. Its primary use is for tuning 
the over-coupled broadband rf circuits of television trans- 
mitters and measuring their amplitude response charae- 
teristic. Since it includes a video swoep oxtillator, it ean 
alse ba used in adjusting video amplifiers, modulators, ete. 
The type of analyzer required for a TY station is listed 
below: FOR VHF FOR UME 

Type BW-5B ‘Type BWU-5B 

Bais 

® New high quality video sweep oscillator 

© Includes blanking which provides hase line 
for measuring relative amplitudes 

© Marker with a dial calibrated in Y%4 me 
infervals for frequencies above and below 
carrier frequency 

DESCRIPTION 
The BW-5B and BWU-5B Sidebond Response Analyzers 
provide for the display, on a suitable oscilloscope, of the 
entire sideband frequency response capabilities of any 
TV sransmitter including its sideband filter. Such visual 
presentation permits immediate evaluation of transmitter 

fe-point curve plotting, 
and facilitates the adjustments by indicsting the effece 
tadjustment without laborious pi 

fiveness of the adjustments os they are made. 
The BW-5B cnelyzer consists of video sweep generating 
Grevits to provide tensmitter modulation; calibrated 
marker circuits to develop © continuously veriable fre- 
quency marker: synchronized receiver circuits 19 develop 
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iahevsis view of the Sidcband Response Analyzer, BW58, 

vertical deflection fer the oscilloscope and to Insure o 
narrow possband fer o high definition sideband response 
presentation; sweep generating circuits, which include re- 
trace, blanking, and phasing feciltie, to develop hort 
zontal deflection for the oscilloscope; and power supply 
cirevits all assembled on a recessed box chassis suitable 
for assembly in a relay rock. Operating cantrols for the 
unit are all mounted on the front penel which is held in 
position by two captive knurlod serows at the top edge. 

The ponel can be swung down to give access to the in- 
teriar for ease of maintenance, A three-contact connector 
‘on the panel provides connection to an oscilloscope. Other 
connections to the unit are made at the rea of the chassis. 
The necessary output cable, power cord, and connectors 
era all supplied with the equipment 

The BWU-58 includes all the equipment furnished by the 
BW-58 and in addition has an r-f input section, MI-34005, 
built on a 3¥-inch ponel and chossis designed to mount in 
@ stondard 19-ineh rack. The rf unit with tubes in place, 
power cord, and output cable, are required to modify 
the BW-5B for eperation on the UHF television channels. 
The BWU-5B also provides a special UHF Housing Unit, 
Directionel Coupler, MI-19396-1, and connectors. Except 
for the frequency ranges covered, the BW-58 and the 
BWU-5B equipments function similarly, 

Basically the analyzer, both BW-5B and BWU-SB, pro- 
vides modulation fer the transmitter by mixing the output 
of @ 190-me fixed axcllatar with the ovfput of @ sweep 
oscillator, which varies in frequency above and below 130 
me to the amount required (see block diagram). The mixer 
provides a video signal swept ot twice power line fre- 
quency which is omplified and applied as medulation to 
the transmitier. The output voltage of this circuit is in 
cated ono push-to-rsad meter. 

ipa fraseh 

Wd Response Analyzer 
method of opsretion 



The transmitter modulated output is sampled and mixed 
with the sweep oscillator output. Among the many sum 
nd difference frequencies thet occur in the output of the 
RF Mixer, a constant frequency component will exist due 
to the combination of the instantoneous sweep frequency 
with one of the Iransmitter sideband frequencies. This 
component is selected by the fixed-tuned receiver and the 
‘eutput of the receiver is fed to an oscilloscope, the sweap 
of which is properly phased to agree with the sweep fre- 
quency variations. The resultant pattern displays the trans: 
mitter sideband response var the range of moduletion 
fraquencies employed. 
Circuits are included thet develop « marker pulse which 
ean be adjusted to indicate the frequency at any paint on 
the pattern by meons ef a calibrated dial and knob, 
Blanking is provided to eliminate pattem retrace but can 
be cut off by means af @ panel mounted switch, Powar 
supply cirevits in the chassis previde heater and regulated 
plate voltages for the equipment. 

i | 
caprige 

Lowen sing aan | SIDE BAND Reshonse 
MGRKER 

Typicel sesponse pattern of the AWASB Sidcbond Anelyzer, 
ilgeating the weve shone of lawor and upper sideband, 

To provide maximum viility, a portable type oscilloscope is 
recommended for use with the analyzer. A 35-foot cable 
is supplied which allows the indicator te be readily moved 
to any vantage point within the limit of cable length. 
‘Other additional equipment necessary to make a complete 
installation, but not supplied except by soporate erder 
include, RG-11U coaxial cable, MI-B3, ond RG-8/U co- 
axial cable, MI-74 as required. In some installations 
Sirectionall coupler, MI-19396-1 and section of 31%”, 51.5- 
hm coaxial transmission Tine with 1¥-inch hele for the 
divectionai coupler, MI-19396-2, may be necessary. 
Operation on the UHF channels is made possible through 
the use of a wide-band frequeney converter which changes 

BW-S8 with door open and caver removed. 

the sampled output frequency of a UHF telavision trans: 
mitter to a channel 7 frequency, within the normal range 
of the BW-56 analyzer, The rf input section which fune- 
tions as this conventional superheterodyne converter has 
power switch, indicator lamps, and fuses mountad on a 
sub panel bahind « cutout in the front door. Most of tha 
operating contrafs ara located behind this hinged door 
which may be opened when adjustments are required, 

fe tcrionaL courssn Qvrisnae-)os eARACITCE mon UR Ue (untae) 



SPECIFICATIONS 

Electrical Specifications 
Re Input 

Frequency. 155.2588.25 me [chonals 210 6) 
17525211.25 me ihonncle 7 40 13) 

oe Les thor BY RUS dlreet for TAY carlo pip 
iets than 1.0 RAS with 6 ab RF ottruatar 

Impedence 51 ohms 
oupurs 

Rees Sigral 
‘utp Termination igh Impedance excilarcope Input 
Unser. freer atercad 10 14Y voriee ip 

fndicoied Attuel Responds 
fasdh a 24 ae 
ae db 28 ab 
Tas dbase 

Noize Levl cess oer than 59 ab alow 14¥ 
Ressiver Guia’ Conteh Range: to ab 

Video Sweep 
Yaltoge 0 4 2¥ poalto-poak 
Froquancy. 12.0 me sweep with eoninuovsly adlustable 
Center Frequency. ‘adjustable £2 ne 
Sweep Rola scans Pom Tine treuoncy 
Repetition Rate 
Frequency Response 

2D times power Hine frequency 
S'S db 70 KC to 5 me 

Sed db 50 KC 10 7 ne 
Dinorien Yeas than 336 af 2V op 

Oxillestope Sweep 
‘Open test allege 43 ap 
Frequsney i sone a: power line 
Ware Fore rome of power (ine 
Infernal Impedance 12,000 ohms 
PhoseAdjusment =o 

Operating Condition. 5°C to 45°C ambient temperature 
(0.95% relative huriay 

105-725 welts a 
5060 eyes 

200 wotte 

Supply Voltage... 
Supply Freaventy 
Pawer Consumption ; 
Poser Racoptacle.. 1 mole motorplig (paver card sepplied) 
Power Supaly Anmornal 260 vals a eeguloted 

Tube Complement 
le 3 6Ase toca 
2A 28488 Tas7.c. 
1 esas 164c7 1397 
1 ong tn. Topas 
26AUs 26Aus svar 

Additional Specificat 
AF INPUT UNIT, moos 
Input ond Ovi Inedaness 7 50 ohm 

450 ta PA me female 149 83) 
20 moscxylee 

ns for BWU-SB 

Froquoncy Range. 
‘Overall Boni - 
Response 1 db within 10 me of center fresuenty Lg ab within 5 me of eenter Frequency 
Lineorty...Within “1 db for inpat signa to the ten sotor camging 

from 0:1 to 9.0 volts rms Normal converter input ix T alt With 
input oF 2.0 volt ths to the alfenvater) 

Qutput, oonOS valt ama esfot 5D chim load with 2.0 volt rms put 
te attsnuetar {chornel 7) 

Colibrotor_... Provides erystalcontrallad, 8475 me signal Gmogs 
freguency of 175.25 me for 80 58 Sidebond ‘Anolyzer) of 9.3 
volt to 50 ohm load. 

105.125 vols, 50/60 eyele, single phose, 40 waite Power Supply 

Tube Complement 
1eara Yona 
ae on 

ele 
Dimensions 19 dey 302" high 734 deep 
Weight 11 tha, 

Mechanical Specifications 
‘mounting Relay Beck TOV" high x 19" wide x 1412" doo 
oles Derk umber grey (smsoth: 
etal = " 58 os, 

Equipment Supplied 
9.58 YHE TV Sidabund Response Anolaer Equpent. 
Teen 

1 Mi-24000 Analyser bes tn lace) 
1 WLa92964 Dirconol Coupler 
1 Mi-122962 Trensminsion Ling Section for mounting 

MALI9396-1 Directional Coupler 
1 MISAO11 Type °N” Connecter 
1 Insiucion Book 

5540108 

RWU-SB UNF TY Sidatond Response Anclyzer Equipment .£5-24009-8 
1 194000-8 Type BW.58 Sidebond Response Analyzes 
1. MI-84005 RF Input Section af the BUSS 
1 1-19996-1 Ditectianal Cove 
1 1199962 UAE Hauring 
1 main 

Instruction Bache 
Type "NY Connedtor 

BWU-SB RF Input Seaton 
RF Input Section eomplate with tubes in placa, and Boot 

power cord wilh Male plog eommeci¥s, auipct cable, 
Gre GANG clon tube, cal euembly {lor modifce 
Ton of BW-$0), and Inetretion Bock 

Optional or Accessory Equipment 
Set af Spare Tebes (B58), ALMADI2 
Set of Spate Tuber :UMF RF Input Unit aly 14070 
Directignal Couple (BW-5B ar BU.5E) 40-19996 
Coupling Un (BW55) savas, 
VHF Seaton for Mounting MI-173%61 Diretionel Coupler..W0189963 
LUHF Section for Mounting M4-199%6-1 Directional Couslar...MI-19386.2 
Typ “N Connector for MI1P29641 avon 
VltOhmyst wv0A, 
lusting Restor for VohOmyt eho. 2%OK ohm, Ve worl, nan 

Taducive with lead on tif ead not lenger then Mach 
RE Seep Signal Genaroter for 175 me (S\VU58) wrsee 
UNF Signel Generator (for BWU-SE) wR88s 
Oniloscope TOS24AD or WO-STA 
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SUAL SIDEB: 
VHF 

USES 
‘The BW-48 Visual Sideband Demodulator is designed for 
use with Television Master Monitors to permit @ visual 
quality observation of either monochrome or color signals 
delivered to the antenna of a VHF television transmitter. 
The picture information supplied by the instrument is 
equivalent to that which would be obtoined from an ideal 
television receiver located remotely from the station. This 
signal is free from interference by the accompanying aural 
transmitter. 
The BW-4B provides the following information: (1) wave- 
form characteristics such as wave shape, percent syne, 
white compression, depth of modulation, resolution and 
transient response, envelope delay, and (2) @ composite 
picture of the radiated TV signal to serve as @ basis for 
checking compliance with EIA and FCC standards. 
A directional coupler, MI-19396-18, designed to mount in 
@ 3Y%b-inch transmission line, is included as part of the de- 
modulator equipment. This coupler samples the transmitter 
output ond supplies the resultant signal to the converter 
unit, This coupler may be inserted into the transmission 
line ot any of several points between the vest 
band filter and the antenna. If a filterplexer is used, the 
directional coupler must be installed between the filter- 
plexer and the antenna, 

DEMODULATORS 

FEATURES 

© Monitor transmitter output any channel 
2 to 13 

e ‘al coupler may be mounted any- 
where in transmission line 

© Complete sound rejection monitoring at 
any point 

© Remote operation of modulation base line 

© Insensitive to stray rf fields 
© Affords accurate measurement of phase 

delay 
© Transient response comparable to ideal 

4.2 me filter 

DESCRIPTION 

The BW-48 demodulator is basically a superheterodyne 
receiver designed for vestigial sideband reception and in- 
cludes @ crystal-controlled r-f to if frequency converter, 
@ sound rejection vit, @ wing trap, four stages of HF 
complification, @ video detector, @ video amplifier, ond 
@ delay equalizer. The frequency conversion circuits ore 
assembled on a small, separate chassis which is mounted 
fon the main if and power supply cha: 
The demodulator is provided with a very sharp notch type 
filter to remove sound from a video signal required for 
program monitoring when the r-f input signal to the de- 
modulator may have both signals present. A mechanical 
50/60 cycle chopper, which may be controlled from a 
remote location, is included os part of the i 
this chopper is energized, it will apply a negative cut-off 
bios to tubes in the i+f section at 50/60 cycle rate, and 

section. When 

thereby provide o zero level base line on the monitor 
oscilloscope screen. The video output level is dependent 
con the level of the r-f input signal which should be ad- 
iusted to produce a peak of sync level of video of two volts 
‘across a 75-ohm termination. A switchable six db pad is 
provided in the output circuit to reduce the output to one 
volt peak of syne. 
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The demodulator is compensated for its delay when used 
without the sound notch, When used with « program os @ 
monitor, the delay intreduced by the addition of the sound 
notch is reosonably corrected by the receiver delay equal- 

izer which is normally used in the video circuit preceding 
the transmitter input to compensote for high frequency 
cutoff of the average color recsiver. The Type BW-48 
equipment is used to monitor television channels, 2 t0 13. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

ications 
105-125 volts, 50/60 cyloe, 200 wate 

5°C 10 45°C ambient tempsrorure Operating Condition: 
D-259% ration bumidy 

2F Input 
Frequany. vex, S525.00:25 me (channels 2 42 4) 

1752521128 me ichansls 7 10 13) 
Voltoge. less “han 58 RAS direct for T4¥ cation ip 

ioe thor MOV RMS wth § db RF attonsutor 
Irnpadonce ~ 5) ohms 

Sutpute 
Roeciver Signal 

‘Output Termination high impedance azeflexcope input 
Uaeory. fceroe tiered to LAV covier Bip 

Indicates Actual Response 
er aa ae 
To at 28 oe 

35 ok a a5 
Noise Level greater thon $0 db lane 1 
Reseiver Gain Cantol Ronse. 1 db 

Video. Swosp 
Voltage. © ta 2V pooktapeck 
Frequency. 10.010 me veep width contioucurly adjustable 
Center Frequaney. Adjyseble £2 me 
Swoop Reto Power line frequency 

2k power ina trequancy 
LS db 70 KC t2 5 me 
E10 dh 60 KC to 7 me 
Tost ther 996 of 2¥ pa 

Frequency Response 

Disord on 
Oscilocope Sweep 

Open Circuit Voltage, 45¥ pp 
Frequency. ome as powsr Fine 
Weve Form. ee 
Internal Impedance 12,000 ohms 
Phose Adjustment =10° 

Block dlagrom of BY-&8 Demedulatr. 

Tube Complement 
1, Video and Power Supply Unt 

2 aca TaNes 
arses sos? 
1se4cr toca 
1 gan, 18197 
16485 

VHF Coneeitar Uri 
10s 
1-6C8S IGhan. 7-13) 

Mechanical Specifications 
Dimesions ‘overall 

Tr, Video. ond 
Powe? Supply Chass 9° wide, 14/2" high, 1OUk"” deep 

WHE RE Convertors SY" tong, 7a" side, AV2" Nigh 
Diretionat Couper 2 lange 2° wide, 2° high 
VE Covplor Housing {AEIREE6S' can12" lang, vaongad tat 

379" B18 ohn YH tranamition Tine 
weight 5 Ibs 
Finish Dark umber aroy 

Equipment Supplied 
YHE Type BWC48 Veta Sisbord Demodulator iaans7 

Canpioe wih tober in plate sed. tneting_hovsng 
"M9996, Dieeional Coupler” fwri9a%e1e, Channel Frequency Erg (MisaQOR Al for apes tna choenel Tpeifed In tales crv ond insecon 
took 

Optional and Accessory Equipment 
Senior Yoohmyst wv906 
Flare Conrnt Hetr wigvao0c 
Wideband Cuslucope, Type TO-S2440, 1268008, 
Marker Generator WRse 
Television Sweep Osclator MRA 
Chopper Roar nbs67 
Complete Spare Tube KH for BNE Miasoren 
YF Motoring Diode nian 
WALA Color Signe Anuar 54095 
WATE Unnority Chacko: miseorra 

esau BWSB Sideband Response Analyse” 



DEMODULATORS 

VISUAL SIDEBAND DEMODULATOR 
UHF Type BWU-4A. 

FEATURES 

© Monitor any channel 14 to 83 
© Directional coupler may be mounted any- 

where in transmission ine 
© Complete sound rejection monitoring at 

any point 
@ Remote operation of modulation hase line 

reference 

USES 
The Visual Sideband Demodulator, Type BWU-4A, is de- 
signed for use with Television Master Monitors ta permit 
visual, quality observation of the signal delivered to 
the antenna by @ UHF TV transmitter. The picture infor- 
mation supplied by the instrument is equivalent to that 
which wauld be obtained from an ideal television receiver 
Jocated remotely from the station. This signal is free from 
interference by the Gecompanying aural transmitter. 
The BWU-4A provide the following information: (1) wave- 
form characteristies such as wove shape, percent sync, 
white compression, depth of modulation, resolution ond 
transient response, and (2) © composite picture of the 
rodioted TY signal to serve os a basis for checking com. 
plianee with EIA and FCC standards 

paso 

© Switchable phase compensation for VSB 
reception 

© Insensitive to stray rf fields 
iode monitoring with envelope detection 

using directional coupler 
© ‘Facilitates a complete, continuous signal 

quality cheek 

DESCRIPTION 
The TV demodulator is basically a superheteradyne re- 
ceiver designed far vestigiot sideband reception and in- 
dudes a crysiakcontrolled ef te if frequency converter, 
«sound rejection circuit, four stages of} amplification, a 
video detector, and @ video output stage. The frequency 
conversion circuits are assembled ono small, separate 
chassis which is mounted on the main i-f and power sup- 
ply chassis, 
A directional coupler, I-19396-1, designed to maunt in a 
BYh-inch transmission line, 1s included as part of the de- 
modulatar equipment, This coupler samples the transmitter 
outpot and supplies the resultant signal fa the converter 
unit. This caupler may be inserted into the transmission 
ine at any of several points between the vestigial side- 
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Block diagram of BWU-4A Demedulator 

band filter and the antenna. By installing it in one of the 
feed lines between the diplexer and the antenna, mis- 

the line being monitored will be readily evi- 
stallation, however, mismatches may not 

be detected in the second antenna feed line unless pro- 
vision is made for sampling the signal in this line also. 
Alternatively, the directional coupler may be inserted into 
the transmission line between the sideband filter ond the 
diplexer. This location will not be as sensitive to antenna 
mismatch os the antenna feed line installation. If o filter- 
plexer is used, the directional coupler must be installed 
between the filterplexer and the antenna, Monitoring 
next to the antenna, however, places a more stringent 
requirement upon the sound rejection notch in the demod- 
lator due to the presence of full sound carrier power in 

When tests are to be made of the video transmitter out- 
side of regular program periods, the aural transmitter 
may be shut down and the sound notch on the TV demod- 
lator switched out of the circuit. This gives a wider amp 
tude response and an improved high frequency phase 
characteristic. Such characteristics are useful in monitoring 
the transient response of the transmitter. 
Vestigial sideband transmission of television signals intro- 
duces a characteristic phase distortion into the detected 
video signal. Although not usually discernible during reg- 
ular program telecasting, this distortion will be clearly 
evidenced by leading whites and trailing smears when a 
fest patiern is used. To correct this distortion, a phase 
compensating network which may be switched into the 
Video output circuit is provided. This corrects the low 
frequency phase error of the demodulator. 



‘A mechanical 50/60 cycle chopper, which may be con- 
trolled from a remote location, is included as part of the 

4 section. When this chopper is energized, it will apply 
negative cut-off bias to tubes in the i-f section at a 

50/60 cycle rate, and thereby provide a zero level base 
line on the monitor oscilloscope screen. 
The output signal from the TV demodulator includes syn- 
chronizing pulses and video from the transmitied signal, 
and is intended to be coupled to the master monitor 
through a 75-ohm coaxial line. 

The envelope detector is used to enable observation of 
the overall response envelope of the television transm 
when the transmitter is being medulated by a video sweep 
generator. For this application, the lead from the 
tional coupler, normally connected 0 the converter unit 
at the converter rf input jack, is connected to the diode 
input jack. When the video output is connected to the 
vertical terminals of an oscilloscope the swept response of 
the transmitter may be observed. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Performance Specifications 
‘RF CONVERTER UNIT 

fi CChonnels 1463 yoney Range - 
Input Required Approximately 1 t0 2 volts rf 
Output. tier frequency, 25 me 

EA frequency, 205 me 
Stability. Crystal frequency deviation less thon 0.002% 
LF AND VIDEO UNIT 
EF Bandwidth 1.5 db ot 4 me with sound notch 

1.5 db ot 5 me without sound notch 
low Frequency Response..Lest than 2% fit to 60 eyele squore wave 

More thon 80 db to cura signal et +25 ke 
‘deviation from carrier Frequency 

Sound Rejection. 

Transient Charocersie: 
Tested with 100 ke Square Weve, 

Anticipatory Undershot 
Rise Tine 

AS me with sound notch 
10% of oxie separation 
6% of exis seperation 

Does not deviate more thon —10% 

Ringing Frequency 
Amplitde of Fist Positive Overshoo. 
Amplitude of Fest Negative Overshoct 
Axis of Cute Teonsient 

Sensi Approximately 0.05 volts input for 1.5 volt 
peak syne output ocross 75 ohms 

Output Voltoge..... Maximum 1.5 vols peak of syne otros 75 ohms 
‘output impedance; syne negative 

ENVELOPE DETECTOR 
Inptt---Mexinom svailble (op t» 5 vol). Ipet connector tn 

ated by swore! pod. Tonner to be modulo with 
‘wep son 

ouput ares wih inpst (may be observed on ony 
tondordrcllncpe) 

Electrical Specifications 
Power Sour, 105-125 volts e, 50/60 cyeles, single phese 

250 watts ( amp. sloblo fuse) 
250 volts re 

Power Input 
DC Output Voltage. 

15" cto 45" c 

Tube Complement 
IF, Video and Power Supply Unit 

6c 
asc8s 
1sve 
26AKS 
1-eac7 

UKE Converter Units 
16. 1608s 
168074 TIN 

Mechanical Specifications 
14, Video end Power Supply Cl imenione 19" wide, 4" high, 9 deep 

Weieht 20 be 
UKE EF Converters (nownt on UF 

Video ond Power Supply Chas) 
Dimensions, V5" long, AV" wide, AV" high 
Weight 2 the 

Directional Coupler: 
Dimensions 3" long, 2 wide, 2" 
Weight 244 Ibe 

UME Coupler Housing (MI-193622)....6" long, longed each end to 
fr 316" 50 chm UME tranemision line 

Equipment Supplied 
LUHF Demodvlator, Type BWU-4A 34007 
Including the following 
1'l, Video, and Power Supply Chose, -M1-34002 
1 UKF RF Oxllator Converter, Mi34004 
1 Directional Coupe, Li9ape 
1 Howsng itpane2 
1 Chanel Fi D008" 
lupe Tor apse opetting hanna) 1 (cable snsuoia 

teset6o 

Optional and Accessory Equipment 
Senor VelOhmyst we 
Plate Corrent Meter i220) 
Widebond Oxilacope TO-524K0, M2650. 
Marker Generator WRIA 
Televison Sweep Oxi WRePa 
Chopper Relay zeae 
Complete Spore Tube Kit for BWUAA i315 
UNF Monitoring Diode. M1964 



FEATURES 
© Requires no extemal power supply 
@ Requires no maintenance or periodic ad- 

justment 
© Will fit either 31” or 156” line without 

changes in unit 
© Input circuit compensated for ut 

pickup over the 12 VHF channels 
form rf 

USES 
The Monitoring Diode, Type MI-19051-B, is a completely 
self-contained unit designed for mounting on the rf trans- 
mission line between the output of the visual TV transmitter 
cand the sideband filter. The video output of the Monitoring 
Diode when fed to a master monitor, or equivalent unit, 
will permit observation of the picture delivered by the TV 
transmitter. The diode unit has excellent frequency ond 
linearity response and is designed for use on TV channels 
210 13 

DESCRIPTION 
IMI-19051-B consists of a double section diode whose 
cathodes are capacity coupled by © probe to the trans- 
mission line inner conductor. The plates are connected 
through @ load resistor network to the 75-chm output 
Circuit. The output network provides @ 75-ohm output im- 
pedance to match coaxial cable impedance and provides 
optimum performance in color TV systems. Filament voltage 
for the diode is supplied by a self-contained transformer 
which requires 115 volts -c supply. The unit is designed 
for 34” and 1%6" transmission line. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Channels 213 inclosve 

70 ohms 
78 v1.0 v. (adjustable by vorying pickup) 

7%" long, 36" wide, 3X," high 
Weight. 3 Ibs opproximots 
Tube Complement, 1 RCA SAL5, Diode Rectifier 
Stock Identification ML90518 

Frequency Ronge 
Output Impedance 
Output Voltoge 
Dimensions (overall) 

FEATURES 
© Permits CRO display of Modulation en- 

velope in conjunction with video sweep 
input to the transmitter in L position 

© Input circuit compensated for uniform rf 
pickup over all UHF channels 

© Automatically energized whenever moni- 
toring equipment operation 

USES 
The UHF Monitoring Diode, MI-19364, is designed for 
mounting at any point on the visual transmission line 
between the transmitter and the filterplexer. The video 
output of the unit when fed to the master monitor or 
equivalent unit will permit observation of the picture 
delivered by the TV transmitter. It is designed for use on 
UHF channels 14-83. 

DESCRIPTION 
The MI-19364 UHF Monitoring Diode consists of @ triode 
serving as a diode whose cathodes are capacity coupled 
by a probe to the transmission line inner conductor. The 
plates are connected through a load resistor to the 75-ohm 
‘output circuit. Filament voltage for the triode is sup- 
plied from a 115-volt a-c supply. A directional coupler, 
is required for use with the diode, and RG-11/U cable 
is run to the control console, where it can be located in 
any position on the console. The unit is designed together 
with its coupler for mounting on 3Y%4-inch or 64-inch 
coaxial transmission line, 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Froquency Renge. CChennels 14-63 
Output Impedance 75 ohms 
Output Valtoge. T elt peak to-peak 
Tube Complement, 15875 Pencil wiode 
Dimensions (overall 610°" Tone, 3 wid, 2¥2" igh 
Weight 3 Ibs. approximate 
Stock Identification M9364 
ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT 
Directional Coupler for 314” Transmission Line $1.8 shm...ML27379 
Directional Coupler for 616" Teansmission Line 75 ohm... 127382 Directional Coupler for 374" Univeral 

ransmision Line 50 ohm, 27385 cr ional Coupler for 614" Universal 
Trensmission Line 75 ohm 027387 



RF LOADS AND WATTMETERS 

R-F LOADS AND WATTMETERS 

FEATURES 

© Combines dummy TV antenna and rf 
power-measurement functions 

Easily installed—occupies litle space 
Power indi ns given directly in watts 

Meets FCC standards 

Wide choice of ratings (300 w, to 50 kw} 
at any VHF or UHF frequency 

e
@
e
e
e
 

USES 
The RF Leads and Wattmeters ore designed for use in 
measuring the power output of the aural and visual sections 
of television transmitters. The load properly terminates the 
output of either the visual ar eural transmitter end gives © 
measurement of the average rf power as required by FCC 
standards, It is also used as a dummy antenna for trans- 
mitter tuning. A choice of ratings is available for any fre- 
quency between $4 me and 890 me and fer any power lovel 

DESCRIPTION 
The RCA Series of RF Loads and Wottmelers consists of 
resistor element for terminating @ transmission line in its 
choracteristic impedence, ond a current indicoting meter 
for measuring pawer dissipoied. The power dissipeting sec- 
tion consists of a resistor unit immersed in @ coolont liquid, 
which is eosled by air in the low power units, by tap water 
in the medium pewer units, and by forced water in high 
power leads. In ordar to prevent excessive use of tap water 
during the time the rf power is ot a low level, © water 
saver {s used in most coses. This consists of a thermo 
statically controlled solenoid vale which allows the water 
to flow only when needed. 
The power measuring section carsists of a short length of 
transmission line (Thruline}, a meter, and @ wattmeter 

LIQIWS/H RE lod and Wanmoter uaa p. 4 for Spacifeations) 

clement. A socket is provided on the side of the transmis: 
sion-line-<coupling section to accommadatc a ealibroted 
‘wcttmeter element, which, when coupled to the transmission 
line, develeps a dé-e curren? approximately properticnal te 
the forward wave voltage across the lead resistor. This 
current is supplied to @ remota meter calibrated to indicate 
directly the power dissipated in the load 
The wattmeter element is © reflectometer which consists of 
@ coupling loop, a erystal detector, and a filter network. 
The wattmeter element may be rotated 180° in the trans. 
mission line housing. This permits it to indicote the incident 
power to the load, or the reflected power from the load. 
The MI-19198-A and MI-T9024-A models differ in important 
respects from the above, and ate described hereafter. 

RF Loads and Wattmeters for TY Transmitters 
Mi Number Frequency Avo. Power Usable Renge Input Imped.* 
V9IS6L/H— Ch. 2-13-1200 W VHF G to 1200 W 5051.5 ohms Natural Air Convection 
19197 Ch. 14-83 1200 WUHF Cfo 1200 W 50 ohms Natural Air Convection 
190244 = Ch, 2-13 S KW VHF 1.0 to S KW S0/51.5chms Tap Water (T GPM) 
2739 Ch. 213° 75 KW VHE 1.010 7.5 KW 50/S1.5 ohms Tap Woter (4 GPM) 

Type of Cooling | 

| 
| 19198-A2 Ch. 14.2 

T9I9L/H Ch, 213, 
ISIAH Ch, 213 

25 KW URE 0.1 to 25 KW 
25 KW VHF 0 to 25 Kw 
50 KW VHF 0 to 50 KW 

50° ohms Top Water (5.5 GPM) 
50/51.5 ohms Water & Pumped Coolant (10 GPM) 
50,'51.5 ohms Water & Pumped Coolant (20 GPiA} 

* Specify 80 of $1.5 ohms impadaren os requited for chonels 2-18 

8.6450 n 



The MI-19196-/H is » natural airconvection-<ooled portable unit, which 
may be connected fo ether the tranamitter ovipu, the sideband ter 

‘uiput, oF either output of the diplexer. 

MI-19196-L/H 
The RCA 300/1200-Watt RF Load and Wattmeter (2 kw 
peak picture power) is an cir-cooled, termination type 
unit for operation in either the 54 to 108 me (MI-19196-L) 
or 108 10 216 me (MI-19196-H) frequency range. It is 
equipped with unflanged fiting for 3%4’—50/51.5 ohm line 
cand is designed for use with TT-500A/B ond TT-2AL/AH 
RCA VHF transmitters. The equipment’s power dissipating 
section consists of the load resistor and a liquid coolant 
which are contained in a finned radiator structure. The 
power measuring section consists of a short length of trans- 
mission line (Thruline), a meter, and two wattmeter elements 
which provide 0 to 375-watt or 0 to 1500-watt full-scale 
meter deflection. Connection between the power measur- 
ing section and the power dissipating section is made by 
means of an inner conductor connector and a straight 
coupling. 
Equipment Supplied 
THF load Aisemby, 1 teigh Coupling, | lner Condutr Connactr, Howe Clamps, 1 Thulne Section, ¥ Meter Asenbly, nd We eter omens ‘urioioeurn 
Accessory Equipment 
Adopter, Inner for MI27912. ‘Adopter, ter for M9313 Coupling, Sraight fedocee 318" to 134" Cosi Une 

ial Line. 

gE
ze

 

The low-power UMF MI-19197 Load and Wattmeter shown above it the 
companion unit fo the MI-19196. VHF equipment which it resembles 

appearance and operation. 

MI-19197 
The RCA 1200-Watt R-F Load and Wattmeter (2 kw peak 
picture power) is similar to the MI-19196 VHF Equipment, 
but designed for operation in the 470 to 890 me UHF fre- 
queney range. It is equipped with flanged fitting for 
3¥4"—50 ohm line, and is specified for use with RCA’s 
type TTU-1B UHF transmitter 
The MI-19197, in addition to functioning as a load, serves 
@s the reject load resistor on the RCA MI-19086 Filter- 
plexer. In this application, the inner conductor of the 
transmission line coupling is surrounded by a specially 
made sleeve, the coupling forming a matching section 
Which will give @ VSWR of 1.02 or better for the operating 
channel. 

Equipment Supplied 
1 RF Load, 1 Meter, | Wattmeter Element (0-1800 watts), ond 1 Watt. ‘near Elamart (0-190, wat) Miioe7 

Accessory Equipment 
50 ohm 314" to Type BL mM rt My 

‘Adopter, EIA to Universal male mare 

MI-19024-A, 
The RCA 3-KW R-F Load and Wattmeter (5 kw peak visual 
power) is designed for use with VHF transmitters with up 
to 5 kw picture ratings. It is @ termination type unit sup- 
plied for operation in the 54 to 216 me frequency range. 
Channel frequency must be included in ordering informa- 
tion since the equipment is colibrated and adjusted at the 
factory for a particular channel. The unit may be con- 
nected to either the transmitter output, the sideband filter 
‘output, or either diplexer output. The power dissipating sec- 
tion consists of the load resistor, an intermediate coolant, 

heat exchanger, and a flexible RG-19/U cable which 

fits @ 196"51.5 chm transmission line, The unit is cooled 
with tap water which enters and leaves the top of the u 
through special %4” LP.S, union connections. The unit is 
designed for wall or rack mounting. 

Equipment Supplied 
1 RF Lood Auambly, 1 Wattmeter, ond 1 Cable, 10 feet Tong i026 

Accessory Equipment 
Reducer, 214" t0 196" Coosa Line miaovia7 



MI-27396 
The RCA 7.5-KW RF Load and Wattmeter (10 kw peak 
visual power) is a water-cooled, te ination type unit 
for the 54 to 216 me frequency range. A special film re- 
sisto arranged as the center conductor of @ tapered 
coaxial line to give an almost reflectionless termination, 
is used os the load resistance. This fixed or portable floor- 
mounting unit is equipped with unflanged fitting for 
3¥%4"-50/51.5 ohm line, It is designed for use with the 
RCA type TT-1OAL/AH VHF transmitter. 
The MI-27396 Equipment employs water instead of air to 
cool the intermediate coolant, which has been chosen for 

ty to prevent damage to the resistor. The 
cooling coil is a double helix of finned copper tubing which 
circulates water between the inner and outer helix. A 
water saver valve is provided to minimize water flow. It 
is controlled by an automatic thermoswitch so that water 
flows only when the intermediate coolant temperature 
reaches @ certain moximum limit 

Equipment Supplied 
THE lood Auvembly, 4 empor, 1 Susight Coupling, 2 Hove Clamp 1 Imper Condotor Assen, 1 Thrlne Secon, Melr ase, 

1 Sover Valve, and'| Wattneer Element. MI27396 

Equipment 
for WL27912, miarsr210 

for MI-19313 Transmission Line 
Coupling, Sircight 

Be 

MI-19198-A2 
The RCA 15/25-KW R-F Load (40 kw peak visual power) 
is @ termination type unit for operation in the 470 to 
890 mc UHF frequency range. It is recommended for use 
with the RCA type TTU-12A ond TTU-258 transmitters. 
Unit may be connected to either the transmitter out- 
puts, or the output of the filterplexer. The unit is equipped 
with @ 3¥%"—50 ohm flanged fitting and thermoswitch: 

The MI-19196-82 UHF 
‘i principle 

‘Shown with the load is RF Wattmeter (015 kw), MI-27350, 

The load utilizes @ column of tap water for power dissipa- 
tion rather than a liquid cooled load resistor. The input of 
the load consists of @ polyethylene transformer section 
to provide @ correct impedance match to the connecting 
line. The opposite end of the line is short circuited and 
contains the input and output water connections. The water 
flows through the inner conductor and enters the space 
between the inner and outer conductor through small 
perforations in the inner conductor adjacent to the trans- 
former section. The water flow then continues to the output 
drain connection. Broadband wattmeters with scale ranges 
of 0 to 15 kw or 0 to 25 kw can be provided as accessory 
equipment with @ Thruline unit and Wattmeter element 
which allows direct incident power readings, or with 
180° turn, a reading of the reflected power. 

Equipment Supplied 
115/35 bow RF Loot Aenby uapioeaa 
Accessory Equipment 
Connector (onchor iso) ys.ae.10 
Tue BF Wormeter (013 ko) ni araso 
Thrutme RF Wotmeter (025 ko) iaraes oper, to Univeral foal iar oper, fe U Marta 



MI-19193-L/H 
The unit is illustrated on page 1. 

The RCA 25-KW R-F Load and Wattmeter (40 kw peak 
visval power) is also a water-cooled termination type unit 
for operation in the 54 to 108 mc (MI-19193:L) or 108 to 
216 me (MI-19193-H) frequency range. It is equipped with 
3¥%4"-50/51.5 ohm unflanged fitting and designed for 
use with RCA type TT-25-AL/AH or TT-25-BL/BH VHF 
transmitters. 
The power dissipating sections consist of the load res 
‘an intermediate coolant, a heat exchanger (cooling 
‘and a motor-driven pump assembly which ore mounted 
on a wheeled truck. Two upright steel cylinders, joined at 
top through @ conduit, and at bottom through a motor- 
driven centrifugal pump, house the load resistor, coolant 
and cooling coil. Cooling water is forced through the helix 
system as in the MI-19199 model. A 115/230 volt 
motor with a self-contained thermal overload switch drives 
the circulating pump. The MI-19193, -L and -H loads are 
equipped with 60 cps motors. 

Equipment Supplied 
1 Meat Exchanger, 1 RF Load Unit Assembly, 1 Coupling, 1 Th See 

MI-19191-1/H 
The RCA 50-KW R-F Load and Wattmeter (84 kw peok 
visual power) for VHF transmitters is supplied for opera- 
tion in either the 54 to 108 me (MI-19191-L/AL) or 108 to 
216 me (MI-19191-H/AH) frequency range. It has a 6%" 
flanged 50/51.5 ohm fitting and is designed for use with 
the RCA type TT-50-AH transmitter. 
This forced water cooled unit is olmost identical to the 
'ML-19193 model. The power measuring section consists of 
short length of transmission line (Thruline), a meter, 
‘and a wattmeter element which reads overage and not 
peak power values. The a-c motor used to drive the cir- 
culating pump is supplied for either 60 or 50 cps opera- 
tion. The entire equipment is mounted on a wheeled truck, 
‘ond is similar in appearance to the MI-19193 unit. 

Equipment Supplied 
1 Hoot Exchanger, 1 RF Load Unit Ausambly, 1 Coupling, 1 Thrulne See- 

‘ion, 1 Meter Astembly, 1 Wartmeter Element, 2 Horo. MEIBT9V-L/H 

Accessory Equipment 
Mon, Mer Asem ond 1 Walser Goren. MEIDIDSL Coupling, SreQh oeec iagare7 

“ Redeer, 4" fo 3 for MLIOIND Teonsminion Une. MA9O1413 
jAccesseey, Eauipment puarovaro epi, ner for M1712. MEET IAIO 
‘ache, noes for MLIIS19 Coa mez771240 Adepe,Iner for MLI9O19Tronminon maga1310 
Coop, Sele Redver, 6" te 3¥6" for MLDS Tron saragarat3 

‘SPECIFICATIONS 

Electrical Specifications 
MEIPI9EUH—MiI9IO7——MLZTONB——«MLIPINSL/HMLIPIPLA/H— MiIvOR4A—_iepIvea2 Frequency Ronge "840 108 me "Dw #90 me Mw ZTE me "Seta 108 me "Sete 108 me Sete Tie me "0% B90 me 108 fo 216 me josteate me 108 2N6 ne 

Power tating (Ava) 1200 woth 1200 wots 7.Skowats 28 Howat 50 Kowa 3 bw 25 tw ‘Bit fm ser) At ipul impedence 50/31Schms 50 chms —«50/S1Sohms 30/515 ohms 50/51.5ohms 51.5 ohms 50 ohms 
he Power eps 115/230 vos, 118/230 volt, None top wale Nowe op water 780 Cle ool ch 
rower Consumption — 7 ey Weta — a 
“Matin ne ast c wre wre wre arc arc arc inion € iE is Pe ie Fe iE 

Mechanical Specifications 
Mentng Heriot Flor (Gued or lor (Gud ot lor (fed or Verzl ufoce Horizontal, water 

port) prt) pra) pin Calon copay 15 galls 26 goltre 2 gals None 
Water Required 10 gpm (30° C 20 gpm (30° C 1 gpm (30°C 1.5 to 5.5 gpm od foe) Lan ‘us Con) 

Ww" how Inlet 4" ste" hoe Ye plpe Input 34" OD. 
Pipe Output 7%" 0.0. outta wa 
pipe ot 75 tu, 78D om 000 tA he 5 bs 

os on aoe se a seh 
ae ie Fra Pid saa Ba tose" ie me Pa va ahi 
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Description 
TYPICAL TEST SETUPS 

Herummended eat dud Memesag Equipment for AM, PM, aud LY Stations 
Audio Test Facilities for Benadeseting Syatems 
‘Table oF Andliu Test andl Measuring Peuwipment 
Teat Facilities for Telesisinn Systems 
TY Stadio Test. Brien 
TV Transmitter Test Equipment 
Table af Smdio TY Test and Measuring Bquipacut 
‘Tuble of Video Trmemitter ‘Lee! and Meusurentom Equipment 
Table of Color TY Transmitter Input und Monitorine Equipment 

arb 

AUDIO TEST EQUIPMENT 
Diswrtion nau Noise Meter esenns MTqoTL-A 
Auliy Push-Button Oseillatar, MMIQDa8-8 
Leanemissivw Menatriag Selon MEItai 
Plate Corser Meter - ~ MMT21300-01 

VIDEO TEST EQUIPMENT 
Color Bar Generator. MIAN 
Gulor Signal Analszer (complete with csce) S950 
Culex Signal Anolyzer Cleat case) MEIN 
Cabinet far housing WAKA soc MI-267209 
Tineurity. Checker i eee MIST 
Golor Stripe Generator. — voces MESO 
Calibration Pulse Conerator. ML26070 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
Lelevisinn Osciloseope « z ES.10903 
Television Oscilloseaye Mees slide moulin «cn ML260DA, 
Set of Slides for eack or cunsule muuatiag TO _ Brett 
eiTlasepe Case for TOL. _ a M2600 
‘elesisinn Oceiluscaye . — ML26510.8 
Scapemaliile easels ' 26501 
Tigh Inpediawre Peobe 
Silneli CathoderRay Osrilloscope 
Diveut{Tow Copieitance Probe 
Bloch Cthodectay Oseilloscope 

GENERATORS AND METERS 
Viduo Dat! Croseiateh Generater 
Service Calor-Bar Generator 
TV:TM Sweep Ceuerutor 
RE/U/YF Masher Adler 
LHF Stee Generator 
CHP Demognlstor 
Cessin-Calihusted Marker Generar 
Video Maltimarker 
Mace VllOhmsst 
Senior YoliOhmayst 
Fonior YokOhunset 
Gxyetsl Diode Probe 
High-Voltage VoltObymat Prabe 
Mulriplice Resistor for VoliObmyat Probe 
Vueamm Talo Voltaseler 
a0 KY DC Probe. micynans 
Ig00-% I: AC Adaptor, a crnnsnnvonnans MLBOADL 
Aadapior Type N, Prabe to Coaxial Cable. M0802 
eat Meter 
High Vollage Erale for DC Measurements wrinsn 



Type Number 

WE100A, 
WEA 
WO337A, 

WG-38, 
W304 

Description MINumber 
GENERATORS AND METERS (Con't) 

Electron-Tube MicroMboMeter 
Automatic Electron-Tube Tester 
Tube Socket Adapter Set (for testing tubes with small &pin, Spin 

and 6-pin bases, and small and medium 7-pin bases) 
‘Tube Socket Adapter (for testing 7Lead In-Line Subminiature Tubes) 
Tube Socket Adapter (for testing 8-Lead Circular Submiviature Tubes) 

FIELD INTENSITY METERS 
Field Intensity Meter and Test Set. Mia9s6 
1 MA Esterline-Angus Recorder 
Mobile Recording Drive Assembly 
Field Intensity Meter.. = MI-30002:D 
Recording Amplifier 

FREQUENCY & MODULATION MONITORS 
AM Type Frequency Mouitor.n..-.- cos Es4042 
TV Type Frequency Mor ES34000-4 
Remote Meter. / MI-93688 
Spare Tube Kit for BW-IIA/11A° MI8295 

xy and Modulation Monitor 

SIDEBAND RESPONSE ANALYZERS 
VHF Sideband Response Analyzer... ESS4010B 

nse Analyzer. 2 FS31000.8 
Set of Spare Tubes for BW-SA..... = MIs40128 
Set of Spare Tubes for RP Input Unit only... MI34020 
Directional Coupler (BW-5A or BWUSA}.. MI-1939621 

(BWA). z. - MI19057.8 
VHF Line Section for Mounting MI-1939%6-1 Directional Coupler... ML193963. 
HE Line Secton for Mounting MI3I8961 Directonel Conpletmnn MLLO¥6L 
RF Connector for MI193961 Coupler ~ MESHO11 

DEMODULATORS 
VHF Visual Sideband Demodulator, - MI340s7 
Chopper Relay MI-26567 
Complete Spare Tube Kit for BW.B... MISI014-4, 
UBF Visual Sideband Demodulator... FS.34007 
Complete Spare Tube Kit for BWU-A...... MI34015 

: ~ MI19051-8 
UHF Monitoring ML19364 
Directional Coupler for 33°15 Ohm Line... ML27379 
Directional Coupler for 624.25 Ohm Line, po ML27382 

MI27385 
MI27387 

RF LOADS AND WATTMETERS 
General Deseription 
VHF 1200-Watt RF Load and Wattmeter. MI-191964,/1 
UHF 1200.Watt RF Load and Wattneter cones MEIOIIT 
VHF 3.KW RF Load and Watmeter. ~ MEI9O2EA 
VHF 15-KW RF Load and Wattmeter.. * MI27396 
UBF 15/25-KW RF Load.csennns ‘MI419198.42 
Thruline RF Waumeter (0415 KW) MI27350 
Thruline RF Wattmeter (025 KW) ME27363, 
VHF 25-KW RF Load and Wattmeter.. oo MEL9195-L/H VHF S0KW RF Load and Waumeter. = soos MELOLOUL/HL 





Atlanta 3, Ga. 
1121 Rhodes-Haverty Bldg., Jackson 4.7703 

Boston 16, Mass. 
200 Berkeley Street, Hubbard 2-1700 

Camden 2, N. J. 
Front & Cooper Streets, Woodlawn 3-8000 

Chicago 54, Ill 
1186 Merchandise Mart Plaza, Delaware 7-0700 

Cleveland 15, Ohio 
1600 Keith Bldg., Cherry 1.3450 

RCA REGIONAL Dallas 35, Texas 
7901 Freeway 2183, Fleetwood 23911 

OFFICES 
Hollywood 28, Calif. 
1560/N. Vine Street, Hollywood 9-2154 

Kansas City 6, Mo. 
1006 Grand Avenve, Harrison 1-6480 

New York 20, N. Y. 
36 W. 49th Street, Judson 6-380 

San Francisco 2, Calif. 
420 Taylor Street, Ordway 3-8027 

Seattle 4, Wash. j 
2250 First Avenue, South, Main 8350 

Washington 6, D. C. 
1625 K Street, N. W., District 7-1260 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT (CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY 

wavs Tk @ 
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